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1

Introduction: Cultural
Criminology and the Joy of
Transgression

Celebrity dominates contemporary society. It pervades across the modern
media and encourages us to think of it as a new development, rather than
the extension of a long-standing condition (Turner, 2004: 4). The visibil-
ity of celebrity is unprecedented and there is a continuing debate sur-
rounding how to describe and understand this phenomenon. Attempts
have been made by looking at celebrity as a commercial commodity relat-
ing to intellectual property, an object of consumption and desire as part
of a celebrity industry, a cultural text which can be read to understand
ideological conditions and a cultural phenomenon constituting a new
way of perceiving the self and society. Celebrity is a multifaceted con-
cept, which can and has been approached from a variety of angles each
shedding more light upon this cultural phenomenon. 

A key component in this focus on celebrity has been the largely over-
looked relationship it shares with transgression, whereby criminals and
deviants can enter into a celebrated status, while celebrities can also trans-
gress norms and laws by going wild and misbehaving. In this book the
evidence of a relationship between celebrity and criminality is examined
in order to establish the circumstances and reasons for this connection
existing as a united phenomenon referred to as ‘celebrated criminality’.
Additionally, the consequences and contributions of this relationship for
British and United States societies are considered through a range of case
studies, which are by no means definitive, but provide instances from the
past and present, Britain and the USA and from celebrated figures who
have minor national or major international status. In order to engage
with the debate over the relationship between celebrity and transgressive
behaviour this chapter explores the importance of cultural criminology 
as a critical stance, the role of joy in transgressive acts and finally the 
relationship shared by celebrity and crime. 



Studying culture and crime: cultural criminology

Contemporary society has witnessed a renewed interest in the relation-
ship between crime and culture. Consequently, research into crime and
culture is characterized by late modernity’s distinctive qualities: the
rise of individualism, the pervasion of media forms, unprecedented
consumption and ultimately the loss of substantial ties in social struc-
ture to identity. It is a time of significant instability and change at a
social, cultural, moral and technological level and it is into this setting
that the study of culture has become increasingly more crucial in the
study of crime. By ‘stressing the dimensionality of culture rather than
its substantiality permits our thinking of culture less as a property of
individuals and groups and more a heuristic device’ (Appadurai, 1996:
12–13). As a heuristic tool, culture enables the criminologist to read
crime through it. Reading criminology through culture, according to
Kane (2004: 305), is about re-evaluating taken-for-granted foundations
of inequality and its disciplinary accomplices in social sciences and
justice systems. It is about looking at the collective conscience in the
information age, making myths conscious, and about reconfiguring
knowledge in the larger discipline (ibid.: 305). Subsequently, the late
modern context and understanding of culture as a device for reading
crime have led to a growing plethora of research becoming referred to
as ‘cultural criminology’.

Cultural criminology has been questioned over whether it is a fully
unified theory or rather a ‘collection of individuals sharing some issues
in common’ (Webber, 2007: 140). Ferrell, Hayward and Young (2008:
210) propose that it is probably somewhere in between and that cul-
tural criminology encourages a focusing on issues of meaning, repre-
sentation and power. The looseness of this sense of cultural
criminology encourages scholars to explore an intellectual space free
from orthodox criminology and criminal space (ibid.: 210). It has been
suggested as ‘creating an alternative new narrative of crime’ (Presdee,
2004a: 283). However, what makes it a new narrative? How is it differ-
ent from previous cultural considerations of crime? And what is its
significance? 

Ferrell and Sanders (1995), in one of the earliest attempts to define
cultural criminology, argue that it seeks to make sense of the processes
where cultural forms and expressions become criminalized. It is an
examination of the interplay between crime and culture ‘from the
post-modern proposition that form is content, that style is substance,
that meaning thus resides in presentation and re-presentation’ (Ferrell,
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1999: 397). Cultural criminology searches notions of meaning, interpret-
ation and representation within culture. It is not so much intrigued 
by crime rates as by the representation of such rates, the interaction of
people with this representation and the resulting consequences. It is
interested in expanding imaginative case studies and analytic innovations
(Ferrell, Hayward, Morrison and Presdee, 2004: 1) while reinjecting socio-
logical theory into the understanding of crime. Cultural criminology is
about media images that abound in number and type conveying reality
and fiction side by side and complicating interpretation, presentation and
representation.

Cultural criminology is therefore a method looking at meanings
within the narrative of everyday life. It tells stories, making the prac-
tices of social life into ‘the very font of culture and cultural forms’
(Presdee, 2000a: 21). An advantage of using a cultural criminological
perspective is the prioritization of the biographical account of everyday
life. Presdee (2004b: 41) asserts that this provides the ability to produce
better-quality descriptions and explanations of crime and transgression
over quantitative acts that reproduce only numerical life not everyday
life. This does not dismiss the insightfulness of numerical studies but it
emphasizes that statistics are restricted in verbalizing stories of every-
day life, which necessitate more expansive and intimate description
and analysis to reflect the complexity of the narrative. As such, cultural
criminology studies a range of narratives of everyday life, which are
not devoid of meaning but are where ‘popular history is carved and
constructed through everyday experience’ (ibid.: 43). 

By focusing upon the continuous generation of meaning, cultural
criminology looks into the interaction of ‘rules created, rules broken, a
constant interplay of moral entrepreneurship, moral innovation, and
transgression’ (Hayward and Young, 2007: 102). It is this interaction or
friction between people, morals, ideals and regulations that creates a
beginning for creating a story. Therefore, cultural criminology places
crime and its control in the context of culture and views both crime
and the agencies of control as cultural products or ‘creative constructs’
(Hayward and Young, 2004: 259; 2007: 102). Consequently, the roots
of cultural criminology lie within notions of creativity, style and repre-
sentation and they interact and transgress societal values, views and
rules. As such, cultural criminology provides grounds for examining
criminality through cultural occurrences and phenomenon. 

Despite being able to outline facets and characteristics of cultural
criminology it remains complex and fluid in definition, shifting and
adaptable, refusing to be contained by a single set definition. The 
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parameters and methods of the ‘cultural approach’ are still not firmly
established and its potential remains to be fully tested and explored (Hay-
ward and Young, 2004: 270). It appears that cultural criminology is part
of Bauman’s (2000) liquid modernity, whereby culture and society are in
a state of liquidity, shifting, flowing from one form to another and ulti-
mately uncontainable. Hayward and Young (2007) propose this state of
fluid flux, whereby there are no firmly established methods or traject-
ories, as a strength rather than a weakness. They state that the self-
conscious avoidance of a static definition by cultural criminology leaves it
open to critical examination and a collective exploration of culture and
crime which allows the use of crime and criminality as a font of culture
and cultural forms (ibid.: 103). 

Crime, culture and the joy of transgression

One key theme within cultural criminology’s focus upon interaction is
transgression. Transgression entails the breaking of rules into the sense-
less, the forbidden and the outlawed; it ‘involves an attitude to rules, an
assessment of their justness and appropriateness, and a motivation to
break them whether by outright transgression or by neutralization’
(Hayward and Young, 2004: 266). Within cultural criminology trans-
gression is used to explore the secret pleasure from crossing boundaries
and the sickening excitement of something nasty, frightening or dis-
gusting; something defined as outside normative rules. Rule breaking and
boundary crossing have been used by those working on subcultures to
provide solutions to social problems. This is now being relocated into a
source of meaning and ‘leisure’ (ibid.: 261, 266). 

Jenks (2003) argues that transgression is a central idea of our time in a
society created by constraints and boundaries; however, because our
culture is increasingly uncertain and in flux, it is difficult to determine
where boundaries now lie. By focusing on transgression the search is for
limits that are found only by crossing them. It is an opportunity to inves-
tigate what Ferrell (1998: 38) refers to as: ‘adrenaline and excitement,
terror and pleasure seem to flow not just through the experience of crim-
inality … but through the many capillaries connecting crime, crime vic-
timization and criminal justice’. Crime is rarely routine or dull; there 
is something sensual and visceral about it, or, as Katz (1988) suggests,
crime is seductive. The joy of transgressing boundaries though crime 
and deviance necessitates consideration of why and how pleasure occurs
through illicit activities.

Bataille’s work is inextricably interwoven with the crossing of bound-
aries, particularly in relation to deviance. Noys describes Bataille as ‘the
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prophet of transgression’, while Foucault claimed his ‘thought is a
guiding light in the darkness of a new era of unthought’ (in Pefanis,
1991: 40). For Bataille, transgression was an inner experience in which
the individual went beyond the bounds of rational, everyday behav-
iour. He explored a variety of transgressive topics including death,
excess, eroticism and the Marquis de Sade, which enabled him to high-
light that it is impossible to cross the line to elsewhere until bound-
aries are set and recognized (Jenks, 2003: 7, 15). For example, according
to Bataille (1987: 127), ‘evil is not transgression, it is transgression con-
demned’, hence to transgress boundaries the boundaries must first be
laid down and acknowledged. 

Therefore, it is only by transgressing the boundaries of the everyday,
which is constrained by considerations of profit or self-preservation,
that the force of prohibition is fully realized (Suleiman, 1990: 75).
Foucault re-emphasizes this, arguing that the boundaries of ‘trans-
gression incessantly cross … and recross … a line which closes up
behind it … thus it is made to return once more right to the horizon 
of the uncrossable’ (Foucault, 1977b: 33–4). Thus, in practice, trans-
gression relates to the mad, bad and dangerous particularly as everyday
life is riven with code, law, opposition and negation (Jenks, 2003: 92).

The transgression of constraints is policed by taboos, which provide
limits to behaviour that are a personal response to moral imperatives
stemming from inside. However, such a ‘limit on conduct carries with
it an intense relationship with the desire to transgress the limit’,
encouraging the impulse to disobey (ibid.: 7). In other words, although
taboo would forbid the transgression, fascination and desire for cross-
ing boundaries compels it (Bataille, 1987: 68). It is this antipathy
between order and chaos that encapsulates another important element
of transgression in the form of carnival or the world turned upside
down (Jenks, 2003: 7). In the carnivalesque world, vice and transgres-
sion have an energy that perverts reality, creating the spectacle of
debauchery (Presdee, 2004b: 44). According to Lasch (1979), contem-
porary society has reduced reason to mere calculation whereby reason
can impose no limits on the pursuit of pleasure through the immediate
gratification of every desire no matter how perverse, excessive, insane,
criminal or merely immoral (ibid.: 69). Consequently, there is a quest
for what Bakhtin (1984: 8) refers to as the ‘second life’, expressed via
the carnival acts of excitement, pleasure, excess obscenity and even
degradation, which directly relates to transgression by breaking bound-
aries, confronting parameters and playing at the margins of social life
(Jenks, 2003: 7). ‘Second life’ encapsulates transgression by going beyond
the bounds and limits set by a commandment, law or convention; it
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violates and infringes them while also celebrating and lauding the
crossing (ibid.: 2).

The notion of ‘second life’ is reflected by both Deleuze (1997: 37),
who points to the ‘sensualness’ of ‘wickedness’, and Bataille’s implicit
suggestions that transgression can be a joyful and seductive experience.
For instance,

Cruelty and eroticism are conscious intentions in a mind which has
resolved to trespass into a forbidden field of behaviour … for these
contagious domains are both founded on the heady exhilaration of
making a determined escape from the power of taboo [therefore]
cruelty may veer towards eroticism. (Bataille, 1987: 80)

Under such circumstances, society is terrified but also drawn by an
awed fascination because ‘extreme seductiveness is at the boundary of
horror’ (ibid.: 17). It is through transgression that the intense pleasure
of exceeding boundaries and the intense anguish at the realization of
the force of those boundaries are experienced (Suleiman, 1990: 75).
Transgressions are transformed into a celebration of an inverted moral
order in which the world is turned upside down such as via the crim-
inal act. In such an instance there is antipathy between order and
excess, that is, carnival makes the sensual nature of the criminal act
comprehensible in terms of the boundary that is sequentially fractured
and repaired (Jenks, 2003: 133–4). 

Katz (1988: 3) writes that the seductive qualities of crime – which are
those aspects in the foreground of criminality – make its various forms
sensible, even sensuously compelling, ways of being. Therefore, crime
leads to the most sensual satisfactions and the fulfilment of the most
powerful desires, making it important to deny that solidarity which
opposes crime and prevents the enjoyment of its fruits (Bataille, 1987:
169). The response to crime as being in some way enjoyable is difficult
to grapple with and unpleasant to think about; however, ultimately,
this voyeurism of criminality as a transgression can often be enough
(Presdee, 2000: 11, 30). Societal ‘delight in being deviant’ (Katz, 1988:
312) reflects joy in transgression, a glee and amusement in crossing
boundaries that define normative behaviour. This delight suggests that
the motivation to commit deviant and criminal acts is not necessarily
simply through need or greed, but is the pursuit of pleasure and excite-
ment, a drive for an adrenaline fix. It also exposes a fascination with
deviance that allows non-participants to also delight in transgressive
behaviour. This voyeuristic delight in deviance links intimately with
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the approach of cultural criminology as it seeks to explore the interac-
tion of cultural products, in order to extrapolate upon meaning and
ultimately to consider the abundance of media images.

The relationship between celebrity and crime

Contemporary society has been heralded as bearing witness to and
experiencing the emergence and increasing dominance of ‘celebrity’
and ‘celebrity culture’ (Cashmore, 2006; Turner, 2004; Rojek, 2001).
Meanwhile, J. Rose (1999: 9–20) and Howarth (2002) have gone further
and even stated that historical societies demonstrate a powerful culture
of celebrity. Celebrity has been classically identified as individuals who
are ‘well-known for their well-knownness’ (Boorstin, 1972: 57). How-
ever, this is an overly simplistic understanding of the phenomenon of
celebrity in the mass-mediated world of contemporary society. Cele-
brity is made complicated by its association with fame and different
interpretations leading to a huge and diverse range of individuals,
including explorers, actors, sportsmen and women and criminals, achiev-
ing the status and title of celebrity or famous. Celebrity, it would seem, is
ubiquitous in contemporary society. It is used as an all-inclusive term 
that includes those who earn their well-knownness from working for 
the advancement of humankind, those on the stage and screen, and the
criminal who breaks the rules of society. This inclusivity of any person
who gains media attention leading to them become well known and 
thus celebrated, highlights the relationship between crime and celebrity. 
It raises questions regarding why crime and criminals can appear to be
mediated-celebrity equals with non-criminals.

Rojek (2001) specifically recognizes a relationship between celebrity
and transgression. He links celebrity to transgression on the basis that it
divides the individual from ordinary social life, and that celebrities them-
selves are based on projecting a public face that can alter their view of
their own non-public self (ibid.: 177–8). This highlights a sense of div-
ision, and transgressive boundary crossing is consolidated only by Rojek’s
assertion that there is a contradiction between the desire to achieve
celebrity and the limited means of attaining that goal. This contradiction
leads to some individuals resorting to illegitimate means to acquire recog-
nition, such as committing crimes (ibid.: 178). However, despite such
identifications of crime and celebrity sharing a relationship, little rigorous
academic scholarship has been forthcoming. Admittedly, exceptions do
exist, such as Jenks and Lorentzen’s (1997) work on the 1960s London
gangsters the Krays, and Kooistra’s (1989) investigation into criminals as
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heroes. However, despite these exceptions, the process of outlining,
engaging with and analysing the criminal/celebrity relationship remains
ripe for a critical dialogue. 

Cultural criminology, with its focus on the everyday and consideration
of transgression, provides a basis for providing a critical understanding 
of the relationship between crime and celebrity. It unites the cultural
product of celebrity with the transgressive behaviour of crime and dev-
iance, and offers an arena in which to investigate the appearance of 
a need and system to celebrate transgression, defiance and resistance
within everyday life in Britain and the USA (Presdee, 2004b: 45). Using
cultural criminology to explore the relationship between celebrity and
criminality in Britain and the USA draws upon the strengths and interests
of this approach particularly through case studies which explore the 
circumstances and reasons for why the relationship exists as a united 
phenomenon, referred to as celebrated criminality.

The choice of focusing upon Britain and the USA is based upon the
strong similarities in the recent policies and practices of these two nations
– with patterns repeating across the 50 states and the federal system of
the USA and across the three legal systems of Britain (Garland, 2001: 7).
Newburn (2002: 165) even goes so far as to argue that both face problems
and policy responses sufficiently alike to lead to them being described as
enjoying ‘policy transfer’. Garland (2001) suggests this situation is evid-
ence of underlying patterns of structural transformation which are being
brought about by a process of adaptation to the social conditions that
now characterize these (and other) societies. As a result, the similarities of
these two societies render them enough alike to discuss their social and
cultural changes in relation to one another. However, there is no claim
that the patterns of these two societies are universal, because there are
important national differences distinguishing policy environments from
one another and also from other societies (ibid.: 7).

Further reasoning for studying Britain and the USA is that it is appro-
priate to study the two nations upon which the majority of the litera-
ture surrounding the criminal/celebrity relationship has commented.
From such a foundation, the debate is opened for elaboration upon
other nations regarding the criminal/celebrity relationship. The crime-
control developments in Britain suggest that the USA is not unique in
its response to crime or in the social processes that underlie it. Scholars
including Mathiesen (1997) and Wacquant (1999) have pointed to the
growing tendency of European nations to emulate patterns of crime
control first developed in the USA. If these scholars are correct in their
observations, an explanation might lie in the social, economic and cul-
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tural developments that late modern society brings in its wake (Garland,
2001: ix).

This book adopts an alternative approach to explore the criminal/
celebrity relationship through the concept of control within society
using Foucauldian governmentality in the form of government and
governance. Exploring the criminal/celebrity relationship from this
approach demands an account of the emergence of celebrity, the culture
industry and Garland’s culture of control. Chapter 1 opens the analysis of
the relationship between celebrity and crime through exploring the cul-
tural phenomenon of celebrity and celebrity culture with a conceptual-
ization of celebrity that identifies categories such as Hero, Star, Celeb 
and Notorious. The impact of celebrity culture is examined through the
depreciation of greatness and the role of spectacle and synopticism in
contemporary society.

In Chapter 2 Adorno and Horkheimer’s culture industry is used 
to explore how celebrity and celebrity culture have emerged and pros-
pered in late modernity. The chapter updates the culture industry for the
twenty-first century in relation to conceptions of power and control
through Foucault’s governmentality. Governmentality referring to gov-
ernment and governance does not refer to a conspiracy that seeks to
control the public through the culture industry and celebrity, but claims
that control is a consequence. By reinterpreting Foucauldian government
and governance, the culture industry and celebrity are asserted to be
forms of social control through freedom. Particular emphasis is placed
upon celebrity as social control emerging from the culture industry and
how it is providing identity and social solidarity in contemporary society. 

Chapter 3 stresses the important contribution of the heuristic tool of
resonance in explaining the perverse public relationship and fascina-
tion with crime and criminality. Resonance is used in a dual manner:
as a tool to examine the criminal/celebrity relationship and also as an
explanation (a causal factor) for the development of celebrated crim-
inality. The public ability to resonate is suggested as fundamental for 
the culture industry, celebrity or criminality to possess any form of con-
trolling power. The contributions of psychological, cultural and socio-
logical stances are examined in order to explain the influence of resonance
through the criminal-celebrity trend. Finally, celebrated criminality is con-
ceptualized through four categories of criminal-celebrity: social bandit,
criminal hero, underworld exhibitionist and iniquitous criminal.

Chapter 4 analyses celebrated criminality as a form of governance
through the dominant trend of the criminal-celebrity. This analysis
focuses on the limitations and strengths of criminal-celebrity regarding
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its reliance on resonance, which leads to only certain crimes and crim-
inals attaining celebrity status. Three factors are used to highlight how
criminality becomes celebrated through resonance: the type of crime,
which considers what offences are considered acceptable, or stimulate
interest or horror; the context of the crime, in relation to the time and
place the offence is committed and how this can impact on public res-
onance; and the image of the offender, in that it can become roman-
ticized and improve resonance rates. An extended case study of the 1960s
London gangsters the Krays illustrates the criminal-celebrity categories as
well as consolidating the assertion that governance through celebrated
criminality can be limited by resonance.

The penultimate chapter examines the undermining of celebrated
criminality towards the turn of the twenty-first century. It is proposed
that celebrated criminality as a Foucauldian governance form is in the
process of being weakened by changing societal conditions that are
undermining its ability to stimulate public resonance. In other words,
celebrated criminality’s dependence on resonance to exist, as a gover-
nance form, is becoming weakened and prevented from being the
strength that it has been in the past. This chapter provides a twofold
analysis of how and why this undermining process is occurring. Firstly,
this undermining is suggested through celebrated criminality’s dom-
inant trend of criminal-celebrity being weakened by the growing cat-
egory of underworld exhibitionists (criminals seeking celebrity status).
It is proposed that the pursuit of celebrity devalues the celebration of
criminality through over-management of image, over-saturation and
over-commercialism. Secondly, the undermining of criminal-celebrity
is linked to the emergence of David Garland’s (2001) culture of con-
trol as a new form of Foucauldian government which is impacting on
celebrated criminality as governance. 

In the final chapter a critical analysis is conducted of the evolution 
of celebrated criminality as a form of governance in response to the
undermining effect of the culture of control. The rogue celebrity (a cele-
brity who becomes associated with, or commits, criminal or deviant acts)
is highlighted to be thriving in the vacuum formed by the undermin-
ing of celebrated criminality’s previously dominant trend, the criminal-
celebrity. In order to investigate the rise and increasing dominance of the
rogue celebrity as a trend within celebrated criminality, it is conceptual-
ized into three groups: celebrity suspect, celebrity deviant and celebrity
criminal. These rogue-celebrity groups are used to illustrate techniques for
surviving image transgression by minimizing image damage and avoid-
ing a loss of celebrated status via deglamorization, and also how some
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criminality or deviance can be used as a career boost. The implications of
rogue celebrity are applied to wider society through issues of deferential
treatment and judicial blindness. Finally, a brief conclusion draws to-
gether the research assertions and findings along with providing a
challenge regarding the importance of engaging the criminological
imagination.
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1
Celebrity, Fame and Culture

Celebrity is unavoidable in the mediated world. Whether by active pur-
suit or even active avoidance, it is impossible to evade celebrities and
their actions through their frequency and quantity, which pervade all
aspects of everyday life. Magazines, films, television and radio all display
celebrities in society influencing fashion, how we furnish our homes, and
even the food and drink we consume. Society, it appears, is fixated with
celebrity, attaching extravagant value to public figures whose ‘accom-
plishments may be limited, but whose visibility is extensive’ (Cashmore,
2006: 1). This chapter engages with the debate surrounding celebrity by
clarifying an understanding of celebrity through the provision of a con-
ceptualization of the phenomenon. It will also critically analyse the impact
of celebrity and celebrity culture through an analysis of the destruction of
greatness and the role of spectacle and synopticism.

Understanding the phenomenon of celebrity

Celebrity emerged from notions of fame and famousness, which is the
‘state of being widely known or recognised’ (Collins Shorter English Dic-
tionary, 1993: 402). As a word, it derives from the Latin celebritas, meaning
a multitude or fame, and celeber, meaning frequent, populous, renowned
or famous (Boorstin, 1972: 57). Consequently, celebrity has been described
as a ‘condition of being much talked about; famousness, notoriety’ (cited
in ibid.: 57). This definition is convenient because it links notoriety to
celebrity, thereby suggesting that celebrity can be rooted in deviance and
crime by being ‘well-known for some bad or unfavourable quality or deed’
(Collins Shorter English Dictionary, 1993: 775), which is interpreted as illegal
or deviant behaviour. Simply put, a celebrity is an individual who is pri-
marily ‘well known for their well-knownness’; they are famous for being
famous (Boorstin, 1972: 57).



Boorstin (1972) suggests a broad and inclusive definition stating 
that celebrity refers to those individuals who are ‘well-known for their 
well-knownness’ (ibid.: 57). This definition is grounded in his critique of
contemporary American culture as fundamentally inauthentic and dom-
inated by the pseudo-event. Boorstin’s pseudo-event refers to an event or
person who gains celebrity, not spontaneously but rather because it is
planned, planted or incited primarily (although not always exclusively)
for the purpose of being reported or reproduced (ibid.: 11). Celebrity is an
exemplary pseudo-event in that it can be manufactured to create well-
knownness to the extent that it can become a self-fulfilling prophecy
whereby celebrity status can simply be achieved by claiming and per-
forming it (ibid.: 12). It appears that culture is driven by its fascination
with image, simulation and losing its grounding in substance or reality
(Turner, 2004: 5). Celebrity is forming an undeniable celebrity culture in
contemporary society whose inauthenticity within popular culture has
been interpreted as a symptom of cultural change (ibid.: 5). 

Cultural change relating to celebrity is largely in relation to its
defining characteristic of being essentially a media product that is both
transient and superficial, with the usage of the term being largely
confined to the twentieth century onwards (Giles, 2000: 3). For Giles
(2000), fame is a process, which is a consequence of how the media
treat individuals. This means, according to Giles, 

The brutal reality of the modern age is that all famous people are
treated like celebrities by the mass media, whether they be a great
political figure, a worthy campaigner, an artist ‘touched by genius’,
a serial killer or Maureen of Driving School [a participant in a British
reality television programme]. (ibid.: 5)

The role of the media in forming celebrities through the fame process
emphasizes their reliance on mediated promotion, publicity and adver-
tising for their status to initially occur and subsequently to be main-
tained. Without consistent media coverage celebrities disappear: they
are dependent on media coverage to maintain their celebrated status.
The relationship between celebrity and the media is reflected by Dyer’s
influential work (1979; 1986; 1999) on the film star as a cultural text.
His analysis of these cultural texts within the discursive and ideological
conditions that help create stars reflects the scholarly theme of fame
and celebrity as a cultural and societal process.

Perhaps the most widely debated facet of celebrity is analysed by
Gamson (1994) – that of celebrity as a commodity within a celebrity
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industry. Celebrity culture is made up of celebrities who are manufac-
tured and who embody a publicized version of what the public would
like to be: typical enough to be accessible yet unique and interesting
(Reeves, 1988: 150). Despite being manufactured and largely devoid of
accomplishments other than media visibility, celebrities become the
guiding stars of public interest. Consequently, as Boorstin (1972: 47)
asserts, we are tempted to believe they are not actually synthetic but 
that somehow greatness simply abounds in modern times. Heroic
figures distinguished by their greatness due to accomplishments and
achievements are increasingly not being differentiated from celebrities 
whose well-knownness is centred upon marginally different mediated
personalities.

Classifying celebrity

In contemporary society there have been various scholarly endeavours to
build on the understanding of celebrity and to attempt to classify and cat-
egorize it. Monaco (1978) attempts to separate the notion of celebrity
from heroism and establishes subgroups via a typology. He defines three
celebrity categories; firstly, the hero, who is active and gains celebrity
status for what he/she does. Secondly, there is the star, who is not an
actor, for an actor assumes roles, but rather an individual who works 
on playing him or herself. Therefore, the star is known merely for what
they are, echoing Boorstin’s (1972) definition of celebrity. The third
group, according to Monaco (1978), are quasars, for they are what the
audience think they are, rendering them virtually powerless over their
own image and often unwilling participants fabricated into an icon. The
term ‘quasars’ is based upon astronomical quasars, which are objects
appearing to be larger and moving faster than the laws of physics allow;
subsequently, they are thought to be, or appear to be, different from what
we think they are (ibid.: 10). 

Interestingly, Monaco does not seem entirely convinced by his own
definitions, because despite categorizing celebrity into three groups 
he goes on to talk briefly of a fourth subgroup called para-celebrities,
whom he describes as well known for being known by people who are
well known for their well-knownness. Therefore, para-celebrities are
people who become celebrities by association with other already estab-
lished celebrity figures. Monaco concludes that perhaps para-celebrities
are the true model of a contemporary celebrity due to being individuals
whose high visibility is self-made and focused on directing their energy
into a status-based career founded on well-knownness (ibid.: 4–5). How-
ever, Monaco’s categorization of celebrity does not specifically account
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for individuals whose celebrity well-knownness is due to crime and crim-
inality. Consequently, Monaco’s work is of limited applicability to this
research by not providing an understanding of the criminal/celebrity 
relationship in his categorization of celebrity.

A later attempt at elaborating on celebrity by Rojek (2001) demon-
strates further efforts to comprehend and categorize the issue of celebrity,
but unlike Monaco he reflects upon the transient and superficial nature of
celebrity. Rojek (2001) uses three categories of celebrity: ascribed, achieved
and attributed. Ascribed celebrity is the most traditional, relating to
family lines and dynasties; achieved celebrity is based upon a talent or
skill which can apply to fame gained in the face of competition; and
attributed celebrity is founded upon Boorstin’s notion of the pseudo-
event whereby the celebrity is gained through manufacturing visibility in
the public eye (ibid.: 17–20). 

Rojek expands on attributed celebrity via his invention of the term
‘celetoid’, which he uses to describe the extreme form of attributed
celebrity, then he highlights their temporary and manufactured nature
(ibid.: 20). Celetoids, according to Rojek (2001), occur due to the pro-
motion of entertainment rather than a talent or skill, meaning they
lack the ability to maintain long-term existence and decline rapidly
into obscurity for ‘they command media attention one day, and are
forgotten the next’ (ibid.: 21). Rojek (2001) also stresses an important
subcategory of the celetoid in the form of the celeactor. This celebrity
is ‘a fictional character who is either momentarily ubiquitous or
becomes an institutionalized feature of popular culture’ (ibid.: 23). In
other words, a celeactor, despite fictional status, can still become a
celebrity. Perhaps the most distinctive component of Rojek’s approach
is that he addresses the transgressive and notorious. He defends this
inclusion of the transgressive as a means of acknowledging the impact
of criminals and deviants upon public consciousness, leading to fans
and even copycat acts.

The lack of focus of previous celebrity categorizations by Monaco
(1978) and the beginnings of an exploration of the transgressive by
Rojek (2001) make a new understanding of celebrity worthwhile. This
new categorization is crucial on two counts: firstly, in order to divide
celebrities who attain their status through legal and non-deviant means
from those who gain their status through illicit methods. Secondly, 
it is crucial to consider the division between how celebrated status is
bestowed upon individuals. Celebrity status is linked to a range of indi-
viduals for different reasons and to different extents. For example, some
individuals set out with the primary goal of celebrated status which
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they actively pursue with the intent of achieving well-knownness. These
individuals are seeking celebrity and therefore can be said to have attained
their status on becoming well known: for example, individuals being
interviewed on talent-seeking shows like The X-Factor, where contestants
declare ‘I want to be famous.’ 

However, others do not actively attain their celebrity status but become
celebrated on the basis of career choices, which expose them to the public
and as a result become well known. These individuals are those who are
aware that there is the possibility of celebrity status but are not necess-
arily pursuing it. Such individuals become celebrities as a consequence of
career choices, for example actors, politicians, and radio and television
broadcasters. There are also those for whom celebrity status is ascribed 
as a result of certain actions or events. These are people who without
specific intent of attaining celebrity or even choosing a certain career
path that involves high public exposure still become well known. For
example, these individuals might become celebrities due to their brave or
charitable actions stimulating public admiration or they become well
known for their rule breaking, cunning or dangerous behaviour such as
some criminals.

Significantly, the different routes to celebrity status rarely remain sep-
arate but can be seen to interweave with one another. Just as a person’s
motivations to do something or speak to someone can be mixed, so is the
status of celebrity. For example, an individual who chooses an acting
career and pursues roles in movies may well be motivated by their love of
acting but also by a desire to earn wealth, to hit the big time and to be
internationally well known. Therefore, it is important to acknowledge
that celebrated status is both actively attained and ascribed. This status is
through a complex amalgamation of personal pursuit and effort along
with official and unofficial publicity, marketing processes and also media
coverage raising public awareness and demand for more information. 
It appears that for celebrity status to be successfully established a cycle 
of supply (information, images and products) and demand (desire for
information, images and products) is necessary. 

A new conceptualization of celebrity

In order to accommodate transgression within an understanding of cele-
brity, a fresh conceptualization of this phenomenon is needed through a
new classification system. In order to reclassify celebrity, five categorical
groupings are proposed that comprise the different forms of celebrity. The
first category is Hero, which refers to individuals who gain recognition
and fame for an achievement. Heroes have all accomplished a single 
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or multiple feats that are recognized and labelled as an outstanding
accomplishment. The Hero category is made up of men and women
whose names are recorded in history books for achievement as a con-
tribution to society. These celebrities achieve fame through their great-
ness, rather than achieving their well-knownness through physical
beauty or working in the public eye, such as on television. Greatness
highlights the potential of longevity, which separates the Hero from
other celebrity categories. It is the Hero who will be remembered,
recorded and celebrated for their deeds over time, rendering it a long-
term category that can reach from a local to a global scale. Notably,
although heroes possess longevity, it is often the case that their actions
become better known than the individuals who achieved them, or in
other words the Hero is defined by their act of heroism. 

Typical examples of the Hero celebrity type include explorers, adven-
turers and world-record breakers who, via their self-discipline, sheer
daring, commitment, motivation and hard work, accomplish a task or
feat that has never before been achieved. This includes individuals such
as adventurer Sir Ranulph Fiennes and sportsmen/women such as foot-
baller David Beckham, athlete Colin Jackson and tennis player Martina
Navratilova. The 2008 Olympics held in China was fertile ground for 
the emergence of British sporting Hero celebrities. These included Chris
Hoy, the British triple-gold-medallist-winning cyclist who went on to be
crowned as BBC Sports Personality of the Year1 as well as being knighted,2

teenage swimmer Rebecca Adlington, who won two gold medals for
swimming and was awarded an OBE,3 and also Formula One’s youngest
world champion, Lewis Hamilton, who became an MBE. It would appear
that in 2008 heroes of the sporting variety were abundant in Britain and
formally celebrated through the New Year honours awarded for merit and
exceptional achievement or service.

Other ways of entering the Hero category can be by displaying unusual
amounts of bravery or courage in the face of danger, such as saving a life
despite imperilling their own life, or through outstanding service to local
communities, the public or the nation, often by commitment to charity
or voluntary work. Achieving Hero status through these two routes often
makes the individual Hero into a localized phenomenon, and they rarely
gain recognition on the scale of well-publicized explorers, politicians or
sports professionals. However, there are some exceptions, such as Jane
Tomlinson, who, following her diagnosis with terminal cancer in 2001,
went on to raise over a million pounds for charity before her death in
2007, through sporting feats such as running the London Marathon three
times, cycling from John O’Groats to Lands End in Britain and from
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Rome to her home city of Leeds in the UK.4 Philanthropy is also becom-
ing a more common method of entering the Hero category for indi-
viduals who already have celebrated status which they use for charitable
work, such as rock star Bono’s campaign against Third World debt and
Angeline Jolie’s position as a UN goodwill ambassador.5

Significantly, the Hero succeeds in transcending the ephemeral quality
of the other categories of celebrity. To all intents and purposes, the Hero
is rendered immortal through the sheer force of their triumph and docu-
mentary records, thus while the Hero is created and established through
the passage of time, time destroys other forms of celebrity. Exceptions can
be identified, however, as some celebrities who do not fall into the Hero
category are highly successful in maintaining their celebrated status over
a period of decades. But this is admittedly only achieved through shifting
celebrity categories, and extended survival is rare. A key example of such
adaptation and survival, according to Spoto (1995), is Elizabeth Taylor,
whose star status, via her acting career, has long been overshadowed by
her multiple marriages, beauty affected by dramatic weight gain and loss,
extravagance and show-business friends.

The second category of celebrity is that of Celeb, in which the indi-
vidual becomes well known for being him or herself. As a result, Celeb is
perhaps the purest or ultimate form of celebrity, for it encapsulates the
achievement of no act of heroism or accomplishment, but still attains 
celebration and well-knownness at a national or global level. This status
form embodies the most superficial or trivial route to gaining well-
knownness, including individuals who are socialites or celebutantes 
– young women from wealthy families who receive media attention
largely due to money and lifestyle such as Paris Hilton, Nicole Richie and
Kim Kardashian. 

The Celeb category also includes those individuals whose well-
knownness is based on brief and often intense publicity that provides 
celebrated status of varying degrees of length, with most being one-hit
wonders who fail to last more than a few weeks or months largely
through reality television or fly-on-the-wall documentary series. However,
some Celebs do go on to forge careers based on their rapidly gained cele-
brated status, such as Jade Goody from the reality television show Big
Brother. Goody is perhaps the exemplary reality show Celeb to the extent
that even her diagnosis and treatment for terminal cervical cancer were
played out in front of the media right up to her death in March 2009. Her
well-known status was so well established that even Prime Minster
Gordon Brown and Conservative leader David Cameron paid tribute to
her.6
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Category three is specified as Star, which refers to those individuals
known specifically for their success in music, or beauty via modelling,
acting on stage or in the movies. Stars are the epitome of beauty, style,
wealth and well-knownness, making them recognizable across the world.
The highest concentration of stars are located in Hollywood, which pro-
duces the largest amount of this category whose diets, outfits, beliefs and
relationships enthral the global population. Stars include individuals such
as British model Kate Moss and pop singer Victoria Beckham, both of
whom are known for their style of dress, body shape and reputed beauty.
Another prime example of a Star is Hollywood actor Tom Cruise. Cruise
has gained star status through his high profile and successful acting career
combined with controversy over his commitment to Scientology, the
break up of his second marriage to Nicole Kidman in 2001 and ultimately
his relationship with actress Katie Holmes in 2005. The whirlwind rela-
tionship with Holmes caused a media frenzy due to her being 16 years his
junior, together with their rapid engagement, her pregnancy and their
marriage in 2006. 

Stars, by definition, do not possess governmental or political power;
however, due to the extent of their well-knownness their influence can
lead to societal influence. Some Stars cross the boundary into the Hero
category by entering politics, such as Ronald Reagan, who was an actor
prior to becoming the President of the United States during the 1980s, as
was Arnold Schwarzenegger before he became Governor of California in
2003.7 Other Stars do not leave their acting career but still wield societal
influence. For example, Susan Sarandon and Tim Robbins have drawn
attention to the Iraq War through their outspoken criticism and a play
about 9/11,8 Angelina Jolie is noted for her humanitarian work and
involvement with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), while Leonardo DiCaprio is outspoken on environmental
issues including global warming in his documentary film The 11th Hour.
Despite such exceptions, Stars’ power is limited; being in the Star category
does not wield direct authority.

The Personality category differs from Star although it shares many
similar qualities. Personality constitutes individuals who are in the 
entertainment industry but have not generally attained international
status like the Star category. Personality is largely confined to those on
television such as newscasters, game- and chat-show hosts or television-
programme presenters. These individuals gain their status through 
popularity with the public often due to their apparent integrity and hon-
esty, such as talk-show host Michael Parkinson and newsreader Trevor
McDonald, while television presenter Jill Dando gained Personality status
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as television’s golden girl that led to widespread public mourning fol-
lowing her murder in 1999.9 Personality individuals are limited in their
exposure to the public by being visible to only a region or nation via
television rather than on a global scale. However, some personalities,
such as Oprah Winfrey, have attained global status along with con-
siderable national influence through their well-knownness. Winfrey’s
public support for Barack Obama during his presidential campaign report-
edly carried considerable influence among the voting public,10 suggesting
the power of Personality status.

The fifth and final category of celebrity is the Notorious. The Notorious
category refers to men and women who attain celebrity status through
accomplishing or being associated with infamous activities of an illegal or
deviant nature. The Notorious gain celebrity status in a number of ways,
such as by becoming well beloved and popular due to a daring crime or
consistent deviant behaviour, such as bandits Bonnie and Clyde or Great
Train Robber Ronnie Biggs. Notorious status can also be gained by trans-
gressing a cultural line whereby they commit an act that is viewed by the
public as unforgivable, such as a conviction for child abuse, as in the case
of glam rock singer Gary Glitter. Significantly, to enter the Notorious
celebrity category does not mean the individual is actually guilty of a
crime, but can simply entail association or suspicion of a crime or crim-
inality. For example, former Personality category Michael Barrymore has
through his association with the suspicious death of Stuart Lubbock in his
swimming pool had his status subsumed into Notorious. This final cat-
egory is ultimately the most significant for this text as it is this type of
celebrity that will be used to study celebrated criminality – which is the
relationship between celebrity and criminality.

Fame, celebrity and culture

As Su Holmes notes, celebrity ‘saturates the everyday’ (2005: 24), and this
marks how celebrity culture is shifting from achievement-based fame to
media-driven renown. Talent is no longer related to status; instead it is
about presence. Therefore, the performance of some deed to attract initial
attention – such as appearing on a television programme, or a criminal
action which would not have been regarded as commendable in past
decades, perhaps as recently as the 1980s – provides the visibility necess-
ary to enter celebrity culture (Cashmore, 2006: 6–7). The words ‘fame’
and ‘celebrity’ are regularly used interchangeably in contemporary society;
however, they are not the same and need to be distinguished as separate
cultural occurrences. In differentiating between fame and celebrity it can
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be appreciated how celebrity culture was a distinct development towards
the end of the twentieth century. 

‘Celebrity culture’ is used as opposed to a ‘culture of celebrity’ to dis-
tinguish that it is just one component of human culture rather than
implying it is the only culture that exists. Celebrity emerges on the basis
of the depreciation of greatness within celebrity culture. Greatness,
whereby something is worthy of acknowledgement and recognition, is
fundamental to fame and is being undermined by celebrity whereby
everyone can become well known for being well known. It appears that
in celebrity culture greatness is becoming devalued and depreciated, and
is in decline. In a celebrity culture, therefore, the artificial and synthetic
are becoming celebrated by being well known rather than becoming
famous for greatness. The role of spectacle and Mathiesen’s (1997) synop-
tic society also contribute to the emergence of celebrity from its origins in
fame. Synopticism and spectacle are particularly significant to celebrity
culture in enabling the public to indulge in the dubious enjoyment and
celebration of deviance and crime as entertainment. 

The depreciation of greatness in celebrity culture

The notion of greatness draws on the deep-seated and traditional con-
viction that someone who is well known or famous can only achieve this
elevated station because they are truly great. According to Simonton
(1994), to be great is to have worked for such status; it is a manifest
destiny, a demonstration of leadership and creativity. In other words,
greatness is defined by an individual displaying motivation of the highest
possible magnitude and arduous labour to acquire expertise essential 
to distinction in their chosen domain and from which extraordinary
achievement arises (ibid.: 138). The archetype of greatness in human
culture is the Hero who clashes with the Fates at tremendous personal risk
and is richly portrayed in all cultures (ibid.: 255). Heroes achieve great-
ness through the well-knownness they gain because of their actions.
These heroic actions often involve defeating monsters, combined with
epic journeys, as encapsulated by Raven’s (2007) retelling of Beowulf and
his battle with the monster Grendal, a Sea Hag and finally a dragon. 

Celebrities have replaced heroes but without the responsibility of
heroic status. Heroes ‘embodied the best of their people’s convictions
and hopes. They consciously aspired to live in such a manner to us to
serve as examples for the rest of society’ (Sherman, 1992: 26). However,
heroes are now replaced with actors and athletes, for ‘where we once
admired people who do great things, now we admire people who play
people who do great things’ (ibid.: 26). It is possible to understand the
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decline in heroes when crises wane. For example, at times of crisis,
especially when home security is threatened, leaders gain intrinsic
value, such as Roosevelt, Churchill, MacArthur and Montgomery, who
stand out in history. Their status has an imperishable quality, with
their reputations based on actions rather than reputations (Cashmore,
2006: 52). Meanwhile, heroic inventors and explorers are facing a
decline in numbers and public interest, for

After electricity, the internal combustion engine, television, the cure
for tuberculosis, and gene therapy, what’s left to discover? And,
with Everest and the lesser mountains conquered, the world circum-
navigated several dozen times by boat, and the Amazon charted,
adventurers now have to devise their own challenges rather than
rely on nature. (ibid.: 53)

Perhaps it is unsurprising that people have shifted from being hero-
worshippers to being idolators of images, completing the shift to celebrity
culture (ibid.: 55).

Boorstin (1972: 47) argues that celebrity, as opposed to achieving
fame for being great, displays only the characteristics of genuine great-
ness, which under scrutiny celebrities do not possess, causing society 
to have fewer and fewer genuine examples of success to be imitated.
Celebrity status tempts the public to believe that it is not synthetic or
artificial and that somehow heroes and greatness simply abound in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries (ibid.: 47). No longer do the public
desire to be esteemed; they want to be admired, for they have come to
‘crave not fame but the glamour and excitement of celebrity. They
want to be envied rather than respected. Pride and acquisitiveness, the
sins of an ascendant capitalism, have given way to vanity’ (Lasch,
1979: 59). As a result, even those who do not become the archetypal
hero are achieving well-known status in contemporary society. It
appears we are no longer a society with great heroes but instead a
plethora of individuals who are well known for their well-knownness. 

Celebrities are becoming iconic signs that, according to Eco (1970),
look like objects in the real world because they reproduce its con-
ditions, but they are vulnerable to being read as natural. This per-
ception of the visual is problematic in that the visual sign appears to
possess some of the properties of the thing represented. This process of
encoding and decoding visual codes leads to both understanding and
misunderstanding between the encoder-producer and decoder-receiver
(Hall, 1980: 131). The distortions or misunderstandings arise from a
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lack of equivalence between the two sides in the communicative
exchange, namely reading images. This sheds light upon the process of
decoding messages that have an effect, influence, entertain, instruct or
persuade with complex perceptual, cognitive, emotional, ideological or
behavioural consequences (ibid.: 130). Interpreting the visual, namely
celebrity, encourages different understandings and degrees of engage-
ment with the artificial.

The replacement of heroes with celebrity highlights the widespread
destruction of greatness in celebrity culture. However, some instances
of heroism can be identified in contemporary society albeit affected by
celebrity culture, raising the question of what circumstances enable 
a truly heroic act? Heroism in celebrity culture is characterized by
generic mediated heroes rather than individuals acknowledged for
their heroism. For example, the firemen and police officers who rushed
to the World Trade Center on 9/11 became celebrated as heroes partic-
ularly as some lost their lives while others were triumphantly pulled
from the rubble. Through loss and survival stories these emergency
service personnel became heroes, largely nameless in the media but
recognized as heroic. 

Mediated attempts have been made to portray these heroes, such as
Oliver Stone’s World Trade Center (2006), which followed the story of
two Port Authority police officers, Sergeant John McLoughlin and
Officer Will Jimeno, who survived the collapse of the Twin Towers.
Additionally, hero status has been conferred upon the passengers and
crew who resisted the hijackers of Flight 93 in the movie United 93 (2006)
and who are considered responsible for preventing the aeroplane from
reaching its target. Without some inspection, the names of the 9/11
heroes made up of emergency service personnel, aeroplane crew and pas-
sengers remain less well known than the celebrity figures that portray
them, such as Nicolas Cage in World Trade Center. Instead, these people
committing deeds of greatness are a generic body of heroism. It appears
that the hero in celebrity culture is faceless, an icon held up as great but
portrayed by more well-known celebrity individuals with faces that are
swiftly recognizable.

While heroism and greatness are being undermined and destroyed in
celebrity culture, important ethical and moral philosophical considera-
tions are raised. For with the destruction of the hero in celebrity
culture there is also a decline in clear-cut good and evil. As Bauman
(1993) points out, the contemporary world is making it more difficult
to make moral decisions. The rise and increasing dominance of con-
sumerism, individualism and hedonistic drives for pleasure without
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concern for pain or suffering that may be caused, are characteristic of
celebrity culture. Utilitarian thought, where actions are for the greater
good, differs from celebrity culture which focuses more on the indi-
vidual and their personal desires and delights based on the artificial
and superficial which entertain. The understanding of right and wrong,
real and unreal, good and evil is changing, especially through the 
proliferation of images in contemporary popular culture. 

The media are a central threat to greatness as they destroy heroes
and replace them with celebrities. Heroes defined by evidence of great-
ness are being replaced by a mediated plethora of hero portrayals and
representations in film and television. These hero depictions wear his-
toric, contemporary or futuristic attire and dominate society through
sheer numbers and pervasive media. Thus celebrities are carving careers
by portraying living images of the primordial type (Simonton, 1994:
255). Additionally, there is a growing trend towards individuals 
who are gaining celebrity careers merely through their visibility in the
media. This means that there are no attempts at even portraying or
imitating a heroic figure, but rather that the individual becomes well
known for being themselves: for example, reality television celebrities
such as Jeremy Spake from Airport and Maureen Rees from Driving
School, both of whom gained well-knownness in the 1990s for being
themselves. In celebrity culture, although the media promote the notion
that greatness and heroes thrive, this is not necessarily an accurate
reflection of the celebrities they purport to represent.

The depreciation of greatness within celebrity culture is argued by
Marshall (1997: 246) to relate to celebrities being the manifestations of
the organization of culture in terms of democracy and capitalism.
Accordingly, celebrities are endowed with value or capital, both econ-
omically and culturally, rendering them a privileged form of public sub-
jectivity. As public subjectivity, celebrities have the capacity to act as
controlling discursive vehicles for the expression of ideologies of indi-
viduality or consumer collective identities. For instance, individual con-
sumers avidly consume the fashion styles worn by celebrities such as Kate
Moss and Kylie Minogue, leading to a consumer collective identity. As a
result, celebrities represent the reorganization of individual and collective
identities into an economy of capitalist democracy (ibid.: 246–7).

The active decision to pursue celebrity status rather than heroic acts
significantly depreciates greatness. It undermines and destroys the notion
that to become well known you must achieve greatness as a hero. Instead,
it demonstrates that celebrity culture ‘can fabricate fame, [and] … can at
will … make a man or woman well-known; [but it] cannot make him
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great’ (Boorstin, 1972: 48). For instance, crimes are being committed
which target celebrities with the specific intent of gaining celebrity
status for the individual committing the criminal act. It appears that to
attain celebrity status is more important than how celebrity status is
achieved; the ends justify the means, and greatness through heroism is
no longer a consideration. For example, Robert Baldo admitted that he
chose his victim, actress Rebecca Schaeffer, because of her fame (Finch,
2001: 104). Deputy District Attorney Marcia Clark, who prosecuted
Baldo, summed up his motives, saying: ‘He chose the easy way to the
top. The only way he knew of to get fame was to kill someone famous
and attach himself in a parasite-like fashion to the fame that the
person had.’11

John Lennon’s assassin, Mark David Chapman, also reflected this
belief when he told US television interviewer Barbara Walters that, 
‘I thought by killing him [Lennon] I would acquire his fame … I was
Mr Nobody until I killed the biggest somebody on earth’ (cited in
Rojek, 2001: 154). A more recent example is that of Mijailo Mihajlovic
who murdered Sweden’s Foreign Minister Anna Lindh in 2003 in the
pursuit of becoming a celebrity. His acquaintances report he was
obsessed with being well known and was desperate enough to want to
achieve it by killing someone famous. Mihajlovic, like Chapman and
Baldo, demonstrated a conviction that celebrity status is a key to great-
ness whereby people will offer respect and socially elite doors will be
opened. 

Importantly, Mihajlovic, Chapman and Baldo sought celebrated status
through criminal acts that targeted celebrity figures, assuming that their
actions would lead to their own celebration. The aim of the men was to
gain celebrity status, in what can be described as a parasitical way, by
feeding off the celebrated status and glamour of their victims. However,
their association with already established celebrity figures prevented them
from achieving celebrity status in their own right. They remain parasitical
in their celebrated status, for their well-knownness is solely related to
their connection to another celebrity. Although these murderers became
well known, it was their actions in targeting a celebrity figure that gained
celebrated status rather than them as individuals. The public appear to 
be more interested in the act against the celebrity victims than in the 
perpetrators. Consequently, the men became associated celebrities, demon-
strating that just as celebrity is not interchangeable with greatness, neither
is celebrity automatically interchangeable with committing a criminal act.
Thus it appears that to become a celebrity via criminal actions is a selective
and elusive process for some individuals. Cases such as Mihajlovic and
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Chapman highlight that an individual’s self-approval and self-respect
have become dependent on public recognition and acclaim which are
no longer based on actions but on personal attributes. 

Celebrity status is something of a paradox in that people in a celebrity
culture predominantly seek an audience for their own self-worth rather
than for public valour or achievement, which J. Rose (1999: 11) describes
as the ‘vanity of public life’. To be well known as a celebrity is to depre-
ciate and destroy the process of heroism by undermining greatness as the
essence of fame. Celebrity culture allows and encourages the non-great to
be celebrated, for what an individual does has become less important
than the fact that they have ‘made it’. Subsequently, those few indi-
viduals who do actually fulfil Simonton’s (1994) heroic greatness are 
belittled and depreciated by being placed alongside those who are cele-
brated for their beauty, such as Kate Moss, or because they appear in the
entertainment world, like Simon Cowell, or because they offer enter-
tainment through acts of stupidity as well as talent, such as singer Amy
Winehouse, whose musical talent is being tainted with alleged alcohol
and drug abuse. 

This celebrity culture is largely occurring because the pursuit of the cel-
ebration of self is permitted as never before via the mass media. The
media allow whole arenas of action previously hidden from the public
sphere to be made visible. Foucault’s (1977a) reversal of the axis of indi-
viduation fits neatly into celebrity culture’s ability, through the media, to
depreciate greatness and to develop celebrity. He writes that biography,
which had been a matter of telling the lives of the great, has been
extended to cover the mass population through disciplinary technologies.
This renders the intimate details of the lowliest lives a matter of know-
ledge and public record, and as such involves the few (the authorities)
watching the many. The spectacular quality of individuality enacted by
celebrity works to ‘reinforce the conception that there are no barriers in
contemporary culture that the individual cannot overcome’ (Marshall,
1997: 246). As a result, the private sphere is no longer the ultimate site of
truth and meaning of any representation used in the public sphere (ibid.:
247). Instead, the public sphere has become the site elevated as the arena
where dramatic personality and style inscribe distinction, attract popular
attention and provide meaning which is commodified and thus consum-
able. The disintegration of a clear distinction between the public and
private through an increase of fluidity within contemporary society has
occurred allowing flexible control through governance forms (ibid.: 247).

The blurring of public and private via the media that helps form
celebrity culture is further aided, according to Rojek (2001), by three
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processes being experienced in Western society. Firstly, the process of
democracy rather than a singular kingship, which provides a stimulus 
for mass opinion to impact on and affect society; secondly, the decline 
of religion as a widespread authoritative force; and thirdly, commodifi-
cation. Rojek’s (2001) processes contribute to celebrity culture by enab-
ling celebrity to tap mass opinion through the democratization of society,
filling the vacuum formed by the decline of religion and offering a 
consumable product in order to fulfil the desire for pleasure and enter-
tainment, or, in other words, to mobilize ‘abstract desire’ (ibid.: 189).
Therefore, celebrity in celebrity culture provides a substitute and remedy
for the loss of a leadership figure and religion. It has become a valuable
cultural capital as a fulfiller of hope, fantasy and success.

Celebrity culture, where greatness is not only being depreciated but
destroyed, is part of a historical shift in the constitution of Freud’s
superego (1962). Superego as the ethical component of personality pro-
vides the moral standards by which the ego operates. Arguably internal
motivations and controls are being significantly reoriented in contem-
porary society, and the fundamental force of the superego – guilt 
– holds less sway to carry out its traditional duty of bearing down upon
the failure of the individual to be civilized and sociable. Instead, it
appears that superego in celebrity culture has a new concern, that of
failure to enjoy, to gain pleasure and stimulus that entertains. There-
fore, it is more likely that guilt is experienced in celebrity culture as a
result of failure to experience indulgent pleasures arrayed in society by
culture industries than as a result of trampling over the interests of
others in a relentless struggle to acquire and display. This shift in the
superego helps explain admiration for mediated images of those who
are not constrained by standard forms of sociability, whether through
glamour, wealth and overt consumption or through crime and deviance.

Celebrity, spectacle and synopticism

To spectate is to watch, to see the unusual, something exciting or glam-
orous, or ultimately even something disgusting or frightening. Spectacle
involves things that are worth seeing and meant to be seen (Kyle, 1998:
35), although in celebrity culture it is more about displaying the artificial.
It plays a significant role in aiding the development of celebrity and cele-
brity culture due to being a key site for stimulating the public to connect
with what they see. Debord (1983: Paragraphs 2 and 6) argues that spect-
acle both unifies and explains a great diversity of phenomena, and this
can include an understanding of celebrity and celebrity culture. Popular
spectacles have produced levels of well-knownness causing celebrity
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status as far back as Ancient Rome, according to Kyle (1998), with its
amphitheatres of violence, punishment and death often combined
with the glamour of gladiators. Kyle (1998) argues that the allure and
violence of the amphitheatre is not unique to classical Rome, but that
the thrill, reassurance and self-validation of violence and deviant acts
have continued as a powerful public spectacle. In other words, Ancient
Rome, as now, used spectacle to justify the existing system’s conditions
and goals by presenting itself as all of society, part of society and an
instrument of unification (Debord, 1983: Paragraph 10). Subsequently,
it is perhaps unsurprising that there is evidence of continued public
fascination with spectacular violence and crime.

Zizek (2002) suggests that reality is actually the best appearance of
itself whereby the spectacular nature of contemporary society implies a
passion for the real. For example, the terrorists of 9/11 in 2001 didn’t
destroy the World Trade Center in New York to cause real material
damage but for the spectacular effect of it (ibid.: 11). Crashing the
hijacked aeroplanes into the Twin Towers was a spectacle targeting 
the iconic heartland of capitalism and the economic pride of the pre-
viously untouchable USA. The sheer scale, audacity and devastation of
this terrorist action forced our mediated society to experience the com-
pulsion to repeat. Again and again we watched the aeroplanes strike,
bodies falling from windows and the Twin Towers ultimately collaps-
ing with an uncanny satisfaction from jouissance at its purest (ibid.:
11–12). The spectacle of a crime on the scale of 9/11 in the First World
is intriguing in its degree of derealization, whereby the media becom-
ing selective of what was represented altered the perception and experi-
ence of the event. For instance, despite the 2749 victims (not including
the hijackers) who perished, there was little media portrayal of the car-
nage, which is so different to Third World disasters where the purpose 
is to scoop gruesome detail (ibid.: 13). It appears that 9/11 shattered our
reality: it was not just another media spectacle, it was ‘the thrill of the
Real as the ultimate “effect”’ (ibid.: 12, 16–17).

Spectacle as highlighted by 9/11 does not necessarily sing the praises of
men and their weapons (Debord, 1983: Paragraph 67). Instead, spectacle
in celebrity culture praises and promotes commodities, contributing to
celebrities who pass into spectacle as a model for identity. As a result, no
one today can reasonably doubt the existence, power or control of the
spectacle (Debord, 1988: 5) despite its often artificial nature in celebrity
culture. The power of spectacle is demonstrated through public fascina-
tion almost possessing ‘a life of its own’ (Baudrillard, 1981: 90). Public
enjoyment of spectacle particularly of a transgressive nature is reflected in
Margaret Atwood’s historical novel Alias Grace (1996), whose protagonist
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is based upon the mid-nineteenth-century Canadian murderess Grace
Marks. 

The book highlights the public fascination of spectacle where the
prison governor’s wife ‘likes to horrify her acquaintances’ by allowing
the renowned murderess and ‘romantic figure’ Grace Marks to serve
them tea (Atwood, 1996: 25–6). In this instance, the guests who repre-
sent the public are able to ‘stare without appearing to’ (ibid.: 25–6),
which Grace finds both intriguing and bewildering. Atwood ponders
upon the spectacle of celebrated criminality through Grace, who states, 

the reason they want to see me is that I am a celebrated murderess
… they say Celebrated Singer and Celebrated Poetess and Celebrated
Spiritualist and Celebrated Actress, but what is there to celebrate
about murder? (ibid.: 22) 

Through the voice of Grace, Atwood explores the irony of the cele-
bration of criminality which has made a woman into a spectacle of
horror, fear and disgust. It is interesting to note that not only is Grace
watched in the book by other characters, she is also watched by the
reader, who can view her through the pages. 

Spectacles go further than a textual portrayal with consumers seeking
locations in a similar way to tourists visiting local heritage sights or
beauty spots. For instance, it is reported that coach tours take weekend
tourists to Praia da Luz in Portugal to visit the sites associated with the
disappearance in 2007 of Madeleine McCann. So-called Madeleine
tourists are being criticized for posing for photographs by the Ocean Club
apartment from which she vanished and the Nossa Senhora da Luz (Our
Lady of Light) church where her parents prayed for her return.12 How-
ever, it is not only locations that have become spectacles but also 
commodities whereby objects are possessed or displayed relating to a par-
ticular spectacle or story. These commodities of spectacle become sou-
venirs of a tourist-like trade. For example, ‘Big Nose’ George Parrott of
Wyoming was lynched for the murder of two law officers in 1881.
Following his execution, Parrott’s body was skinned to make a pair of
shoes and a medical bag, while the top of his skull was removed and used
as first an ashtray and then a doorstop. As a result, according to Pfeifer
(1999), Parrott became not only a popular spectacle of death and vio-
lence, but also a commodity, which indulged a fetish of possessing the
criminal even after his demise. 

In Britain, similar spectacles have included double-murderer George
Carpenter, whose arm was mummified and kept on display in a Wiltshire
Police Museum following his execution in 1813.13 Meanwhile, the Red
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Barn murderer William Corder, who was convicted and executed for
the murder of his lover Maria Marten in 1827, was slit from throat to
abdomen and put on public display prior to dissection. Ultimately, his
skeleton was kept on show until the Second World War in a hospital
foyer,14 while part of his scalp was displayed in a Regent Street book-
seller’s window alongside a history of crime book bound in Corder’s
skin (Horrall, 2001: 20–1). Thus Corder, as a criminal, became a cele-
brated spectacle of criminality in death. Interestingly, it was not only
Corder himself who became a celebrated spectacle but also the barn,
which was the location of the murder. Souvenirs of the murder loca-
tion went on sale, including toothpicks splintered from the wooden
barn.15 As a result, the public could actively interact with the spectacle
of the murder by witnessing the execution, viewing the wounded body
and ultimately possessing a physical piece of the spectacle. The Corder
case is important in that it highlights criminality as a spectacle, pro-
moting public fascination and consumption of sensation.

Spectacle within celebrity culture provides a route for influencing
and manipulating public opinion and emotion by amplifying people
and events as a source of entertainment to the public. Interestingly, an
entertaining spectacle is often based on the sensational. In current
society this sensational spectacle that entertains often reflects a glam-
orous, exciting, sometimes illegal, world that challenges conventional-
ity. This spectacle displays through mediation a realm of deviance and
criminality full of 

blags, shags, and sawn-offs, in a fog-bound Ealing-comedy post-war
Britain, where ritual slaughter and American saloon cars merge
seamlessly with full employment and outside privies, that our vision
of the British underworld has been constructed. (Hobbs, 1995: 4)

Subsequently, for a spectacle to become popular it requires the correct
balance of aesthetics interwoven with style, for, according to Katz (1988),
display and performance are an essential element of criminality as well as
of celebrity and celebrity culture. 

Historical characters such as Al Capone consolidate Katz’s assertion of
the importance of display and performance, both of which reinforce the
power of spectacle. For example, Capone’s criminal career was delineated
by his stylish affluence and relationship with the media which publicized
him. Public fascination through the spectacle created in fictional media is
also interrelated with aesthetic style and a dangerous glamour. This is
effectively portrayed in organized crime/gangster films such as Quentin
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Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction (1994), Guy Ritchie’s Lock, Stock and Two Smoking
Barrels (1998), Snatch (2000) and RocknRolla (2008), and also Matthew
Vaughn’s Layer Cake (2004) and Martin McDonagh’s In Bruges (2008).
This trend in the contemporary gangster film genre has been accused of
glamorizing and popularizing organized crime as a ‘bit of a laugh’ carried
out by ‘cheeky chappies’.16 It encourages the public to enjoy, admire and
respect crime and criminality. Just as science fiction has influenced our
visions of alternative worlds, so crime fiction on television and film has
moulded our perceptions of crime (Hobbs, 1995: 1). 

It appears that contemporary society is not accidentally or
superficially spectacular, but is fundamentally spectacularist (Debord,
1983: Paragraph 14) and open to celebrate and sensationalize anything
including violence, deviance and crime. In a spectacularist society,
public morality has become complex through a desire, love and con-
sumption of the artificial. The ethical life of society appears to have
shifted, as highlighted by the popularity of dangerous glamour, while
moral narratives have been deliberately extinguished from many
movies, particularly those with an organized crime/gangster theme.
This implies a marked shift in the way everyday sociability is managed.
Movies are used less as a conveyor of a moral message and instead
portray a blasé attitude to suffering, violence and death, which become
normalized. Or, as Mathiesen (2005: 15) suggests, ‘silent silencing’,
whereby ‘absorption’ nips in the bud any dissent or protest to the decline
in morality that is generated by integrating opposition into society so
that the dominant interests continue to be served, thus removing any
threat to the prevailing order. This absorption is conducted in celebrity
culture through the silent silencing of complaints about artificiality,
greed and superficiality where the ‘real’ and ‘unreal’ merge. It would
seem that contemporary society is defined by media forms reflecting a
morality and sense of social order that is dictated by selfish impulses of
greed without consideration of the greater good.

Spectacle and celebrity effectively interlink with Foucault’s (1977a)
description of a shift towards panoptic society where knowledge pro-
duced by surveillance can be used for normalizing ends. In other words,
surveillance power is exerted by bringing about a process of self-discipline
and self-control among those who are watched, as is illustrated by the
panopticon prison structure (ibid.: 200–2). Foucault argued the existence
of a power/knowledge relationship in society whereby a limited few with
knowledge could exert powerful control over the many. Control exerted
through the power/knowledge relationship, whether or not surveillance
is taking place, is also applicable to the power of spectacle and celebrity.
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That is to say, the power/knowledge relationship influences the public by
feeding a spectacle of the few to the many who resonate, thus inspiring
self-control and discipline. For example, punishment in public, such as an
execution or a chain gang, serves to initiate public self-control in
response to the warning of what happens to criminals who get caught. 

In contemporary society the power and control of the spectacle has
expanded to become a mediated controlling event designed specifically to
titillate and entertain. The mediation of the spectacle has led to tourism
based upon feeding the public’s gratuitous desire for celebrity to go
beyond Hollywood bus tours that guide tourists around celebrity suburbs
to view the homes of the rich and well-known. Tourism is now being
based on not only the spectacle celebrity and celebrity culture but also on
a romanticized or glamorous nostalgia often relating to crime and
deviance. Subsequently, tourists in Britain have been able to pay for a 
personal guided tour around London’s East End with ex-gangster 
‘Mad’ Frankie Fraser to see the old gangland haunts of the 1960s (Fraser
and Morton, 2000: 30–1). The spectacle of viewing in person extends
beyond tours via what Diamond (2002) describes as the ‘Victorian sens-
ation’, albeit in reconstructed circumstances such as the York or Edin-
burgh Dungeons, or Madame Tussaud’s Chamber of Horrors. The former
encourage insight into individual cities’ sordid and brutal histories, while
the latter encapsulates some of the most notorious crimes of Britain, such
as Dr Crippen who murdered his wife in 1910.

Interestingly, the spectacle of Jack the Ripper was not present in the
Chamber of Horrors until 1980, when Tussaud’s bowed to popular
demand for more gore, leading to the accommodation of sound, light-
ing and smell to produce a realistic setting (Walkowitz, 1994: 1). The
representation of the Ripper case was complicated by his lack of phys-
ical presence, having never been seen or caught, and therefore the
Ripper is the spectacle of a disappearing shadow whose signature is the
mutilated body of a woman (ibid.: 1–2). Jack the Ripper has not only
been brought into the late modern era through tourist entertainment
locations but also through the Yorkshire Ripper, Peter Sutcliffe, whose
actions stimulated historical parallels enhancing his prestige as a con-
temporary killer (ibid.: 230). The Yorkshire Ripper murders became 
a mediated spectacle watched by the public, who resonated with the
fear and danger while waiting anxiously for the next instalment of the
drama. The spectacle of the Ripper was ‘not a collection of images, but
a social relation among people, mediated by images’ (Debord, 1983:
Paragraph 4). Shapiro (1999: 12) expands this by suggesting that crime
coverage makes good press through the provision of an occasion for
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psychological and social adventures while also being a symptom by
functioning as a question and inviting active discussion of causes and
motivation. 

The increasing coverage of crime and deviance as a spectacle in
celebrity culture through the media and tourism is effectively analysed
by Mathiesen (1997) in his article on the viewer society. He advances 
a theory of a viewer society through the concept of synopticism, which
is a modality of power whereby the many watch, admire and thus
control the few. For example, model Kate Moss publicly apologized
and went to rehab following allegations of cocaine use leading, it is
said, to the cancellation of some modelling contracts due to concerns
about association with a potential drug addict.17 The case of Moss
demonstrates the control and power of the media and the public whose
good opinion and purchasing power can directly impact upon celebrity
careers. Therefore, synopticism and the viewer society conveniently illus-
trate a relationship between celebrity and criminality within celebrity
culture, which rely upon the depreciation of greatness and spectacle. 

Mathiesen suggests that synoptic power is an intensification of spect-
acle largely due to the media forms which channel the spectacle as enter-
tainment to a mass audience. Baudrillard (1988) expands upon this idea
of intensification through the media in The Ecstasy of Communication by
asserting that the mediascapes in contemporary society unfold the inti-
mate on the screen (television or movie), making private scenes explicit.
For example, chat-show host Trisha Goddard’s traumatic private life 
has been made public, including abusive relationships, her second hus-
band leaving her while she was pregnant, along with her nervous break-
down and suicide attempt.18 By using McLuhan’s (1994) notion of 
implosion, Baudrillard (1988) reiterates Foucault’s reversal of the axis of
individuation by the boundary between representation and reality being
eliminated to the extent that this implosion constitutes a form of porno-
graphy, producing an obscene culture of transparency. It is this culture of
transparency that is evident in synoptic society, for the private being
made explicit occurs in the form of celebrity.

According to Mathiesen, those in synoptic space, due to the media-
tion of the spectacle, are continuously visible and as such are seen as
important. Thus synopticism reflects the bond between the public and
those of celebrated status, who are the few being watched by the many.
Mathiesen did not connect mass-media personalities to the issue 
of crime and punishment. He writes that synopticism has allowed the
formation of ‘a new class in the public sphere’ in the form of VIPs,
stars and reporters (Mathiesen, 1997: 218–19), but does not mention
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well-known criminals, victims or crime fighters (Penfold, 2004: 300).
Despite this oversight, Mathiesen does acknowledge the significance
that those who are visible to the many should not be underestimated,
for they shape and filter information, they produce news, and they
place and avoid topics on the agenda of society (Mathiesen, 1997:
218–19). 

This role of influencing or controlling the public can be illustrated
through the weddings of celebrities which are sold as news to celebrity
magazines such as OK!, which paid for exclusive photographic cover-
age of Jordan (Katie Price) and Peter Andre’s wedding in 2005. Cele-
brities also influence society by placing topics on its agenda through
involvement in charity or political work, as illustrated by Tim Robbins
and Susan Sarandon,19 regarding their anti-war stance, and Elizabeth
Taylor’s fundraising work for AIDS research.20 In addition, individuals
whose celebrity is based on crime and criminality, such as Great Train
Robber Ronnie Biggs, also help to shape news. The power of their actions
should not be underestimated considering public interest in certain
crimes that lead to criminals gaining celebrity status.

Mathiesen’s notion of synopticism which suggests an ability to
control reverses Foucault’s panopticism argument about the shift to a
society in which a few could supervise or survey a large number.
Importantly, he does consider Foucault’s panopticism and describes
three parallels with synopticism, beginning with the acceleration of
both phenomena during the period between 1800 and 2000; the
second phase is that they are both archaic forms of means to, or poten-
tial means of, power in society (ibid.: 219–22). However, it is the third
parallel of synopticism that is of particular significance to the text in its
reference to where ‘panopticism and synopticism “have developed in
intimate interaction, even fusion, with each other”’ (ibid.: 223). This
signifies a shift in the media, whereby synoptic qualities increase 
and shape the individual’s behaviour, reiterating it as a governance
force and is perhaps best reflected in media coverage of criminality 
and celebrity. Mathiesen does agree that the panoptical principle is 
in evidence, by emphasizing important developments that coincide 
with panopticism, namely practices enabling the many to see and 
contemplate the few, such as the mass media.

Despite the relationship with panopticism, which is highlighted by
Foucault as the power/knowledge relationship, Mathiesen describes
synopticism as not being primarily propelled by the intention of con-
trol, punishment or discipline, in contrast to him arguing for synop-
ticism as a modality of power. He argues that synopticism is rather a
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matter of voyeurism. The public, as watchers, are merely fascinated
spectators playing what can be interpreted as a primarily passive role, for
they do not necessarily want to know those they are watching person-
ally but rather want to know their images. Interestingly, it is this
voyeurism of the mediated spectacle which makes viewing into a
modality of power and control, rather than passivity. Synopticism,
where the many watch the few, means the former can manipulate who
and what is resonated with and consequently they have the power to
grant celebrity status even to the subversive. Furthermore, the notion
of synoptic society as voyeuristic is important in highlighting its rela-
tionship with spectacle that stimulates a response that is not passivity,
and draws viewers to watch. In other words, synoptic society focuses
the mass viewing of the few as a spectacle empowers the viewer.

Mathiesen’s synopticism that grants power and control to the many
as opposed to the few implies that the public have the ability to
control and even resist the influence of celebrity figures. The public are
empowered to resonate through participation within viewer society via
means which are legitimate, such as partaking in fandom activities
such as reading magazines and joining fan clubs, to those of an illegit-
imate nature, for example criminal or deviant activities such as har-
assment or stalking of a celebrity. When synoptic power is applied to
celebrity figures it can be interpreted as an assemblage of societal
expectations (a public mandate), forming a mechanism to keep cele-
brities in line. Significantly, should this mandate be ignored or over-
stepped it becomes plausible to suggest that only certain behaviour is
considered acceptable. Thus celebrity is created by mediated spectacle
exposure to the public leading to interest and fascination which
empowers and enables them through the role of watching to become
active via participation. The many watchers are granted the power 
to control, for it is their desire to spectate that creates value for the
spectacle.

The celebration of crime in celebrity culture embodies the depre-
ciation of greatness, that heroism as a route for well-knownness is
becoming ruined. New foundations are being laid in understanding
and experience of morality and ethics where hedonistic enjoyment and
pleasure dominate. Therefore, artificial superficiality combined with
spectacle is the new non-great heroism in celebrity culture where
viewers expect to be entertained, to enjoy the few. As Cashmore (2006:
55) asserts, although admitting this is overly simplistic, it has taken
only ‘Our change from hero-worshippers to idolators of images … to
complete the transition to celebrity culture’. 
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In the next chapter a more detailed analysis is conducted of the role of
the culture industry in order to elaborate further on the structural support
of celebrity and celebrity culture and to propose its relationship with
decentralized control. It examines the fact that the public know they
are part of the process, yet are not sure which part or how the process
works, and that despite being aware of celebrity culture there remains
ignorance of when, where and why it came into being. Although this
paradox may be the ‘greatest triumph of celebrity culture’, it is impor-
tant to discuss it in more detail through the origins of celebrity culture,
namely, the culture industry (ibid.: 16).
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2
The Culture Industry and
Foucauldian Governmentality

The emergence of celebrity and celebrity culture has not been an
unprompted, spontaneous occurrence. It has developed and surfaced
through a careful cultivation of people’s tastes, desires and needs in con-
temporary society. This encouragement and nurturing of people leads to
the question of why, how and when has this cultivation occurred? And
what has enabled celebrity and celebrity culture to emerge and thrive?
Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno’s 1944 notion of the culture
industry provides a foundation for an analysis of the growth of celebrity
and celebrity culture. This multifaceted concept refers to the industry of
producing mass standardized culture, which is a method of controlling
individuals en masse. Although this original understanding of the culture
industry is limited by its understanding of power, it is still relevant to
contemporary culture but necessitates updating. This chapter seeks to
update the the culture industry for the twenty-first century in relation 
to conceptions of power and control through Foucault’s governmentality.
By reinterpreting Foucauldian government and governance, the culture
industry and celebrity are identifiable as forms of social control through
freedom. Particular emphasis will be placed upon celebrity as social con-
trol emerging from the culture industry and how it is providing identity
and social solidarity in contemporary society.

Rediscovering the culture industry 

Horkheimer and Adorno’s (1997) Dialectic of Enlightenment critiqued
the early twentieth century’s societal and cultural development of mass
communications through the concept of the culture industry. The
concept of the culture industry, according to Steinert (2003), was
developed with an inherent duality which has been lost in the English



translation and subsumed under a single term. Originally, the term
‘culture industry’ referred at one level to commodity production as the
principle of a specific form of cultural production, namely ‘commodity-
form culture’. In this form it has no practical interest; it is self-contained,
useless for instrumental purposes and is a universe in itself (ibid.: 9). At a
second level, ‘culture industry’ refers to the industry of culture, which
denotes a specific branch of production such as film studios, CD/DVD
factories, printing machines and radio/television stations. The industry of
culture refers to the factories of cultural goods; it is the producer of cul-
tural artefacts and ideas (ibid.: 9). The dual meaning of the culture indus-
try reveals that as a theoretical tool it remains a somewhat complicated
and elusive notion. Thus the inherent complexities within the phenome-
non, such as notions of control, capitalist conspiracy, deception, mass
meaning and identity, do not allow a single simple summary. 

In spite of the original duality of the culture industry it is most com-
monly interpreted as referring to the growth and impact of mass com-
munications and popular culture in post-World War II society. This is
perhaps to some degree in conflict with Horkheimer and Adorno’s wider
conception of the culture industry; for example, other components were
identified as playing a role in the industry of culture that extends into
architecture, corporate culture, serious music and even notions of the
ideal body (ibid.: 9). Therefore, the culture industry is a multifaceted
concept that involves the practicalities of an actual industry producing
culture via the media and other popular-culture forms. Horkheimer and
Adorno used it with specific reference to the diverse forms of popular
culture ranging from cinema to jazz as a single cultural industry, which
ensured the continued obedience of the consuming masses to market
interest. As a result, the culture industry could be identified as the pro-
duction of culture through the media and communication industries. 
It creates and projects ‘inherited ideas, beliefs, values, and knowledge,
which constitute the shared bases of social action’ while also embodying
‘the artistic and social pursuits, expression and tastes valued by a society
or class’ (Collins English Dictionary, 1995: 267). This role of creating culture
on a mass scale is significant, according to Horkheimer and Adorno, in
relation to the potential impact on enlightening people in society.

The developments of the culture industry in Horkheimer and Adorno’s
Dialectic of Enlightenment were poised to bring about enlightenment en
masse across society. The individuals making up society were supposed to
develop into creatures of reason and logic. Consequently, they would
increasingly master the natural environment by way of the development
of the forces of production, while simultaneously mastering their own
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inner nature (Ramsey, 2000: 151). The culture industry was expected to
bring about enlightenment to the condition of true humanity where
ultimate truth and reality could be discovered through reason, moral
responsibility and human consciousness. Enlightenment to these two
scholars was redefined to encompass not only a period in intellectual
history, but also a universal attempt of humanity as a whole to under-
stand and control the world (ibid.: 150–1). They anticipated human
enlightenment via strivings towards freethinking through the mass-
communication capabilities of the culture industry. 

However, as culture began to be mass-produced for the mass consump-
tion by the masses, it became clear to Horkheimer and Adorno that this
standardized production of culture was not going to provide freedom.
The hopes of Horkheimer and Adorno never reached fruition due to the
nature of culture on a mass scale. Hopes were disappointed that mass pro-
duction of higher culture such as art would provide a valuable new and
authentic experience to people, resulting in their developing sensibilities
and maintaining awareness of alternative possibilities. Instead, the associ-
ation of ‘mass’ which is synonymous with the culture industry
demonstrates itself to have a depreciative nuance (Sorlin, 1994: 2). For
instance, mass circulation of newspapers increases trivia and gossip, 
mass art is considered cheap and lacking refinement, and mass pro-
duction satisfies only the lowest common denominator. As a result 
the light-hearted or brash entertainment culture industry with its use 
and production of mass culture became a debasement and ‘the cause 
of the moral decline of the nation’ (Eldridge, Kitzinger and Williams,
1997: 11). 

The culture industry with its mass production, mass media and mass
consumption by people en masse came to embody a contradictory logic
– ‘a new darkness of myth’ where ‘quality turns to quantity, freedom to
necessity, autonomy to determinacy and emancipation to new chains’
(Lash and Lury, 2007: 2). It appeared that emancipation had become
domination and they used the concept of the culture industry to shed
light upon this theory. For Horkheimer and Adorno as critical theo-
rists, the culture industry became their illustration of culture shifting
from a previously autonomous or relatively autonomous sphere to
come under the industrial principle. Culture, once a space for freedom,
came under the influence of instrumental rationality, wielded by Holly-
wood and corporations in publishing, recording and advertising (ibid.: 2).
The arena which had previously been a place for human potential to
flourish became the machinery of control whose goal was expenditure of
resources in the interest of financial profit for corporations. Culture
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became an objective like any other commodity leading to the emergence
of a non-emancipating, industrialized, homogenized culture (ibid.: 2–3). 

Concern regarding the domination and controlling power of mass stan-
dardized consumption of culture was echoed by Horkheimer and Adorno’s
contemporary, Herbert Marcuse. Marcuse (2002: 9), in One-Dimensional
Man, argued that advanced industrial society creates prevailing false needs
which the culture industry produces for consumption by individuals. He
focused on understanding the power and control of the culture industry
over public freedom by analysing society via how consumerism, advertis-
ing, mass culture and ideology integrate individuals into, and thereby sta-
bilize, the capitalist system (ibid.: xxx). Marcuse emphasized that it was
essential for the public to liberate the self from the false needs and satis-
factions in order to ultimately reach a freer and happier life. This one-
dimensional society where the culture industry dominated was suggested
as suffocating critical imagination about societal alternatives and defeat-
ing efforts to explain how people are exploited and can reject their bonds
via critique and action (Agger, 2004: 14). 

A key facet of Marcuse’s one-dimensional society is the one-
dimensional man who lives within it. These one-dimensional individuals
are not granted genuine opportunity for choice or individuality due to
the capitalistic culture industry which creates a market dependency in all
dimensions of living (Beck, 1992: 132). The forms of existence that arise
are the isolated mass market (not conscious of itself) and mass consump-
tion of generically designed goods such as housing and furnishings, as
well as opinions, habits, attitudes and lifestyles launched and adopted
through the mass media (ibid.: 132). Therefore, freedom is undermined
by the culture industry while portraying notions of choice and liberty to
express individualism. In other words, the notion of individualization
actually delivers people over to the control and standardization of the
culture industry. With the culture industry’s failure to bring about indi-
viduality and freedom, it is unsurprising that Horkheimer and Adorno
(1979: xi) went on to suggest that ‘mankind, instead of entering into a
truly human condition, is sinking into a new kind of barbarism’. It would
appear that from its earliest form the culture industry has been identified
as a failed route to freedom and enlightenment. The capitalistic culture
industry had become ‘a powerful instrument of domination’ (Marcuse,
2002: 9–11) and not a route to enlightened thought and freedom.

Particular apprehension for the critical theory scholars was related 
to the culture industry as a controlling force through deception. They
contended that ideology in Marx’s era, which had clear-cut claims about
reality as a purposeful distortion, had deepened into domination in the
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course of the culture industry. This notion of domination involved not
only false claims, but also a generalized mode of consciousness and
experience steeled against liberating insights that prevent everyday
understandings of goodness, rightness and fairness (Agger, 2004: 14).
As a result, the culture industry was suggested as using deception to
create an ideology of false consciousness and needs that seek to deceive
and constrain individuals in order to control them. In other words,
individuals – through their acceptance and engagement with the
culture industry – enter a false consciousness, a mass deception. The
deceptive ability of the culture industry through false consciousness
and false need has become both a means and an end with its true inter-
ests being obscured and hidden behind a veil of gratification and enter-
tainment. This veil is embodied by celebrity and celebrity culture,
which has emerged from the culture industry and embodies many of
the same controlling traits. 

In a society dominated by the projection of false need, individuals
are an object of calculation and control in which ‘the customer is not
king, as [the culture industry] would have us believe, not its subject but
its object’ (Adorno, 1991: 85). It would appear that the concoctions of
the culture industry are not guides for a blissful life nor a new moral
responsibility but rather exhortations to toe the line (ibid.: 91) albeit
via pleasure seeking. The social control of the culture industry is rooted
in a false consciousness that stimulates the creation of an overwhelm-
ing need for production and consumption of waste; need for stupefying
work where there is no longer any necessity; need for modes of relax-
ation which soothes and prolongs stupefaction; and need for maintain-
ing deceptive liberties such as free competition at administered prices,
free press which censors itself and free choice between brands and
gadgets (Marcuse, 2002: 10–11). The late modern world is dominated
by needs which are sold to individuals through the culture industry. 

The manipulation and control of the members of society by the culture
industry are through external sources whereby people absorb imperatives
to consume and conform that are not rendered explicit but are sub-
liminal. These imperatives have become second nature, rather than being
exposed to clear thought and careful consideration, by operating at an
unconscious level (Agger, 2004: 14). Thus individuals are manipulated
into consuming, and, while consuming, the culture industry ensures con-
formity en masse. Conformity through the culture industry allows social
control via standardization of the masses’ thought patterns, behaviour
and satisfactions by prescribed attitudes and habits. Thus consumers are
bound to producers, resulting in a restriction of freedom (Marcuse, 2002:
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xxx, 11, 14) and increasing the culture-industry control over individuals.
The culture industry may claim to serve individual’s needs but it is a
double-edged sword, for it not only deceives people in society into the
necessity of consuming but also dictates how the fulfilment of needs
should be accomplished. Consumers are consistently bombarded with
needs that can only be satisfied through consuming culture-industry
products resulting in ‘the whole world made to pass through the filter of
culture industry’ (Horkheimer and Adorno, 1997: 126).

The limitations and continued relevance of the culture
industry

Horkheimer, Adorno and Marcuse raise important insights into the
culture industry and its influence on society and individualsm, but
their efforts face significant limitations when viewed in late modernity.
Perhaps the most crucial of these limitations is the risk of over-
simplification of the culture industry and its influence. This limitation
of the theoretical concept of the culture industry is related to the time
period and intellectual roots of the Frankfurt School. Marxism and their
modernist belief in ultimate truth leading to an overly simplistic stance
towards a complex social concept dominated Horkheimer and Adorno’s
critical thought. Nearly a century later in contemporary society the Frank-
furt School approach underpinning the culture industry has become
dated as the late modern era no longer accepts universal truth or dom-
inance of an overarching belief in scientific rationality. Instead, late
modern thought focuses on the importance of the unconscious, on free-
floating signs and images and a plurality of viewpoints in contradiction
to Frankfurt School scholarly ideas. As a result, Horkheimer and Adorno’s
theoretical concept has fallen from favour, apart from being useful as a
historical theoretical approach, becoming dismissed as too old, too boring
and too elitist, having been written by ‘now-dead white European males’
(Steinert, 2003: 2).

Horkheimer and Adorno’s theoretical assertions about the culture indus-
try have also been limited by being based upon incomplete evidence.
Their initial exploration of this phenomenon in the 1940s bore witness 
to only its earliest stages, with the developments of additional mass-
communication forms such as television, satellite communication and
the Internet not yet having occurred. Neither Horkheimer nor Adorno in
their writings was able to predict the growth, diversity or strength of 
the culture industry by the turn of the twenty-first century. As a result,
their assumptions and assertions were made on limited evidence and
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understanding of what the culture industry would be and how indi-
viduals would interact and respond. This does not undermine the essence
of Horkheimer and Adorno’s concerns but it does limit their applica-
tion in the globalized commodity-based late modern world. 

Horkheimer and Adorno’s imperfect view of the culture industry, due
to their Frankfurt School stance and time period, is particularly evident in
their assertions about all-encompassing culture-industry domination that
removes free will and successfully deceives individuals. This approach
describes disempowered individuals with no agency while the culture
industry is a controlling all-powerful force. Horkheimer and Adorno’s
assumptions suggest two interpretations of the abilities and degree to
which individuals discern the deception of the culture industry through
false consciousness and need. Firstly, that people are both passive and
gullible, soaking up what is presented to them due to their needs being
predetermined for them. This suggestion emphasizes that individuals are
unaware that their choices are channelled and restricted towards banal
entertainment and self-gratification. The second interpretation is of
people as victims of a capitalistic conspiracy, whereby they are deceived
into thinking that they are making their own rational individual choices
about the consumption of culture. A third notable interpretation sug-
gested by Adorno in his work prior to 1944 states that the manifestations
of the culture industry for consumption by individuals are vacuous and
banal, constructing behaviour patterns which are shamelessly conformist.
Adorno concludes that the world must actually want to be deceived, with
people embracing the pleasurable control of the culture industry, despite
knowing that it has been manufactured due to life being empty without
them (Adorno, 1991: 89). Consequently, these different understandings
proposed by Horkheimer and Adorno suggest that individuals are unaware,
fooled by or willing participants in the culture industry’s deception.

The assertions by Horkheimer and Adorno regarding individuals’
understanding and perception of the culture industry and its power fail to
capture the everyday ways people impose external power on themselves,
and work to undermine and undo societal influences such as that wielded
by the culture industry. It appears that despite an awareness of the culture
industry’s attempts at influence, manipulation and control, individuals
choose to play along. People engage with false consciousness and need,
enjoying the banal entertainment and gratification that can be gained
from the culture industry. Most significantly, in this engagement with the
culture industry regardless of freedom limitations it is possible for indi-
viduals to act and to think in a variety of ways which are sometimes not
foreseen by authorities (Dean, 1999: 13). This is clearly evident when
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people are empowered by expertise or required to act as consumers in a
market (ibid.: 14).

The failure to encourage mass freedom through the culture industry is
highlighted by the so-called ‘dumbing down’ of the media, which has
been described as having a ‘worrying’ impact on public morality (Langer,
1998: 3). With a growth in dumbed-down media there is less opportunity
for serious media to help mould morality. This lack of opportunity for the
media to influence morality reveals a threat to national morals and prin-
ciples because, according to Wykes (2001: 1), part of the role of media,
particularly crime news, is to mobilize value judgements and to act as 
a site of national conscience and moral codes. These morality concerns
are taken further by Steinert (2003), who highlights the danger of oppor-
tunities for individuality, freedom or any degree of enlightenment being
undermined. The ‘dumbing down’ of cultural products provides little
chance to resist the condescension and flattery that are consumed through
products stripped of challenge. The culture industry, through the media,
demonstrates itself able to manipulate and mould through its news
values, creating a ‘dumbed-down’ mass media and individuals who are
avid and self-perpetuating consumers of the exciting and entertaining.
Thus the culture industry is preventing an enlightened pattern of thought
and behaviour in which ideas, aspirations and objectives transcend the
established universe of discourse and action (Marcuse, 2002: 14).

Attempts have been made to address and overcome the limitations
of the culture industry while still utilizing its essence. Lash and Lury
(2007: 3) argue that the culture industry has changed from Horkheimer
and Adorno’s original dialectic. They suggest that although the original
form of the culture industry has not been completely replaced, a global
culture industry has emerged. This development is due to globalization
giving the culture industry ‘a fundamentally different mode of operation’
(ibid.: 3). The global shift has developed post-Horkheimer and Adorno as
well as the Birmingham cultural studies tradition of the mid-1970s. Cir-
cumstances have changed, with culture taking on a different logic with
the transition from the culture industry to a global culture industry. By
2005, according to Lash and Lury (ibid.: 4), culture has shifted meaning:
cultural objects are no longer exceptional but are now everywhere – ‘as
information, as communications, as branded products, as financial ser-
vices, as media products, as transport and leisure services’. Culture 
has arguably seeped out of superstructures such as ideology through
symbols and representation, and infiltrated and taken over the infra-
structure itself. In this global culture industry, culture dominates the
economy and experience of everyday life (ibid.: 4). 
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It would appear that, to Lash and Lury (2007), the culture industry
has not disappeared but has moved beyond its original terms of dom-
ination and resistance whereby mediation was through means of repre-
sentation. Instead, the global culture industry dominates our economy
and the everyday making it no longer about representation but instead
about the mediation of things (ibid.: 4). Material objects have become
powerful cultural symbols that are now a central goal of capitalism and
crossing national borders. Culture, as a consequence, has become
‘thingified’ (ibid.: 4), rather than being a question of representation, on
a global scale. Subsequently, the global culture industry is ‘no longer
that of dialectical but of metaphysical materialism’, a matter of multi-
plicity with ‘matter not as identity but as difference’ (ibid.: 15).

Lash and Lury’s (2007) attempt at redefining the culture industry for
the late modern society raises some intriguing ideas of how the globalized
culture industry differs from its original incarnation; however, it remains
disjointed. It lacks a fluid coherency as it skips from a range of different
cultural occurrences including The Matrix, Wallace and Gromit and the
Euro ‘96 football event. Between the different culture forms that are used
to illustrate the culture industry on a global scale, the underlying thesis
becomes lost rather than strengthened by its eclectic supporting evidence.
The claim by Lash and Lury (2007) of the culture industry being dialect-
ical while the global culture industry is metaphysical provides a very
narrow margin of differentiation, although the notion of updating the
culture industry and attempting to overcome its limitations for the con-
temporary global society is crucial. 

Engaging with Horkheimer and Adorno’s work in contemporary society
necessitates an acknowledgement of the dogma and practices of mod-
ernism and the Marxist stance under which they laboured in order to
counter these limitations. These flaws are rooted in the original under-
standing of the culture industry but do not undermine the essence of
what was being theorized. Therefore, it would be short-sighted to treat
Horkheimer and Adorno as having nothing to offer other than flawed
ideas regarding the culture industry. Instead, their work can be accepted
as offering some unique perspectives that are otherwise missing from 
critical discourse in late modern times (Steinert, 2003: 2). However, the
culture industry does require updating and relating to late modern society,
particularly regarding issues of changes within social control towards
decentralization. In order to fill this knowledge gap, Horkheimer and
Adorno’s work can be related to more contemporary views on control
such as Foucauldian governmentality of which celebrity and celebrity
culture are illustrative within the late modern culture industry.
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Updating the culture industry through Foucauldian 
governmentality

Adopting the modernist concept of the culture industry and applying the
late modern theory of governmentality necessitate an exploration of why
these two theories can be interlinked. Horkheimer and Adorno’s (1997)
culture industry refers specifically to the inter-World War years, during
which they identified the growth of mass communication and consump-
tion as significant upon the control of individuals en masse. Although
they did not live to witness it, the culture industry has not proved itself to
be limited to the early part of the twentieth century (the modern period),
but has continued to develop along with the new emerging forms of mass
communication. Subsequently, the culture industry is as much a late
modern (late twentieth century onwards) occurrence as it is modern. It
can therefore be deemed only appropriate to update the understanding
and analysis of the culture industry for the late modern period.

In updating the culture industry it is necessary to revise its views on
social control due to the original Marxist stance falling from favour as
a scholastic explanation. The relationship between the culture industry
and control has been traditionally Marxist whereby top-down control
is exerted. However, more subtle and complex notions of control have
emerged, such as those developed by Michel Foucault (1991) relating
to what he called ‘governmentality’. He defined governmentality as the
‘art of government’ in the sense of government not being limited to
the state alone. Instead, there are a range of control techniques which
can be applied and which range from control of the self to ‘biopolitical’
control of populations (Dean, 1999: 99). 

This model of social power draws upon his previous assertions devel-
oped in Discipline and Punish (1977a), where sovereign power was
replaced by disciplinary and panoptic surveillance. Governmentality
refers to an understanding of power and control where control is no
longer necessarily conducted via top-down hierarchy from the state.
Foucault reforms the role of the state as the major authoritative force
engaged in the control of conduct, refuting the notion of the state being
a hidden hand that orchestrates strategies and techniques to shape and
direct individuals (Rose, 2000: 323). The stance of governmentality as a
controlling force is that national governments no longer aspire to be the
guarantor and ultimate provider of security. Instead, they are a partner,
facilitator and animator of independent agents and powers (ibid.: 323). 

Foucault expands the understanding of power and control through
social control via disciplinary institutions such as schools, hospitals
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and prisons, as well as forms of knowledge. The notion of governmental-
ity suggests that social control can become more efficient by knowledge
and discourses becoming internalized, allowing people to govern them-
selves. A significant component within governmentality is its relationship
with liberalism, whereby governmentality is used to characterize advanced
liberal democracies. This ‘neoliberal governmentality’ highlights the role
of market mechanisms on society whereby individuals come to control
the self along with the shift away from top-down state control (Dean,
1999: 149). Consequently, governmentality marked the emergence of a
distinctly new form of thinking about and way of exercising power in
certain societies (Foucault, 1991: 102–4). 

This form of power is bound up with the discovery of a new reality,
which is defined as the economy, and concerned with a new object,
namely the population (Dean, 1999: 19). In other words, an important
component of governmentality is that it highlights the role of people
becoming the target of economic powers to consume and also grants
them apparent control and power through choice. In order to use govern-
mentality in relation to the culture industry to explain the formation of
celebrity it is necessary to emphasize the term ‘government’. Government
refers not to the state but to the ‘conduct of conduct’, referring to any
attempt to deliberately shape aspects of people’s behaviour according to
particular norms or for certain ends (Gordon, 1991: 2; Foucault, 1982:
220–1; Dean, 1999: 10). This is particularly intriguing in that government
is therefore not simply about controlling people but rather a deliberate
attempt to direct human conduct. From this perspective human conduct
is perceived to be something which can be regulated, controlled and
shaped. 

Consequently, in studying governmentality and government, a diverse
range of things which can be regulated can become subjects of scholarly
research, such as populations, industries, exhaust emissions and even
bathrooms (Dean, 1999: 11). However, they are only of interest insofar 
as they attempt to rationally shape human conduct. Therefore, for the
purpose of discussing the culture industry and celebrity, government
refers to the governing or controlling ability of non-state authorities. As a
result, government is not simply a question of imposing law on men but
of disposing things, that is, of employing tactics rather than laws in order
that ends may be achieved (Foucault, 1991: 95). Foucauldian government
is not the implementation of an idealized schema by the state. It portrays
how control differs in contemporary society away from a powerful dom-
inating state that imposes its will. Instead, government does not seek to
dominate by ignoring or attempting to crush the capacity for action, but
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rather recognizes the capacity for action and adjusts its governing to it
(N. Rose, 1999: 4).

Government as the ‘conduct of conduct’ undertakes governing in the
plural via acts of government. Therefore, government is a ‘more or less
calculated and rational activity, undertaken by a multiplicity of author-
ities and agencies, employing a variety of techniques and forms of know-
ledge’ (Dean, 1999: 11). The plurality of government forms results in a
range of forms, styles and degrees of governing. It is a complex assem-
blage of diverse governing forces (legal, professional, administrative,
financial), techniques (calculation, examination, evaluation) and devices
(surveys, training) that regulates the decisions and actions of individuals,
groups and organizations (Rose, 1996: 43). Consequently, the culture
industry can be interpreted as a form of Foucauldian government which
participates in the ‘conduct of conduct’ by shaping and directing human
conduct.

The culture industry as government raises the question of exactly how
controlling it is in relation to the apparent freedom that consumption is
supposed to provide to people. Government presupposes that people are
free, in the sense of living and thinking, according to Patton (1998), and
seeks to work through freedom in order to exact control. Therefore, this
exertion of control is in a pervasive and subtle manner that individuals
will not resist or rebel against but embrace and welcome. Accordingly,
this government control does not coerce or regulate but instead rules
through granting liberties to its subjects (Binkley, 2006: 347). This liberal
governing suggests that the apparent freedom of the governed is actu-
ally a means of securing the ends of government. In other words, 
people are controlled or governed within a liberal society through the
apparent freedom, such as of choice, consumption and speech, by forms
of Foucauldian government. 

As a consequence of governmentality and its forms of government
it is possible to interpret the culture industry as an important form of
Foucauldian government. The culture industry adopts the liberal men-
tality of attempting to define the nature, source, effects and possible
utility of the capacities of acting and thinking to its advantage (Dean,
1999: 15). As government, the culture industry supports and encour-
ages engagement in its artificiality, to pick and choose from among its
manufactured cultural goods, encouraging the belief of freedom of choice
but actually manipulating and directing the consumer. As states ‘we are
continually bombarded by cultural and political stimuli flowing not only
into our homes but into our heads, inducing us to buy things we don’t
need, to hate enemies and to avoid committing the revolutionary deed’
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(Agger, 2004: 148). Therefore, the culture industry wields an influential
power to guide and govern people particularly through their habits of
consumption in a society of apparently free choice and individualism. 

Foucault’s power/knowledge duality is taken further by governmentality
and its government forms, in that control is even more total through the
pursuit of culture industry-created pleasure, entertainment and gratifi-
cation. Through government, such as the culture industry, freedom and
conformity are enabling people to control their own passions and instincts
as they govern the self (N. Rose, 1999: 3). In other words, individuals are
influenced by the culture industry as government to develop certain pas-
sionate desires and needs which in turn direct their behaviour, such as
what they consume. In a society where government is subtle and enter-
taining through the culture industry it is clear that controlling forces are
no longer limited to institutions or even governing the self but rather are
multiple forms of ‘more or less calculated and rational activity’ that govern
through liberty (Dean, 1999: 11). Therefore, as Gordon (1991) asserts, 
government as the ‘conduct of conduct’ positions individuals to be simul-
taneously wardens and practitioners of their own freedom, understood
principally as the freedom to act in productive ways.

The culture industry as government consolidates Adorno and Hor-
kheimer’s concerns as legitimate regarding a failure of mass human
enlightenment. As a government force, the culture industry helps prevent
individuals from achieving a higher state existence, and supplies them
with a method of gratification. Even with individuals who are not
deceived, the culture industry is still able to exert control and to influence
them through the limited freedom it provides. This limited freedom 
is through the use of consumption by the culture industry, which aids in
the emergence of consumer culture – a culture of consumption – that is
unique, specific and essential to the existence of the culture industry. In
other words, the culture industry directs the consumption of mass com-
modities within a commodity system that is carried out via free personal
choice in the private sphere of everyday life (Ramsey, 2000: 151; Slater,
1997: 8). Government as an activity shapes the field of action, namely
consumption, and thus it attempts to shape freedom (Dean, 1999: 13),
which highlights that the culture industry is not necessarily constitutive
of freedom. 

Foucauldian governance, consumption and celebrity

The culture industry as a form of government exerts control through
governance, which is used here to refer to a controlling force through
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which government wields its ability to control and influence. This means
there can be multiple governance forms, including the media and con-
sumption, which are used and created by different types of government.
Governance within government is about subtlety, encouraging self-aware
conformity and standardization rather than overt top-down control and
successful deception of unquestioning and duped individuals. It ‘seeks to
shape conduct by working through our desires, aspirations, interests and
beliefs, for definite but shifting ends and with a diverse set of relatively
unpredictable consequences, effects and outcomes’ (Dean, 1999: 11).
Consequently, governance is often more of an effect than an intended
cause. It is used to deliberate on and to direct human conduct as some-
thing that can be regulated, controlled, shaped and turned to specific
ends, making forms of governance into the hands and feet of govern-
ment. Therefore, Foucauldian government is an umbrella governing force
which extends its controlling powers through a plurality of governance
forms. 

Government through governance focuses on the each and all, evinc-
ing concern for every individual as well as the population as a whole.
At the same time it is also economic in that governing properly has to
ensure the happiness and prosperity of the population (ibid.: 19). As a
result, the governmentality approach to understanding social control
enables government to be a useful method of sketching pathways for
analysing the power of governance that are not fixed or dictated to by
the state (ibid.: 3). Subsequently, governance by the culture industry as
government takes place through the provision of exciting, pleasurable
entertainment, which is often focused upon a class of people who are
celebrated, namely celebrity. Consequently, celebrity is a central gover-
nance form within the culture industry and illustrates the increasingly
subtle and pervasive control measures characteristic of Foucauldian
governmentality. Celebrity unites both the original culture-industry
fixation upon representation and the updated global culture industry
of Lash and Lury (2007), which focuses on the mediation of things.
Celebrity is the bridge between the old and new interpretation of the
culture industry. It is the embodiment of the culture industry’s ability
to govern in late modernity.

Celebrity as governance, within the culture industry as government,
draws together other governance forms such as consumption and media.
Subsequently, it has become a high-profile cultural phenomenon in its
own right, as illustrated by the formation of a celebrity culture. The
emergence of celebrity culture in society since the 1980s represents a
key aspect of the culture industry in that people are made into tradable
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commodities, objects for consumption (Cashmore, 2006: 72). This com-
modification of people within the culture industry ‘effectively doubled
the ways through which … images could be manipulated and consumed’
(ibid.: 72). Notably, the consumption of celebrity is far from passive, with
individuals en masse apparently enjoying empowerment by recognizing
their roles in making and shaping celebrity careers as well as ending
them. The significance of this empowered consumer is that they are not 
a gullible dupe who is being overtly controlled and moulded by an all-
powerful authority. Instead, consumers of celebrity within celebrity cul-
ture are attentive and fully aware, making the consumption of celebrity
into a gratifying and significant activity. Consequently, consumption of
celebrity is not the result of desperate innocence or intellectual bank-
ruptcy but a sign of enthralment and emotional liquidity (ibid.: 83, 85). It
would appear that governance, like Foucauldian government, exerts
control through the provision of pleasure options that are not intended
to dupe the consumer. Instead, governance allows people to enjoy and
revel openly in the irony of consuming standardized superficiality.

Seeing through the superficial falseness of celebrity does not prevent
the self-gratification of consuming celebrity culture. The consumption
of celebrity provides individuals with an ideal and inspiration; they
become role models, laughable caricatures or simply offer an escape
from reality (Giles, 2000: 61). Most significantly, celebrities embody
the independent individual par excellence, representing the societal-
held understanding of success, freedom and accessibility, which the
culture industry and celebrity culture propagate. As such, these well-
known individuals wield a form of social control by embodying the
open ideology of celebrity. They portray the understanding that cele-
brated status can be achieved by any member of society. Celebrity, it
would appear, correlates with Lasch’s (1979) description of narcissistic
dreams that inspire people to hate the banality of everyday existence
and fear of belonging to the mediocre. Celebrity is a living example of
the narcissistic dream. It represents the active elements of the social
sphere because celebrities emerge from the legitimized process con-
nected to people, and the emergence due to the culture created by the
culture industry is no longer necessarily associated with merit or lineage. 

Celebrities stand in for members of society, making them an impor-
tant expressive and communicative resource which contributes to a
portion of cultural business and everyday conversation (Madow, 1993:
128; Marshall, 1997). Subsequently, they provide a spectacle of distinc-
tive individuality and become intense sites for determining meaning.
They highlight the significance and merger of both the private and the
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public spheres, making them ‘icons of democracy and democratic will
… articulat[ing] the possibility of everyone’s achieving the status of
individuality within the culture’ (Marshall, 1997: 246). As a result, the
development of narcissistic personalities who are fixated upon fame
and glory is coming to set the tone of both public and individual
opinion (Lasch, 1979: 231–2) and threatens individuality and freedom
through conformity with standardized narcissistic dreams.

The standardization of narcissism is intimately related with celebrity
and the glamour myth, which refers to the standardized image of cele-
brity to members of society through their display of material goods, beauty
and media visibility. Celebrities, particularly those of acting or music
status, live out the narcissistic glamour myth of a luxurious extravagant
existence. They make up a form of democratic royalty, popularly elected
gods and goddesses adored for the images they convey despite widespread
knowledge that they are prepackaged, glamour-injected products of the
culture industry. Celebrities try to demonstrate, through their image and
relationships, that they are in reality the exotic creatures they appear to
be in the mass media (Gamson, 1994: 29, 38). By encapsulating the nar-
cissistic dream and glamour myth, celebrities are focal points for indi-
viduals to focus their culture industry-created desires. Consequently,
celebrity can be interpreted as governance exerting control over indi-
viduals through their consumption of narcissistic glamorous dreams 
of success, beauty and wealth. It is these dreams and desires to live 
‘the dream’ that can govern people’s personal behaviour, dress sense and
shopping locations on the basis of knowledge about celebrity lifestyles
(Barbas, 2001: 29).

In order to succeed in the culture industry, one must consume effec-
tively in order to meet the need for gratification and being entertained
(Lowenthal, 1961: 132). Consequently, according to Marshall (1997), cele-
brities come to represent flags or markers for the clustering of cultural sig-
nificance through patterns of consumption in a time where construction
of identity is through consuming. They are a connecting fibre between the
materiality of production and the culturally contextualized meaning of
consumption in relation to collective identity (Marshall, 1997: 243–5).
Subsequently, individuals can be governed through celebrity figures by
experiencing the confirmation and gratification of their own pleasures and
discomforts by participating in the pleasures and discomforts of the great
(Lowenthal, 1961: 135–6). Such a shift is highly significant because it sug-
gests that ‘consumption … has become the morality of our present world’
with no limits, allowing even the immoral, such as crime and criminals, to
become consumed and celebrated (Baudrillard, 1998: ix).
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Celebrity and consumer products

The governance capabilities of celebrity are particularly effective through
consumption of products under a central brand that embody elements of
the narcissistic dream such as the well known. Celebrities are able to
build, refresh and add new dimensions to consumer goods, meaning that 

what celebrities stand for enhances brands and they save valuable
time in terms of creating the credibility a company has to create 
in order to build its brands by transferring their values to the brand.
(Abbot, Mead and Vickers cited in Byre, Whitehead and Breen,
2003: 288)

Celebrity figures have long been used through the logic of ‘co-branding’,
which is the fluid partnership between celebrity people and celebrated
brands (Klein, 2000: 30). The most basic and prevalent ‘co-branding’ is
through the process of endorsement, according to McCracken (1989),
whereby an individual who enjoys public recognition uses this recog-
nition on behalf of a consumer good by appearing with it in an advertise-
ment. For instance, British supermarket Sainsbury’s uses endorsement by
television chef Jamie Oliver, whose reputation for honesty and quality
food successfully promotes the image of excellence, which Sainsbury’s is
keen to impress upon the consumer (Byre, Whitehead and Breen, 2003:
288). It is interesting to note that consumable goods and celebrity can
hugely benefit from this form of association, for as Sainsbury’s products
are consumed so also is Oliver by increasing his visibility to the members
of society and thus his media-based celebrity image. 

It is not only the endorsement of products by celebrities that extends
the governance powers of celebrity, but also the demand for information
about the celebrity and the increasingly lucrative market for merchan-
dise (Madow, 1993: 129). It was in the 1950s that celebrity began to be
‘commonly represented not only as useful to selling and business, but
as a business itself, created by selling’ (Gamson, 1994: 14, italics in ori-
ginal text). Celebrity no longer simply improved consumption of con-
sumer goods through association but became a consumable good in 
its own right. The consumption of goods specifically created by a cele-
brated individual provides people with a method of taking part in the
standardized and subtly controlling narcissistic dreams, which also
bring about conformity. For example, singer/actress Jennifer Lopez 
set up her own fashion collection in 2001, described as J.Lo styles, ran-
ging from fitted and cropped tops to fitted denim outfits with sparkly
J.Lo logos. Other examples include celebrities who release their own
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perfume, such as Kylie Minogue, Sarah Jessica Parker and Victoria 
and David Beckham. Meanwhile television interior designer Laurence
Llewelyn-Bowen has produced his own lines of greeting cards, room
fragrances and wallpaper; ex-boxer George Foreman has a line of low-
fat grills; and Sir Cliff Richard, Madonna, Celine Dion, Barbra Streisand
and bands the Rolling Stones and Kiss have released their own wines. 

Interestingly, it is not only products that celebrity figures produce in
their own name but also services which are both endorsed by and appar-
ently invested in by celebrities. A prime example is the movie-themed
restaurant chain, Planet Hollywood, established in 1991, which had cele-
brity owners Arnold Schwarzenegger, Bruce Willis, Demi Moore and
Sylvester Stallone (by 2008 only Willis and Stallone remained involved).
However, under examination it becomes apparent that these celebrity
owners were perhaps not as involved as was advertised to the individuals
en masse. The celebrities purchased stock in the chain at low prices in
return for their endorsement so they could be billed as legal owners.1

Thus while these high-profile celebrities appeared to be involved in a
business venture they were largely a method of free advertising and mar-
keting through their association. The celebrities involved were the public
face of the business venture using their status to promote the restaurant
chain where the consumer could sit among the trappings of various
blockbuster films and become part of the narcissistic dream.

As illustrated by endorsement and celebrity-created products, celebrity
image has become an increasingly important and valuable form of cap-
ital. The tradition of wealth being restricted to physical and financial
resources has shifted from tangible items, such as physical objects, to
include the intangible: images, ideas or information (Chatzkel, 2002: 2).
The increasing value of the intangible is significant for celebrities, whose
intangibles, namely image, have become a highly valuable form of 
information capital that are difficult to control and protect in order to
gain profit. Drake (2007: 219–20) suggests that celebrity has certain qual-
ities of public good. This economist term refers to a product that gains
value within and by its consumption in the public domain, and therefore
its full value cannot be calculated by the market. Celebrity value is more
than the labour of the individual but bound up with meanings invested
in them by audiences. Therefore, celebrity is, in part, a public good, which
leads to debate surrounding the balance of freedom of expression of 
audiences and the personal rights of celebrities (ibid.: 220).

The cultural and economic value of celebrity image encourages the
media to focus on celebrities in order to profit from coverage of a subject
that stimulates public interest. However, this raises the issue of who owns
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celebrity and who has the right to circulate and profit from celebrity
images and stories. In contemporary society there are increasing levels
of control being developed in order for celebrities to protect their
image (intangible) capital through legal means via intellectual property
rights. For example, intangible goods can now protect their capital by
utilizing ‘passing off’ to control the use made of their images or other
personal indicia (Bently and Sherman, 2001: 699). Passing off is intended
to prevent unfair trading practices and seeks to prevent goods giving 
the impression that they have been produced by another trader (Smith,
2003: 9). Therefore, to pass off protects the goodwill of a trader from a
misrepresentation that might damage their goodwill, which effectively
defends non-trademark rights. This has been expanded to include situ-
ations where the defendant makes representations that the claimant has
some control or responsibility over their goods or services which helps
ensure that action continues to be relevant in a modern commercial envi-
ronment (Bently and Sherman, 2001: 699). In other words, celebrities use
passing off in order to gain recognition for the loss of future revenue as a
form of damage, thus preventing misappropriation of their image. With-
out this form of remedy, celebrities face the problem that if they have not
licensed their image, there will be difficulties in proving requisite damage
(ibid.: 718–19). 

Other methods for celebrities to obtain and maintain control of the
commercial exploitation of their image by exerting ownership rights are
emerging through a steady stream of judicial decisions and statutes. These
decisions and statutes are recognizing a property-like right of publicity
and represent the legal commodification of personas (Madow, 1993: 177).
Despite these provisions, there remains contested protection of privacy
for the well-known. France has effective privacy protection through pro-
visions within rules of professional ethics and also civil and criminal law
which states that ‘every person has the right to respect for his or her
private life’, as inserted by an Act of Parliament in July 1970.2 This is 
in contrast to English law that has traditionally lacked a general right 
to privacy3 until the Human Rights Act 1998. This Act has allowed 
a growing range of cases whereby the protection of private lives and
information is sought to be safeguarded through Article Eight which pro-
vides for a right to a privacy and family life, home and correspondence.
The increasing focus on privacy, particularly among the well-known, has
led to calls by celebrities such as Charlotte Church and the MPs on the
Commons Culture, Media and Sport Committee in the UK for a privacy
law which would provide safeguards against media intrusion.4 How-
ever, there has as yet been no attempt by the government to introduce
statutory protection.
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The Douglas–Zeta-Jones case against Hello! magazine demonstrates not
only the commercial value attached to celebrity image as an intangible
property but also the complications of media invasion of privacy to meet
public demand. This case embodied the attempt by two celebrities to
protect their intangible celebrity capital on the basis of breach of
confidence and breach of privacy. (It should be noted that the case was
eventually won on the basis of breach of confidence and not privacy.) In
2003, Michael Douglas and Catherine Zeta-Jones battled a case against
Hello! on the basis of an invasion of privacy and breach of confidence due
to the magazine buying and publishing unofficial photographic images of
their wedding.5 The court ruled that information about some people’s
lives had become a highly lucrative commodity as in the case of cele-
brities,6 a point that is reflected by the Council of Europe’s Resolution
1165 in 1998. The Resolution gives guidance that includes recognition
that information about celebrities is a commodity for the media, from
whom protection should be given. It also acknowledges that even a
public figure, which includes those in the arts, is entitled to a private life,
although they must expect and accept that their circumstances will be
scrutinized by the media.7 Consequently, there is evidence that celebrity
image which is the ‘public representation of … appearances was and is an
important part of a successful career and business’8 and possesses capital
traditionally associated with tangible property. The implication is that
celebrity image as a commodity is also a form of property linking it to
intellectual property (IP) rights.

Intellectual property concerns the legal rights associated with intan-
gible goods, namely creative effort or commercial reputation and good-
will. This can include literary and artistic words, films, computer pro-
grams, inventions, designs and marks used by traders for their goods or
services (Bainbridge, 2002: 3). Consequently, the value of intellectual
property is within most current scholarship limited to referring to human
capital in the form of knowledge, skills and mobility in regards to the rate 
of return of investment through costs, rates of return and incentives 
to invest (Eliasson, 2000: 42). However, cases have and are continuing to
occur relating to more abstract ownership, such as the phrase in a song,
or coming up with a certain idea, or body parts9 and genetic material, the
‘feel and look’ of computer programs, an individual’s image or even
quoting cartoon characters (Halbert, 1999: ix). The quoting of Daffy Duck
by a local newspaper in Honolulu led to contact from the cartoon charac-
ter’s intellectual property lawyer saying they could not quote the duck.10

The individual’s image, such as that of a well-known celebrity, is
becoming recognized as an abstract property right and leads to the
implication that in cases such as Douglas–Zeta-Jones, celebrity image is
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interpretable as a relevant issue within the increasingly contested and
complex field of intellectual property. This is supported by the court
stating that the Douglas–Zeta-Jones wedding was not simply a personal
affair, but a commercial entity allowing the use of the law of confidence,
which relates to the protection of trade secrets.11 Zeta-Jones highlighted
the role of the photographic images upon her celebrity image, saying 
that they were important ‘not just personally but professionally as well
[because] directors take into account the public’s perception of actors and
actresses when casting for films’.12 This highlighted the actress’s belief
that negative photographs can undermine the commodified celebrity
image leading to loss of earnings. 

Douglas echoed such sentiments, stating the importance of control-
ling and protecting his image as a form of property by saying, ‘On a
professional level, because my name and likeness is a valuable asset to
me, it has always been important for me … to protect my name and
likeness and to prevent unauthorized use of either.’13 Although the
court acknowledged that the Douglas–Zeta-Jones claimants were ‘truly
claiming a non-existent intellectual property right corresponding to
copyright in the visual aspect of the wedding’,14 the relationship of
celebrity image to intellectual property law was effectively promoted.
Subsequently, the Douglas–Zeta-Jones case asserts the increasing com-
mercial capital of intangible celebrity status, which necessitates steps
being taken to protect and gain ownership over image and privacy by
the well-known. 

Celebrity, consumption and identity

Celebrity is contributing to the provision of mass meaning and identity,
which entered a recognizable and evident crisis during the early twentieth
century (Barbas, 2001: 41–2). This crisis followed the rise of urbanization,
women entering the workforce, the development of national communica-
tion and transportation networks, and the decline of religion as a social
force. All these developments contributed to undermining notions of
meaning and identity that had previously been rooted in religion, local
community or nationalism (May, 1980: 29–30, 201–2; Rojek, 2001: 31).
Combined with the global economic crisis of the early twenty-first cen-
tury, the role of consumption and identity has continued to be inter-
twined. This is particularly well reflected by Prime Minister Gordon Brown’s
call for the British public to consume rather than save during the econ-
omic crisis, suggesting that it is a duty to consume as part of British society.
These severe changes in the economic climate can also be identified as
playing a part in identity crisis and to which celebrity can contribute. 
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Celebrities contributed to societal meaning and identity during the
Great Depression of the 1930s by providing a rare bit of glamour during
hard times and were admired and discussed accordingly. In the current
economic crisis, which has become known as ‘the credit crunch’, the con-
sumption of celebrities has become no less important, although not in
the same way as during the early twentieth century. Instead, there appears
to be a satisfaction in witnessing celebrities suffering financial hardship
alongside the wider public. It would seem that during a time of global
instability celebrities provide reassurance that no one is exempt from econ-
omic hardship and loss.15 The result of social changes emphasizes that the
process of intimately interwoven notions of meaning and identity has
undermined the attainment of either in a stable form. The growth of the
culture industry with its emphasis on standardized consumption and
entertainment created by a mobile, leisure-orientated mass society has
necessitated a new way of conceiving social identity at both an individual
and a mass level. 

It would appear that identity is increasingly flexible, or, as Bauman
(2000) argues, liquid. In contemporary society we are experiencing
liquid modernity where identities are fluid, merging into one another
and causing difficulty in maintaining identity-defining boundaries.
Consequently, mass meaning and identity are flowing and mutable
and thus play a role in the decentralized control exerted by the culture
industry as government and celebrity as governance. The liquid state of
identity means that the culture industry through celebrity can sell con-
sumable identity to replace the one that has been shaken by the social
change of the twentieth century (Abercrombie, 1994: 51).

Consumption has become a method of control over individuals by
becoming a key tool in constructing an intelligible universe where
social relationships are made and maintained (Douglas and Isherwood,
1979: 59). It wields a subtle power embodying the culture industry’s
promotion of desire for entertainment and pleasure by encouraging
conformity to the standardized narcissistic dream and glamour myth
of celebrity culture. People en masse conform to a standardized dream,
which is consumed via the celebrities who live them out and the pro-
ducts and image associated with them, because both the myth and
celebrities represent the ‘antithesis of a generalised psychological lack
in ourselves’ (Rojek, 2001: 35). The celebrity is an effective tool to 
correct the psychological lack or need created and emphasized by 
the culture industry. Accordingly celebrities govern individuals by pro-
viding a consumable method of fulfilment which provides meaning
and identity. 
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Celebrities encapsulate and exemplify a success story of the constructed
needs and desires created by the culture industry such as wealth, well-
knownness and beauty. They represent individuals who have triumphed
over ‘impassive nature’; they are the eternal conqueror’s song of the
common man, a self-styled triumph (Adorno, 1941: 28). In effect, cele-
brity is a celebration of democratic capitalism (Marshall, 1997: 4) invok-
ing a message of possibility within a democratic age while the former
hierarchy determined by merit or wealth is decreasing in validity. Con-
sequently, celebrity is empowered and becomes the ‘ideal representation
of the triumph of the masses’ (ibid.: 6). They become an ideal; represent-
ative of the everyman and woman, they embody the possibility of achiev-
ing the culture industry-created notion of success, namely wealth, beauty
and well-knownness. 

As a consequence of representing a shared ideal in society, celebrity
has become a useful form of social solidarity or ‘communitas’ that
binds the fragmented late modern society together, providing mass
meaning and a sense of identity. Anthropologist Victor Turner’s notion
of ‘communitas’ describes a state of liminality where there is liberation
for humans from normative constraints which are incumbent on social
status. It is illustrated by instances of societal solidarity, such as the
death of Princess Diana in 1997, which led to a national outpouring of
grief. Therefore, communitas is a relational quality of fully unmediated
communication between definite and determinate identities. These
identities are argued by Turner (1969; 1978) as arising spontaneously
in all kinds of groups, situations and circumstances that are freed of
the structures which normally separate them, forming an essential and
generic human bond. Celebrities are a recent form of communitas
forming a source of solidarity, identity and meaning among society
members living in a celebrity culture founded within the culture indus-
try. They provide a route for mass identity or group solidarity as they
‘bind an increasingly diverse, mobile and atomised nation’ and become
the dominant ethos with ‘celebrity consciousness our new common
denominator’ (Gabler, 1994: xiii). Thus celebrity as governance within
the culture industry as government helps replace the crisis of meaning,
identity and social solidarity forms of the past through the consump-
tion and entertainment of celebrity. 

The culture industry as a producer of culture seeks to tackle the iden-
tity and meaning crisis by focusing upon generating and fulfilling the
purpose of making life meaningful (Tomlinson, 1999: 17–18). A central
method of achieving such a purpose is through celebrity, which con-
tributes to the culture industry as government by being a governance
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form that directs the search for meaning and identity on an individual
and mass scale. Social solidarity has shifted away from societal events and
activities such as penality, where retaliatory legislation is actually a sym-
bolic gesture of sovereign might or an orchestrated ritual of mechanical
solidarity. Penality was intended to stimulate a social response and unifi-
cation for individuals in society, for whom condemnation and punish-
ment serve as an expressive release of tension and unity in the face of
crime and insecurity (Garland, 2001: 142). Instead, the culture industry
and celebrity as government and governance are performing a similar role
as a source of social solidarity by forming mass meaning and identity.

The composition of celebrity reflects the shift into celebrity culture
at the end of the twentieth century and also the governing control
wielded by celebrity in relation to identity and consumption. Celebrities
represent pleasurable consumption and, as a result, there is increasingly
no limit to what, where or how something is to be consumed or cele-
brated. It would appear that society has disintegrated into ‘an amorphous
crowd of consumers’ (Lowenthal, 1961: 123). This demonstrates the con-
trolling power of celebrity in that it creates value out of worthlessness.
Due to the consumerist attitude of the culture industry it appears that
public esteem of what Lowenthal (1961) calls productive idols (well-
known individuals on social, cultural, commercial and natural sciences
fronts) are in decline. Instead, the masses celebrate idols of consumption
‘the headliners of the movies, the ball parks, and the night clubs’ (ibid.:
116). Therefore, as individuals accept the culture industry with regard to
consuming to fulfil the need for pleasure and entertainment, idols of pro-
duction have declined while idols of consumption have flourished (Cross,
1993: 154). As a result, the choice of who becomes celebrated can be seen
to correspond with the culture-industry creation of need and emphasizes
celebrity as a form of governance through gratification.

In revisiting the culture industry it is apparent that despite the limit-
ations of its original conception it still has much to contribute to current
debate when readdressed and updated through Foucault’s conceptions of
power and control via governmentality. It appears that the culture indus-
try in the twenty-first century is rooted in social control through apparent
freedom. The culture industry highlights not only its own subtle social-
control abilities as government via constructions of need and desire, but
also through its governance form of celebrity. Celebrity as the quintes-
sence of the culture industry is a manufactured collaborator that con-
tributes to pervasive social control in governing through consumption,
which leads to conformity and the provision of a rallying point for social
solidarity in a time of instability and flux.
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3
Resonance and Celebrated
Criminality

The culture industry provides a structure in which there are no limit-
ations, regulations or restraint on who becomes a celebrity, allowing
even crime and criminals to become celebrated. However, a structure
alone does not guarantee success for the emergence of the celebrated
criminality trends of criminal-celebrity (criminals who become cele-
brities) or rogue celebrity (celebrities who are found guilty or become
associated with crime and deviance). For an individual to become cele-
brated they must be connected to by the public, both as individuals
and as a collective. It is the existence and strength of the public con-
nection to a potential celebrity that leads to a celebrity career or their
disappearance back into obscurity. Therefore, to achieve celebrity the
public must not only be provided with a structure that makes potential
celebrities visible for the voyeuristic public, but they must be able in
some way to connect and relate to the individual in order for them to
gain celebrated status. 

The connection to an individual that leads to the development and
achievement of celebrity and criminal-celebrity status can be tied to
the concept of resonance. This concept asserts that the public as indi-
viduals and as a collective can resonate with a person to the extent
that celebrated status can occur. Resonance is suggested as being more
than a simple connection to a person, but a connection which stimu-
lates a response or interaction. Responses to people and events that
subsequently become celebrated vary from emotions of excitement or
disgust to the motivation of consuming certain products or dressing in
a particular way or becoming involved with charities or other organ-
izations that resist crime and deviance. This chapter will explore the
celebration of criminality as a route by which the voyeuristic, inter-
active individual and public can resonate not only due to pleasure or



fun but through fear, rebellion and horror. Additionally, a conceptual-
ization of celebrated criminality will be used to highlight the forms of
criminality that achieve celebrated status. 

Understanding resonance: origin, purpose and effect 

To resonate ‘is to resound, or reverberate’ (Collins English Dictionary, 1995:
293) or, according to physics, the term ‘resonance’ refers to ‘the reinforce-
ment or prolongation of sound by reflection or synchronous vibration’.1

Using the synchronous vibration of resonance highlights the idea of
people reverberating with a source of resonance whether that is an object,
idea or person. This metaphorical vibration illuminates the subtle or some-
times unsubtle connection and interaction that can be made between
people and resonance sources such as celebrity or crime. People resonate
to a greater or lesser degree depending on the strength of the vibrations.
Therefore, resonance can be felt strongly just as the vibrations of a pneu-
matic drill digging up a road can be felt by passers-by through the ground
and the air or as people in a nightclub can feel the bass beat vibration
from speakers through their bodies.

Resonance does not only mean to connect or relate with a celebrity
and/or criminality for this is merely to identify oneself with something
or someone. Instead, to resonate is to go one step further than identi-
fication by not only relating and connecting to something or someone,
but to be stimulated into a response and interaction: it is directional.
The pulsation of resonance stimulates a response or degree of inter-
action between the source and individual or group who are affected 
by the vibration. Therefore, for a person or the public to resonate with
something is for them to interact, respond and relate to the resonance
source. It is this response that marks the progression from merely iden-
tifying with celebrity/criminality to resonating with them. The response
to celebrity or crime can be diverse, ranging from active pleasurable con-
sumption as a fan, to reading or watching news stories which lead to
scornful comments with another person, to simply being unable to avoid
awareness of a celebrity or crime due to their presence in the media.
Consequently, resonance stimulates response even if it is dismissive of
something that can be considered vulgar, superficial and worthless.

The notion of resonance reflects Virilio’s (2000) The Information
Bomb, which explores his concern about information technology blur-
ring the boundaries between reality and virtual reality. The destruction 
of these distinctions through digital and analogue processes leads to his
warning of physiological, psychological and cultural damage as people
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become unable to distinguish between the real and the unreal. Virilio
asserts that information technology penetrates and stupefies; it is an
information bomb that has the power to cause long-term destruction
as truth becomes less easy to distinguish. In the era of the information
bomb there is a move away from material and objective social reality
where people inhabited actual time and space and had relationships
with real people. Instead, people now exist in advanced artificiality
where they inhabit an increasingly virtual universe and develop an
emotional connection to people they will never meet. These emotional
connections to individuals such as celebrities highlight the concept of
resonance. Much like the vibrations of a bomb blast, it appears that the
information bomb projects public resonance with celebrity to new
heights across time and space.

The process of vibrating with a source of resonance causes a shake-up; a
reaction is caused even if it is to reject the source and move away to stop
the effects. It is through this reaction that the person who resonates
creates, or is provided with, meaning and value at a personal, social and
cultural level. The production of meaning and value through resonance
varies in type and degree. Meaning can be produced for a teenage girl
through her resonance with a pop star whereby a range of responses can
ensue. She may develop a crush; build friendships with fellow fans; spend
money on concert tickets, posters and albums; reject the pop star com-
pletely as overrated; or be simply aware of them due to media coverage
but have no direct interest. Each response or combination of responses
aids the individual in developing meaning and a sense of value for 
themselves and their place within society, particularly within their own 
range of friendships and relations with other people. Interestingly, this
resonance with celebrity figures is an emotional response to an image
without substance. Celebrity figures portray an image which is resonated
with rather than the real person. Therefore, celebrities are a cipher, a 
pool of refracted symbols and images which bounce around, occasionally
connecting with sections of the public. 

Resonance with celebrity is related to the characteristics that form
celebrity. For example, celebrity is the embodiment of a possible role that
compensates for the fragmented productive specializations (namely, the
average working lifestyle) that are actually lived (Mills, 1956: 71; Debord,
1983: 60). Therefore, resonance with celebrity can be related to the poss-
ibility of any individual attaining such status. Celebrities, it would appear,
stimulate resonance in a manner that they are ‘nothing greater than a
publicized version of us’ (Boorstin, 1972: 83). Consequently, resonance
with celebrity can be a result of relating and interacting with the 
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publicized version of the self or rather what we would like to be. In
addition, resonance with celebrity can also be related to celebrities
encapsulating both the ordinary and extraordinary in that they are
typical enough to be accessible and recognizable, yet individuated
enough to be unique and interesting (Reeves, 1988: 150). Celebrity
demonstrates itself as being accessible to the public, increasing the poss-
ibility of resonance by making each individual able to resonate through a
personal response which is interwoven with desire. Deleuze and Guattari
(1987) argue that desire is an active, positive force, while May (1993: 4)
goes on to assert that desire is a field of immanence and is a force ‘with-
out which no social system could ever come into being’. As such, desire is
the inner will of all processes and events (Haggerty and Ericson, 2000:
609) and can create and propagate resonance.

Resonance occurs at both an individual and a collective level whereby
multiple individuals resonate as a unit made up of many components.
This does not mean that each individual resonates in the same manner or
for the same reasons, as the public are not necessarily of a single national-
ity, background or interest but share something in common via a mutual
resonance. It is perhaps best to describe resonance as an assemblage
whereby there is a common outcome but not necessarily any functional
unity between the components. ‘Assemblage’ as developed by Deleuze
(1986; 1992) and with Guattari (1987) is founded on ideas of surveillance.
It was used to describe and embody the multiplicity of surveillance, which
is traditionally considered bounded, structured and stable (Haggerty and
Ericson, 2000: 608). This use of assemblage as a term to describe a notion
that is multiple with a diversity of layers and depths can be applied to
phenomena other than surveillance. The consistency of assemblage is of a
‘multiplicity of heterogeneous objects, whose unity comes solely from the
fact that these items function together, that they “work” together as a
functional entity’ (Patton, 1998: 158). Therefore, it comprises discrete
flows of an essentially limitless range of other phenomena including
signs, knowledge and institutions (Haggerty and Ericson, 2000: 608).
Therefore, to dig beneath the surface of any entity is to encounter a host
of different phenomena and processes working in concert (ibid.: 608).
Any particular assemblage is consequently composed of different discrete
assemblages which are themselves multiple. 

The construction of resonance as assemblage is perhaps best under-
stood through social divisions, which encourage different routes for 
individuals to resonate with the same subject, namely celebrity. Social
divisions of class, gender, age, race and ethnicity all play significant roles
in influencing how and why an individual resonates with celebrity. There
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is no completely separate type of social division with class, gender, age,
race and ethnicity all co-existing (Payne, 2006: 4–7; Roberts, 2001: 7)
and interacting ‘to form a new status that has elements of [all] but
which is not reducible to either [or any]’ (Morgan, 1986: 46). Interest-
ingly, long-standing divisions such as age, gender and ethnicity are
ceasing to be subordinate to, or overshadowed by, class and now play
stronger roles in identity and social-consciousness formation and in
political action (Roberts, 2001: 17). Social divisions are nearly always
life-long statuses and make a major impression on everyone’s con-
sciousness (Payne, 2006: 4–7; Roberts, 2001: 18). Therefore, although it
is possible to conceptually separate these divisions they are thoroughly
interwoven in real-life situations and thus it is important to acknow-
ledge this interweaving and how this can impact upon an individual’s
ability and manner of resonance. 

The study of gender as a social division has brought to light workplace
and income inequality between the sexes as well as further inequality
with regard to age and also race and ethnicity (Bowling and Philips, 2002:
32). Age in relation to gender has been traditionally ignored, according to
Arber and Ginn (1995). However, they argue that age, like gender, must
be treated as fundamental to understanding social organization because
as we grow older we are differently influenced by the societal, cultural,
economic and political context (ibid.: 1). This gender- and age-related
experience of the world is only exacerbated by the inclusion of the social
division of race and ethnicity, for those of different ethnic groups will
experience their class, gender and age differently. For instance, older
ethnic-minority women’s relationship to the British economy cannot be
equated with, or reduced to, that of male/female or being old or by being
of a certain class. In such an example ethnicity works in combination
with class and gender to the detriment of minority women (Bowling and
Philips, 2002: 32).

Human experience is mediated by an individual’s ethnic origin and
this is shaped by beliefs about racial difference and ways people act upon
them which are similar to how our experience is shaped by being male or
female, gay or straight, rich or poor, or an urban or rural dweller (ibid.:
32). Social divisions consistently influence individuals’ views of the world
in which they live and thus also in how they resonate. Consequently, the
ability to resonate with events, people and concepts such as celebrity is
moulded by social divisions experienced by the individual. This channels
how and why the individual resonates, creating an assemblage of reso-
nance, whereby there are multiple reasons for resonance; however, this
does not detract from the fact that people are resonating.
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The public are asserted as being increasingly homogeneous due 
to the consumption of standardized goods promoting individuality
while actually encouraging similarity and conformity. Admittedly, the
similarity of values shared by the public undermines notions of indi-
viduality; however, the norms of cultural practice are quite different.
Namely, different people will resonate in different ways regarding the
same resonance source. Therefore, this homogeneity does not mean
the public are passive, gullible or victims of a capitalistic conspiracy
but active participants with limited material. The public are not simple
or straightforward in that they are a mass of separate individuals but
instead are a complex and diverse system of interacting social groups
and individuals with varying degrees of agency. Just as resonance is an
assemblage with multiple layers so is the public who make up society.
Resonance challenges the notion of public passivity due to engagement
and interaction with culture-industry products and messages, such 
as celebrity. Instead, resonance highlights the public as an active 
audience, as illustrated by audience theories of encoding/decoding and
uses and gratifications (Abercrombie and Longhurst, 1998: 15, 7; Hall,
1980: 128–38). 

The resonating society is able to resist manipulation and form social
groupings despite fears to the contrary regarding the growth of mass
culture. However, the resonating public is in a paradoxical position of
being both able and unable to resist the culture industry. For example,
the public through their ability to decode and encode messages incor-
porate them simply by any participation denying the chance to resist
any involvement. However, at the same time the public are not passive
for they actively decode messages allowing them to make use of the
culture industry and use their own initiative in self-gratification. Thus
the public are empowered, discerning and consciously expressing their
own choice by buying into the culture industry and resonating with
what they choose. In other words, the public rationally choose to engage
with and use the culture industry to gratify themselves even if this entails
resonance that plays along with the pleasures and artificiality of the
culture industry. 

The public’s perverse resonance with criminality raises the question
of why the public who make up society should celebrate criminality
when ‘crime is something done to society, criminals are the enemy of
society’ (Schur, 1969: 9). Resonance explains this even to the earliest
roots of celebrating crime via the reverence and mysticism surrounding
the corpses of executed criminals. For instance, skin from the corpse of
a criminal was in ancient times supposed to cure skin diseases, while
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their blood could stop a variety of complaints including epilepsy, and
their small bones, if kept in a purse, were believed to prevent it from
ever being empty. Resonance as assemblage illuminates why the multi-
ple superstitions existed and which subsequently made executions a
popular celebration associated with pride and glory not shame and 
dishonour (Hibbert, 1963: 296). 

As a consequence of resonance, an understanding of why the public are
attracted to, and fascinated by, crime and criminality is substantiated. To
resonate is to connect, respond and interact with a multiplicity of sources
that do not exclude unpleasant and disturbing occurrences that can stim-
ulate resonance via feelings of rebellion, disgust, horror, loathing or fear.
Additionally, there does not need to be any functional unity between the
components in that the public may resonate for different reasons. There-
fore, resonance as an assemblage provides a useful concept for exploring
and explaining the plurality of different identifications, responses and
interactions with a diversity of individuals and events with regard to the
criminal/celebrity relationship. 

The power and range of resonance are reinforced and promulgated
by the existence of an effective structural support network, namely the
culture industry. This does not mean that resonance did not occur
prior to the structural support, as is illustrated by forms of celebrity
prior to the emergence of the culture industry. The central component
of the culture industry, namely the mass media, can be seen as a key
mediator and unifier of the relationship between celebrity, criminality
and resonance. It provides a source from which mass individuals can
be exposed to the same stories about celebrity and celebrated criminal-
ity encouraging identification, response and interaction or, in other
words, resonance. 

This structure enables resonance with celebrity to be accessible and open
to interpretation at multiple levels by allowing the public to resonate
through an individual personal response. Not only does this consolidate
the controlling power of celebrity as governance, but it also has the sub-
versive and unintended result of encouraging the criminal/celebrity rela-
tionship to develop into celebrated criminality. Resonance as assemblage
also sheds light on why celebrity and celebrated criminality as forms of
governance can be undermined by damaging public resonance with them
and will be explored in the following chapter. Such a stance is founded
upon the assertion that if the public do not resonate then celebrity and
celebrated criminality are ultimately disabled as forms of governance.

The culture industry as Foucauldian government is supported by cele-
brity and mass media as forms of governance, and both government and
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governance forms are substantially reliant upon the concept of reson-
ance. Resonance is used in a dual manner to examine the public resonat-
ing with subversive forces, namely criminality as well as celebrity. It is,
firstly, used as a heuristic tool to examine the criminal/celebrity relation-
ship and, secondly, as an explanation (a causal factor) for the develop-
ment of celebrated criminality, which is argued to be an unintended and
perverse third form of governance. As a tool of explanation and invest-
igation, resonance suggests it is impossible for the culture industry, cele-
brity or mass media to possess any form of controlling power without it.
In addition, criminality would not attain a celebrated state, preventing
the relationship between criminality and celebrity and thus also cele-
brated criminality. Consequently, it is important to use the concept of
resonance to examine why and how criminality can achieve celebrity,
thus highlighting the criminal/celebrity relationship, and how this rela-
tionship combined with resonance ultimately leads to celebrated crim-
inality as a form of perverse governance.

Resonance with criminality and deviance

Having established resonance as assemblage it is important to explore
why the perverse, violent and subversive nature of crime stimulates public
resonance leading to celebrity. This is particularly crucial in the light that
the public choose to undergo this process of resonance and celebration
with only a limited number of criminals (Kooistra, 1989: 21). In order to
explain why the public resonate with criminality, the research of Kooistra
(1989) into heroic criminals is invaluable. His work is a revisionist col-
lection that is concerned with what people believe about criminals as
opposed to a study of what the criminal actually does. He sees criminal-
celebrities as a by-product of group conflict and proposes his varying
interpretations of criminality to reflect this conflict. This is convenient, 
as it suggests that the celebration of criminality is part of the culture
industry as government, which marks a period of change and instability.

Kooistra (1989) uses three theoretical approaches – psychological, cul-
tural and sociological – to explore the celebration of criminals within
which public resonance is implicit. His stances present a foundation upon
which resonance is a consistent explanatory source for the celebration of
criminality. No single theoretical approach is adopted but rather a hybrid
is used, drawing upon psychological, cultural and sociological contri-
butions in order to benefit from the different exploratory insights of 
resonance into the criminal/celebrity relationship and also its provision
of an explanation for the development of celebrated criminality. 
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The psychological stance: fascination with the Other

The psychological explanation offered by Kooistra (1989) asserts that
narratives about criminal-celebrities serve a critical mental function for
those individuals who read and write such tales. He proposes that such
stories release rebellious feelings generated by restrictions imposed by
authority, via either parents or the state, while reiterating that in the
long run ‘crime does not pay’ due to the demise of such rebels (ibid.:
9). Resonance explains why the law-abiding citizen will be interested in
criminality due to the psychological release through the rebellious
deeds of the criminal-celebrity (ibid.: 18). In other words, the public
are able to live vicariously through criminal-celebrities. 

By imaginatively identifying and resonating with the criminal and
letting them act out deviant or criminal behaviour, the majority of the
public will not actually perform the act personally, but still experience
the same psychological relief (Ohlgren, 1998: xxviii). For example, the
Great Train Robbery of 1963 in England, where over £2 million was
successfully stolen from a postal train, led to a massive international
hunt for the culprits. This daring and audacious robbery has arguably
provided a route for psychological release for the public through the
exploits of those involved, including prison escapes and failure to suc-
cessfully evade the British police pursuing them around the world.2

The use of criminals and their crimes as a psychological release is
important as a form of social control, because it provides a safety valve
for channelling and releasing aggressive impulses and rebelliousness.
As a result, resonance perversely aids in governing the public through
criminality, which because of its dissidence provides a psychological
point of control and manipulation.

Marshall (1997: 247), although he focuses on just celebrities not
criminal-celebrities, makes an important contribution by suggesting
that celebrities as the representation of public action have become the
manifestation of private experience, exemplifying a cultural psycho-
logy within the public sphere. The celebrity functions as a vehicle that
reduces the cultural meaning of events, incidents and people to their psy-
chological make-up, rendering celebrity as ‘instrumental in the organ-
isation of an affective economy’ (ibid.: 247). Subsequently, when applied
to the celebration of criminality at a psychoanalytic level, the criminal-
celebrity is a response to any form of fundamental event or problem
facing the human species in either the public or private sphere. 

Duclos (1998: 8, 11) supports this assertion, arguing that crime actually
helps society when it loses its sense of perspective and place within the
human race. For instance, the bank robber John Dillinger provided a
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vibrant and stimulating focus for the 1930s public, distracting them
from their economic and social distress. As a result there is a revival of
the initiation passage from savagery to civility, for as traditional signs
of identity and meaning are being shattered it seems that perverse 
psychological inclinations, even violent ones, are reassuring. Duclos’s
(1998) sentiments echo McLuhan’s (1976) claim that violence is a
quest for identity and the meaningful whereby the less identity means
the more violence. Therefore, a sense of collective unity, via the cele-
bration of criminality by indulging violence through crime, is made
both permissible and useful in times of identity crisis. 

Resonance in relation to celebrating criminality can produce collec-
tive unity at a psychological level and has been aided by the culture
industry using crime and criminals as entertainment. Mass media as
governance within the culture industry provide a channel through
which resonance is stimulated regarding criminality. At a psychological
level, resonance is shown not only through public fascination with
glamorous, romanticized and thrilling portrayals of criminality, but
also through fascinated anxiety and fear. Wilson (1994) argues that fas-
cination with criminality is related to increasing fear and concern about
crime rates, the appearance of violence becoming more random and a
belief that increasingly young offenders are causing a growth in crime to
be a point of widespread public resonance. Meanwhile, Beckett (1994)
links popular concern and fear about drugs to match trends in spon-
sorship of the issue by political elites, but not actual drug-abuse rates.
Consequently, the diversity of possible psychological sources and moti-
vations for resonance is multiple, reiterating and affirming its composi-
tion as an assemblage. 

Brophy (1986) offers a further psychological explanation for the public
resonating with criminality. He moves beyond mere concern and anxiety
to fear and horror as a motivation for public resonance. Although
Brophy’s work is directly related to analysis of the horror genre, it is
linked to resonance with criminality at a psychological level by the 
elements of horror and fear in many crimes. Brophy (1986: 5) argues that
the public experience a perverted paradoxical pleasure and excitement
through the fear and horror of violence. Through forms of criminality,
the public gain a paradoxical, shocked pleasure or a nervous giggle of
amoral delight as horrific images are viewed or stories are read, because
‘the pleasure of the text is, in fact, getting the shit scared out of you – and
loving it; an exchange mediated by adrenalin’ (ibid.: 8). The ‘nervous
giggle of amoral delight’ is not always evident in relation to the most
gruesome non-fiction crimes but a twisted fascination is present com-
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bined with a shiver of revulsion. Fascination with real-life horror stories
causes a twisted entertainment, particularly as they initially unfold
through media coverage attracting public attention. The public, des-
pite being horrified, revolted and shocked, cannot fail to be intrigued by
certain dramatic crimes. 

An example of intrigued revulsion is through the case of prolific British
serial killer Dr Harold Shipman. Shipman was jailed for murdering 
15 patients while working in Hyde, Greater Manchester; however, it is
estimated that he killed between 215 and 260 people over a 23-year-
period, making him the most successful UK serial killer. However, his
success as a killer combined with his apparently mild manner and status
as a well-respected GP raised national horror and shock, with lasting
implications for the medical profession. His successful suicide in 2004 in
Wakefield Prison only reiterated his apparent ability to disguise his inten-
tions as there had been no pre-suicidal behaviour observed.3 It would
appear that Shipman embodied some of society’s deepest fears of author-
ity: of trust being abused and the vulnerable being preyed upon. Despite
the subject matter, certain crimes, such as those committed by Shipman,
become a form of twisted entertainment attained by resonance through
horror, fear and disgust. This resonance with negative emotions and
topics becomes a form of perverted pleasure, founded upon gratification
based on tension, fear, anxiety and revulsion. Consequently, people 
can gain psychological resonance with criminality through a perverted
fascination through fear and horror in relation to criminal acts. 

Schubart (1995: 226) takes Brophy’s work further by arguing that a
specific focus is developed in the form of a monster or Other commonly
fulfilled by criminals. The monster or the Other becomes a figure of dis-
gusted and fearful pleasure; it is a focal point for embodying repressed
desire or social taboos. Criminals, such as serial killers, live up to the
notion of the monster or Other by their consistent portrayal in the media
as a faceless predator lurking in the midst of society. As a monster, the
criminal is dehumanized and reduced to an animal, allowing resonance
with perversion to feed the culture industry’s created need for pleasure
even from a negative source. All the principles of the werewolf meta-
morphosis, whereby a normal human is also a horrifying, deadly and
violent beast, are fulfilled to varying degrees by criminals and crimes
(Duclos, 1998: 67, 179). Subsequently, criminality as monstrous or Other
becomes a route for attaining celebrated status through public resonance
via perverted fascination.

Perhaps nowhere is the monstrous Other more apparent than in 
the shape of the female criminal. The perceived otherness of women,
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according to Shapiro (1999: 4), has allowed the metaphoric woman to
stand in for an array of qualities, values and meanings of femaleness,
namely an innate maternal and caring womankind, thus endowing her
with special symbolic resonance (ibid.: 5; Jenks, 2003: 125). The female
criminal transgresses this metaphoric womanhood, making her the
lightning rod of social and cultural tensions of the period. In other
words, the figure of the female criminal allows the opportunity to draw
distinctions between good and bad women, women and men, natural
and unnatural mothers, the sick and criminal as well as defining a
range of gender-appropriate behaviours (Shapiro, 1999: 5). As a result,
the female criminal consolidates and legitimizes the practices and con-
ventions of both domestic and public life; she reaffirms the essence of
women, ensuring the resistance of an abhorrent case (ibid.: 7; Jenks,
2003: 125). The conviction in 1995 of female serial killer Rosemary West
is a prime example of female criminality that reinforces the metaphoric
woman and also encapsulates Brophy’s monstrous Other. West fails to
fulfil the female maternal role that is presumed by society to be natural
by being involved in sexual violence with the victims before murdering,
dismembering and burying the bodies with her husband Fred, at their
home, 25 Cromwell Street, Gloucester. West reinforced her appearance of
lacking maternal feeling for her victims, including her own daughter,
stepdaughter and her husband’s pregnant lover.4 Consequently, she is the
monstrous Other combined with the ‘Otherness’ of women; she has
double the allure of a typical male serial killer and so is a more prominent
target for public disgust, fear and loathing.

Through the culture industry and the mass media, public resonance is
able to increase due to multiple sources which can be resonated with,
allowing a merciless voyeurism of criminality to occur. This largely medi-
ated voyeurism of crime and criminality is intriguing, according to Young
(1996), who asserts that resonance has developed beyond the need to
actually view the violence. She argues that the imaginary blurs the
boundaries between reality and unreality, as well as perceptions of what is
seen and the self. Consequently, more fear and horror can be conjured
than via the most graphic descriptions if the imagination is fed correctly
and resonance is attained. Therefore, imagination enables the formation
and consumption of the well-known monstrous Other and draws atten-
tion to Kooistra’s psychological stance as an important component in the
celebration of crime and criminality.

The power of the imaginary upon the public is encapsulated by the
James Bulger murder in 1993.5 The murder of toddler James Bulger 
by ten-year-olds Robert Thompson and Jon Venables exhibits the con-
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trasting visibility and invisibility of the crime as an effective stimulant
of public resonance through fear, horror and disgust (ibid.: 111). Both
the press and the public were fascinated by the varied visibility of the
Bulger abduction, which had 38 eyewitnesses and was captured on 
16 security cameras, while the actual murder on a railway line was invis-
ible (ibid.: 128). The public preoccupation and resonance with crime was
increased by the Bulger murder, leading to widespread fear and concern
regarding children that kill. Public and parental fears reached fever pitch
regarding whether other children were at risk or were a risk. Newspapers
fed these fears, stating, ‘we will never be able to look at our children in
the same way again’ (The Sunday Times, 28 Nov. 1993 cited in Young,
1996: 128–9). The horror of the death of two-year-old James Bulger,
which was not seen but left to the imaginary, came to stand for all the
horrors of contemporary society (ibid.: 128). Bulger’s image spoke, and
continues to speak, of a terrifying reality that resonates with the public’s
fears, disgust and sense of horror. It would seem that resonance at a psy-
chological level can lead to a powerful response among people with regard
to crime, criminals and victims through media coverage that enables crim-
inality to attain celebrated status. 

The cultural stance: challenging the circumstances

The second theoretical concept in understanding criminal heroes, accord-
ing to Kooistra (1989), is that of the cultural approach. This approach sug-
gests a simple but narrow definition, that the criminal who achieves
celebrity status reflects the values and conflicts of a group of people at a
certain time. In other words, the celebration of criminality challenges the
rigidity of a closed political or economic system by breaking taboos and
violating societal norms. This cultural definition supports an understand-
ing of resonance with criminality at a time when bad statutory laws 
and oppression occur. In such circumstances resistance, even by those 
who break the law, stimulates resonance and reaffirms values that have
been subverted, such as self-preservation, freedom, equality and justice
(Ohlgren, 1998: xxix). Criminality done with style and an assortment of
endearing qualities turns certain criminals into candidates for the role 
of a celebrated cultural hero and evokes widespread public resonance
(Kooistra, 1989: 22). A key example of this cultural resonance with crim-
inality is Robin Hood, who encapsulates the ‘good’, honourable and 
cunning individual who becomes a criminal in order to stand up for 
the public against an oppressive regime, by stealing from the rich to give
to the poor. Through a cultural stance, Hood, despite being a crim-
inal, achieves celebrated status and a flattering portrayal, which further
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encourages resonance. Importantly, the cultural stance does not con-
sider that resonance may occur in negative ways, such as violence or
perversion, as illuminated by the psychological approach.

Resonance with criminality leading to the attainment of celebrity
through a cultural explanation ties in neatly to anthropologist Levi-
Strauss’s (1963: 268) argument of how criminality plays a key role in
enabling traditional figures to be revived and reinterpreted. This argu-
ment highlights that new versions of traditional individuals’ lives are
being told, which leads to old tales being given new life by inserting
contemporary figures into them. For instance, the beloved and tradi-
tional English figure of Robin Hood has re-emerged in a corrupted form
in contemporary society through individuals such as the British gang-
sters Reggie and Ronnie Kray in the 1960s. These two men were inter-
preted as Robin Hoodesque characters due to fulfilling many of the facets
of the traditional cultural figure. 

The Krays possessed glamour, cunning and daring, and despite not
fighting a specifically dictatorial state or giving all their gains to the
poor, they resisted the law and were reputedly generous to charity and
were self-professed protectors of their local community. Criminals such
as the Krays marked a merger of contemporary individuals with tradi-
tional figures, providing the public with a point of cultural familiarity.
Consequently, resonating with criminality to the extent of it achieving
celebrity status carries a reminder of admired and romanticized leg-
endary tales. Traditional figures being reinterpreted in a corrupted con-
temporary form provide a focal point which reflects ‘a modern-day
echo of a past full of adventure and brawling’ (Duclos, 1998: 4, 7). 

The gangsters and bandits (bank robbers) of the USA in the 1920s and
1930s are also useful examples of resonance explaining a cultural stance
as a reason for criminality being celebrated along with the revival of tradi-
tional figures. These criminals, such as Al Capone, John Dillinger, ‘Pretty
Boy’ Floyd and ‘Baby Face’ Nelson, represented the values and conflicts of
a specific group of people at a certain time, namely the concerns and fears
of the American people in the era of the Great Depression. This period
provided the cultural conditions for lawbreakers to become symbolic 
representatives of justice while the legal and political system seemed to be
operating against the interests of the people (Kooistra, 1989: 126). These
bandits and gangsters also provided a crucial psychological release for the
US public from their cultural conditions. 

Characters such as Dillinger attacked what was identified by the public
as the source of their financial suffering, leading to bank robbers becom-
ing seen as Robin Hoods when, as part of their robbery, mortgage records
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sometimes got destroyed.6 Their displays of daring and ruthlessness
and their narrow getaways from the police made them prime media
material inspiring widespread public interest. Consequently, gangsters
and bandits who posed as modern-day Robin Hoods were romanticized
by the media, leading to this type of criminality gaining celebrated status.
Gangsters became hero-worshipped because of their defiance of law and
order, no matter what the odds (Lee and Van Hecke, 1971: 12). This hero-
worship by the public displayed their ability to resonate with the crim-
inality of gangsters whose values, despite being motivated by personal
gain, were seductive. The psychological state of the US public due to the
cultural conditions of the time allowed criminals to become celebrated
heroes by representing resistance to the structures of domination. 

A key illustration of the romanticized gangster, as a means for why and
how the public can resonate both culturally and psychologically with
criminality, is Bonnie and Clyde. This couple fulfilled the ‘endearing’
characteristics described by Kooistra (1989) as part of the cultural-stance
understanding of resonance with criminality by being consistently depicted
as ‘a young and attractive couple’ (Friedman, 2000: 8). Bonnie and Clyde
were also portrayed to be ‘fighting moral codes and repressive social insti-
tutions’ of the 1930s, making them counterparts for the public’s own per-
sonal and communal struggles. They also exemplified the intrinsic drama
of violence via two years of improbable escapes from prisons, ambushes
and spectacular shootouts (ibid.: 8; Carson, 2000: 44). This criminal
couple fulfilled the cultural-approach definition of embodying a roman-
ticized criminality while also representing values and conflicts of a cer-
tain group of people, such as the US public, at a certain time period, for
example the 1930s. As a result, their ‘short, fierce lives provided all 
the elements sufficient for mythic fabrication and moral instruction’
(ibid.: 44) which explains public resonance that led to Bonnie and Clyde’s
criminal-celebrity status. 

Criminal individuals in the era of the culture industry are mediated to a
previously unprecedented extent, widening the opportunity for reso-
nance with their criminality. Thus buying into the gangster myth was
made easy in the 1920s and 1930s through mediated popular culture 
of the culture industry, which reworked criminals through the notion of
justice. In a society oppressed by the Great Depression, gangsters were
moulded into figures of romance and ideological longing who battled
against the state with automatic guns and fast cars. Criminals themselves
have displayed the ability to resonate with their own illegal actions in
relation to gaining celebrity and to believe mediated portrayals of what
criminality entails and the celebrity status related to it. For example,
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Bonnie’s letters to Clyde when he was in jail demonstrated her belief in
the glamorous crime myth in which they were living by using language
from movies, radio, magazines and pop songs (Bond Potter, 1998: 82).
The belief in living out their gangster myth was only reinforced by the
pair indulging their mobster image by submitting poems and photo-
graphs of themselves in mock gangster poses with guns and cars to news-
papers in order to further their self-aggrandizement (Carson, 2000: 44).
Consequently, the cultural approach supports resonance with criminality
leading to celebrity largely through a romanticized and constructed trans-
mission in the mediated age of the culture industry. 

Through the cultural stance, media portrayals of criminality have
granted it the opportunity of fulfilling the four characteristics of celebrity
which resonate with the public by becoming an ideal, a role model, an
inspiration and an escape from reality (Giles, 2000: 61). In fulfilling the
four characteristics, not only is celebrity achieved by criminality, but also
iconicity, which refers to recognizable images forming the basis of a
person’s recognition. A person is iconic not only when they stimulate
public recognition of them, but also when they dominate our encounter
or experience of them to the extent that one almost forgets the actual
reality of the person (Shapiro, 1999: 1–2). ‘Iconicity’ represents the poss-
ibility that a criminal as a celebrity has entered the language of the
culture and can exist whether they continue to ‘perform’ or die (Marshall,
1997: 17). Therefore, gaining ‘iconic quality … is also the zenith of a
[celebrity] career’, whether or not that is achieved through criminality
(ibid.: 17).

Despite the efficacy of the cultural explanation developed by Kooistra,
this approach does have significant flaws in explaining why the public
resonates with and celebrates criminality. Firstly, the cultural approach
fails to adequately explain why criminals are needed to serve as models of
cherished values or why heroes are made out of criminals at all, unless it
is assumed that the public truly epitomizes the values they are held to
represent (Kooistra, 1989: 9). In response to this criticism, Bell suggests
that the cultural approach reflects crime as a contorted reflection of
society by ‘caricaturing [its] morals and manners’, thus increasing societal
curiosity and interest (cited in Kooistra, 1989: 21). A second key failing of
the cultural approach is that it does not recognize that the celebration of
criminality is not always limited to romanticized characters, which,
according to the definition of celebrity in this research and also the psy-
chological approach, does occur. Thirdly, the cultural stance encourages
parochialism by focusing on themes embedded in a single localized 
narrative, making it easy to pay little heed to resonance with criminal-
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celebrities who are celebrated on a global scale (ibid.: 22–3, 27). Con-
sequently, cultural explanations shed limited light upon why resonance
leading to the celebration of criminals occurs, due to the narrow basis 
of its definition. However, resonance as assemblage, whereby there are
multiple ways of connecting to the same central point, offers both a 
cause and an explanation for why cultural circumstances encourage the
celebration of criminality to develop.

The sociological stance and symbolic violence

Kooistra’s (1989) final proposition for understanding why and how
criminality becomes celebrated is a sociological stance. This approach
suggests criminality becomes celebrated due to being a product of par-
ticular structural conditions. As a result, the celebration of crime and
criminality largely happens when many people are disenchanted with
the quality of justice represented by law and politics (ibid.: 10). This
sociological account makes public resonance implicit in the emergence
of criminal-celebrities who do not appear randomly, but as a con-
sequence of specific social conditions including a long-standing soci-
etal problem such as deprivation. This concurs with the psychological
approach on the basis that resonance does not have to occur with a
specifically romanticized figure and differs from the cultural stance by
not being restricted to a set time period.

Castells (2000) echoes Kooistra’s sociological argument that the appeal
of criminality is intimately related to the social condition of deprivation.
He reflects that crime and criminals are increasingly role models in the
post-modern age for those who do not see an easy way out of poverty 
and who have no chance of enjoying consumerism or living adven-
ture. Although this interest and celebration of criminality is limited 
in Castells’s work to youth who are fascinated with the Mafiosi, it is
applicable on a wider scale, for

In a world of exclusion, and in the midst of a crisis of political legit-
imacy the boundary between protest, patterns of immediate gratifi-
cation, adventure, and crime becomes increasingly blurred. (ibid.: 210)

Therefore, resonance with criminality, often resulting in its celebration,
displays a very particular appeal implying resonance among those within
certain restricted economic situations, which are often structured by
society or class. 

It is not only deprivation or class conditions that stimulate reso-
nance and thus explain the celebration of criminality, but also societal
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developments such as the culture industry in the twentieth century
with its emphasis on the pursuit of pleasure via consumerism and the
mass media. The culture industry provides a route for resonance with
criminality through the media, which offers pleasurable sensation par-
ticularly through dramatic, frightening and sometimes disgusting acts
of crime. It is how acts and representations of criminal violence are
portrayed that has caused them to become a social flashpoint. Sub-
sequently, the public becomes inseparable from spectacles of bodily
and mass violence (Seltzer, 1998: 21), raising questions of morality
whereby actions associated or labelled as evil become fascinating and
enjoyed. 

Badiou7 rejects theological and scientific (namely psychological, socio-
logical etc.) interpretations of evil. Instead, he locates good and evil in
the structure of human subjectivity, agency and freedom, highlighting
that although we may not live in a condition of evil we are not necess-
arily living in an ideal of goodness either. This move away from clear-
cut good and evil by Badiou8 helps explain admiration for the spectacle
of mediated image. Or as Zizek (2002: 9–10) argues, ‘passion for the
Real ends up in the pure semblance of the spectacular effect of the Real
… in an exact inversion, the “postmodern” passion for the semblance
ends up in a violent return to passion for the Real’. Zizek (2002) uses
the example of cutters – individuals who self-harm – to illustrate this
passion for the real. Self-harm, where there is an urge by an individual
to cut with razors or otherwise to hurt themselves, is a desperate stra-
tegy to return to the Real of the body. These individuals are not suicidal
but are attempting to regain a hold on reality, to ground themselves in
bodily reality against the unbearable anxiety of perceiving oneself as
non-existent. For once the warm red blood from a wound is flowing,
the self-harmer feels alive, firmly rooted in reality (Strong cited in Zizek,
2002: 10). Therefore, this pathological phenomenon is an attempt to
regain normality (ibid.: 10).

The notion of opening up the body through violence is explored by
Seltzer (1998) in Serial Killers: Death and Life in America’s Wound Culture.
Seltzer goes beyond the questioning of good and evil and instead exam-
ines and analyses forms of violence in order to explain public fascination
with bloodshed, cruelty and brutality. Although his study is based on
America, his ideas are largely applicable to other Western nations, namely
Britain. According to Seltzer (1998), there has been a long-term focus and
resonance with violence, particularly via the wounded body, which has
held lurid attractions for the public. By 1900 interest regarding the
wounded body shifted so it was no longer a mark, stigmata of the sacred
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or heroic, or a source of stigma, but rather a routine, everyday open-
ness of the body that preoccupied the public (ibid.: 2). In other words,
public interest in the wounded body is a key focal point of resonance
within society dominated by the culture industry. 

In this society, celebrity and the media have enabled the develop-
ment of a social structure that encourages a wound culture centred on
trauma. In this culture, atrocity exhibition has led to people wearing
damage like badges of identification or a fashion accessory (ibid.: 2).
Wound culture is founded on the transition from resonating with
crime as a criminal act to resonance with the criminal. Consequently,
resonance with dramatic and horrific criminals such as serial killers
enables them to become celebrity superstars (ibid.: 2, 4). The appar-
ently senseless and random murders by serial killers are where the
public’s basic senses of body, society, identity, desire, violence and inti-
macy are secured or brought to crisis. These killers stimulate resonance
with the socially structured, collective spectacle of addictive violence,
highlighting it to be a crucial crossing site for private desire and public
fantasy (ibid.: 2, 4).

Seltzer’s (1998) work on wound culture has a dual use for under-
standing resonance with criminality. Firstly, wound culture provides
an exploration and understanding of the relationship of resonance
with criminality of a violent nature, which can lead to celebrity.
Secondly, it demonstrates resonance as a cause for celebrating criminal-
ity due to the public response and interaction with crime. Wound
culture reflects both Durkheim’s (1960) and Duclos’s (1998) sugges-
tions that resonating with violated bodies has come to function as a
way of imagining and situating our notions of public, private, social
and collective identity in a shifting societal structure. It enables indi-
viduals to imagine relationships of private bodies and people in public
spaces, through exhibitions of violence, wounds, and torn-open
bodies, further feeding public resonance (Seltzer, 1998: 1–2, 21, 253).
This ties in neatly to the culture industry and celebrity for even ‘art
[has] … an interest in probing the wound and exploring the effects of
the repetition of the trauma’, allowing the reality of trauma to be
affirmed by its containment in representation (Stewart, 1991: 280–1).
The very notion of sociality and social structure is bound to resonance
as the torn and exposed individual is a mediated public spectacle.

Resonance with criminal violence in wound culture has become 
the crossing-point of the pleasure of private desires and fantasy with
collective space, between the individual and the collective, the cele-
brity and the public (Seltzer, 1998: 21, 254). It has become the arena in
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which to respond to a long-standing societal problem of change and
instability in the twentieth century onwards. Or, as Ballard (1974: 5)
writes,

In the past we have always assumed that the external world around
us has represented reality, and that the inner worlds of our minds,
its dreams, hopes, ambitions, represented the realm of fantasy and
imagination. These roles it seems to me have been reversed.

The reversal of the external and internal world suggested by Ballard
supports Seltzer’s (1998) argument of a breakdown of boundaries between
private and public experience. The breakdown has encouraged mass
exhibitions and individual fantasies aiding and encouraging public res-
onance with criminality to the point of celebration. It is these exhib-
itions of atrocity that indicate more than a taste for senseless violence;
they demonstrate the make-up of wound culture which resonates with
the public and provides a route to structuring society during uncertain
times (ibid.: 21).

The celebration of criminality: celebrated criminality

Celebrity represents a celebration of individuals for varying degrees of
achievement or simply well-knownness. Therefore, celebrity’s relation-
ship with criminality is to do with celebrating transgression, deviance
and rebellion, which often involve breaking the law and will be referred
to as celebrated criminality. Celebrated criminality embodies the notor-
ious celebrity category, which consists of a wide variety of cases where
criminality achieves celebrated status. For instance, the celebrity status of
a serial killer differs from that of a successful thief or well-known gang-
ster, and both differ from a celebrity committing or becoming associated
with a crime. All of these instances are forms of celebrated criminality.
Two central trends comprise celebrated criminality, of which the first is
dominant: criminal-celebrities, who are individuals who have been con-
victed, or suspected, of crime and thus become celebrities; and rogue
celebrities, who are celebrities ‘gone wild’, becoming associated with or
found guilty of crime or deviance. (This latter trend will be analysed and
categorized in Chapter 6.) 

Celebrated criminality includes individuals who existed prior to and
during the culture industry, which dates from the turn of the twentieth
century onwards. Therefore, Rojek’s (2001) notion of celebrity as being
both prefigurative (prior to the culture industry) and mediated (the
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culture-industry period) is applicable to celebrated criminality. This two-
step periodization connects the criminal/celebrity relationship to the
establishment and growth of the culture industry, which has increased in
the age of mediation, encouraging public acclaim and ritualization of
bonds of recognition and belonging (ibid.: 146). Prefigurative and medi-
ated celebrated criminality contributes to the different degree of cele-
bration and different types of celebrated status that can be gained. The
two-part periodization of celebrated criminality emphasizes that criminal-
celebrities are now ubiquitous and accessible due to a plurality of media,
while in the time prior to the culture industry they existed in a limited
but potent form. These prefigurative criminal-celebrities are considered
potent on the basis that they have achieved celebrity status which has
stood the test of time and without the initial aid of the mass media.

Criminal-celebrity

The classification of criminal-celebrities is subdivided into four groups all
of which evolved prior to the mass media, but have continued within the
culture industry’s mediated society. Firstly, there is the social bandit,
which is used to describe individuals who are criminals not by choice and
who fight on behalf of an oppressed public. Social bandits remain largely
consistent with heroism, being based on the dual status of a hero who 
is recognizably one of us and yet is also set apart by virtue of actions or
experience (Seal, 1996: 197). They embody the spirit of defiance and
protest by voicing popular discontent; they are a construct, a stereotype,
or a figment of the human imagination that represents the fundamental
aspirations of people (Hobsbawm, 1959: 1–29; Blok, 1972: 500). They can
be linked to particular structural conditions which help them to flourish
in times of extreme poverty and economic crisis (Hobsbawm, 1969: 22).
The social bandit emerges when survival is hard and oppression seems
strong, leading to the public turning to heroes who are from the people,
for the people and fight against whatever seems to be the cause of the
hardship. The social bandit is predominantly a prefigurative criminal-
celebrity who has survived into the culture industry’s mediated age. As a
result, it is necessary to be aware of the potential of romanticizing the
social bandit as a friend of the poor, just as much as accepting an official
image of them as an evil criminal (Moore Jr, 1968: 214). The flattering
romantic portrayal of social bandits is vastly aided by an assortment of
endearing qualities that make it easy for the public to resonate, leading to
the criminal becoming a celebrity figure (Kooistra, 1989: 22). 

Various motifs have been associated with the social bandit, including
his ability to be a cunning master of disguise, a generous robber (even
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to his arch-enemy), not indulging in unjust violence, being forced into
outlawry (the social bandit must not choose it) and to live on after death
via myth and legend (De Lange, 1935; Seal, 1996: 11). A prime example
of a social bandit is Robin Hood, whose legend describes his character and
actions in terms of the motifs. It is the following of such motifs that
creates the social bandit as an acceptable type of criminal, defining him
as symbolic of the fight against oppression. He is the ultimate social
bandit in the struggle against tyranny and oppression, making him repre-
sentative rather than individual and thus ensuring his survival in a non-
primitive and mediated society (Keen, 1961: 207, 210).

In a mediated society the social-bandit definition is being eroded to
become less noble and heroic than is traditional. The culture industry’s
mediated society allows a criminal to sometimes be interpreted by the
media and the public as a social bandit, due to partially fulfilling social-
bandit characteristics. But the fulfilment of all the social-banditry motifs
within traditional social circumstances is not occurring, thus suggesting
that current-day ‘Robin Hoods’ are a corrupted form of social bandit. For
instance, criminals in the mediated age may fulfil the social-bandit char-
acteristics of daring and cunning, and lead the public to interpret them as
social bandits despite their motivation for personal profit rather than
sharing with the poor, failure to fight an oppressive regime and not being
forced into a criminal lifestyle but having chosen it. 

This social banditry is illustrated by India’s ‘Bandit Queen’, Phoolan
Devi, whose reputation as a social bandit who struggled against the
caste system and the traditional female role is undermined via her
association with violent killings. Devi became a dacoit gang leader fol-
lowing her lover’s death and her repeated rape and brutalization by a
rival dacoit member. Her pursuit for vengeance led to a massacre of
higher caste members in Behmai that led to her status as the govern-
ment’s most wanted criminal. Her eventual surrender was witnessed by
government officials and a crowd of over 8000. Following her release
from an 11-year prison sentence in 1994 she ran for the Indian Parlia-
ment’s lower house, promising a voice for women and the poor, and was
elected in 1996. However, in 2001 she was assassinated in revenge for the
Behmai massacre.9

The second criminal-celebrity category is the criminal hero, compris-
ing criminals who become popular for their daring, audacity, reckless-
ness, pursuit of profit and, often reportedly, humane treatment of their
victims. The criminal hero originated in prefigurative times between
the fourteenth and eighteenth centuries through the gentleman highway
robber. The highway robbery scene encouraged a widespread fascination
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to develop along with a rich tradition of stories and ideas about these
gentlemen thieves, who were beloved for being both dashing and
brave. In the eighteenth century highway robber Dick Turpin is widely
believed to have made an epic journey from London to York on his
faithful mare, Black Bess, in less than 24 hours. Instead, the journey
was probably made by highwayman John ‘Nick’ Nevison in 1676 to
provide himself with an alibi. The novel Rookwood by William Harrison
Ainsworth, published in 1834, in which Turpin featured as a secondary
character, ultimately deprived Nevison of the credit and added to
Turpin’s posthumous celebrity status.10

Spragg (2002) claims that the avid public following of highway robbers
laid the foundation for the later development of a romanticized cult 
of criminality or, in the words of this research, celebrated criminality.
However, to limit the criminal hero to highwaymen would be erroneous,
for other romanticized criminals captured the public imagination in the
prefigurative era, such as self-styled Colonel Blood, who stole the crown
jewels from the Tower of London in 1671. Blood’s act caught the ima-
gination of the country, including that of King Charles II. The king was
reported to be greatly amused by the sheer audacity of the thief who
declared to his face that the crown jewels were not worth £100,000 but
only £6,000.11 Subsequently, Blood was pardoned (Hibbert, 1963: 294)
and even rewarded for his crime with lands in Ireland worth £500 per
annum, turning him from a mere criminal into a criminal hero. Blood
may have become a romanticized thief but his actions did not turn him
into a national hero as did those of Australian bushranger Ned Kelly.
Kelly, despite being a murderer, hostage taker and thief, has become 
recognized as a romantic folk hero.12 His audacity and dramatic capture
in 1880, despite wearing homemade armour, has left him an intriguing
and hugely high-profile criminal hero. 

Criminal heroes have flourished in an age mediated by the culture
industry, particularly with regard to those whose criminality is dramatic
and sensational. Criminal heroes have thrived via the media, including
some prefigurative criminal heroes, such as Turpin and Kelly, whose
status has only increased with television programmes and movies being
made about them. Additionally, there appears to be a decreasing need for
the prefigurative criminal hero’s characteristics such as gentlemanliness,
avoidance of violence and the humane treatment of victims. In the medi-
ated age, being a gentleman is becoming less necessary in order to gain
criminal-hero status. For instance, the public now demonstrates its will-
ingness to heroize individuals simply for violence, such as Charles
Bronson,13 who is reputed to be the most violent prison inmate and serial
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hostage taker in Britain. Bronson is heroized for his strength and danger-
ousness that has led to him spending 24 years in solitary and making him
into a form of anti-hero consolidated by the 2009 movie Bronson. In the
culture-industry age, criminal-celebrity is becoming corrupted, allowing
criminals such as Bronson to become heroized without the gentlemanly
characteristics of the original criminal-hero cases.

The mediated age has provided popular news coverage of criminal
heroes on both a national and an international scale, resulting in 
criminal heroes being able to achieve greater celebrity status than in pre-
figurative times. The media attention focused on criminality of a sens-
ational nature has created large quantities of high-profile criminal cases
that have encouraged the development of criminal heroes. For instance,
the escapades of former British public enemy number one, John McVicar,
made him into a criminal hero. McVicar’s status was based upon his 
infamous escapes from prison, of which one breakout led to a two-year
stint on the run from the authorities. The actions of McVicar were
immortalized in the film McVicar (1980) starring lead singer of The Who
Roger Daltry, whose own celebrity status added to the glamour of the
UK’s most wanted man of the 1960s. In addition, McVicar’s achieve-
ments as an author, sociologist and journalist have further endeared him
to the public and thus gained public interest by his apparent success as a
bad guy gone good.14

Similar to McVicar, in ultimately ‘going straight’ and adding to his
criminal-hero status, is convicted murderer Jimmy Boyle, who has
increased his celebrated status by becoming a successful novelist and
sculptor, whose work is valued at more than £10,000 a piece.15 His dra-
matic shift from violent criminal to a husband, father and artist has
provided a mediated success story of the rehabilitation of a criminal
hero. However, it is perhaps Ronnie Biggs who best encapsulates the
mediated criminal hero. Biggs’s participation in the infamous Great
Train Robbery led to legendary status following his escape from jail to
exile in Brazil in 1965, and several failed kidnapping attempts to return
him to Britain and ultimately his return to England in May 2001 to
face his prison sentence catapulted him back into the public eye.16

The underworld exhibitionist is the third criminal-celebrity category
and consists of criminals who actively manufacture a celebrity career
from their past activities with the intent of financial and status profit.
Therefore, the underworld exhibitionists’ motivation differs from that
of the criminal hero and the social bandit who do not intentionally
seek celebrity status. Underworld exhibitionists can be identified in pre-
figurative times as early as 1724, when thief and prison-breaker John
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Sheppard recommended to the public at his execution the story of his
life, which he had dictated to novelist Daniel Defoe (Hibbert, 1963: 293;
Carrabine, 2008: 89–90). Sheppard’s promotion of his book was perhaps
one of the earliest attempts to launch a career as a celebrity, albeit post-
humously, by ‘cashing in’ on his criminal past. However, these indi-
viduals have developed further in seeking well-knownness after death. 
In contemporary society they are enthusiastic advocates of a fantasized
version of capitalist ideology. They love capitalism and embrace its ethic
of accumulation and competition, and believe in utilitarianism and econ-
omic liberalism. Using consumerism and celebrity culture where anyone
appears able to become a celebrity, they project their own rebellious
image in an attempt to cash in on their own professed naughtiness. 

The underworld exhibitionist faces a number of problems in the pur-
suit of celebrity status through criminality, namely reconciling their cele-
brated status with their past activities and reputation. Their celebrity
status rapidly becomes out of date and potentially lacking in interest 
to the public, who require a constant supply of new and sensational
information to consume according to notions of newsworthiness in the
culture industry. As a result, the underworld exhibitionists are forced to
choose between trying to balance both a criminal and a celebrity career,
which often leads to the publication of crimes and subsequent arrest, or
giving up criminality and relying on marketing themselves as sensational
nostalgia. Underworld exhibitionists’ potential as high-profile or long-
term celebrities is limited, for they are forced to give up the source of
their celebrity status in order to profit from it. It is important to note,
however, that many underworld exhibitionists do not need to make the
choice over whether to give up their criminality, as they are serving long
prison sentences which have largely terminated their life of crime. 

The consequence for underworld exhibitionists who rely on their past
actions is often a short-lived and diluted criminal-celebrity category, par-
ticularly in the mediated era. The use of the mass media is both the
strength and weakness of the underworld exhibitionist, for it provides 
the opportunity for exposure to the public, but also undermines their
celebrity status by drawing solely on past events which rapidly lose their
newness and novelty. Thus underworld exhibitionists have a restricted
lifespan as a celebrity, in that their existence is often short-lived with 
a limited profile, and they are largely observed in the late twentieth 
and early twenty-first centuries where the media provide an easy route to
well-knownness. 

A prime example of a mediated underworld exhibitionist is British
ex-gangster ‘Dodgy’ Dave Courtney, also known as the ‘Yellow Pages of
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Crime’ and ‘Heir to the Krays’. Courtney (2000) publicly professed to
have given up his life of crime, stating that he had ‘gone legit’, and he
now works to turn his self-proclaimed notoriety into celebrity status
through various publicity and promotional stunts. Courtney appears 
to be keenly aware of the image that he conveys or rather needs to con-
vey in order to achieve and maintain celebrated status by using books, 
a website and a touring entertainment show ‘An Audience with Dave
Courtney OBE’. His self-promotion has also been aided through claims
about his past gangster activities, such as slamming a sunbed lid down on
a person who was inside (Courtney, 2000: 204, 397), which was repli-
cated by the Vinnie Jones character in Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels
(1998). 

Courtney also illustrates the underworld exhibitionist characteristic of a
layered image. This layered image refers to a combination of a ‘hard man’
or ‘naughty’ image reflected by tales of violence and crimes with the
apparent contradiction of generosity and gentlemanly behaviour towards
the needy. For example, Courtney donated for auction his personal, 
18ct gold diamond-encrusted knuckle-duster17 at a charity event in 
2002 and he has also been involved with a range of charities and charity
events tackling cerebral palsy and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD). Through this association, Courtney conveys his ‘hard man
turned good’ image, a good ex-gangster. 

Courtney’s underworld exhibitionist status is also aided by his asso-
ciation with other well-known figures to help support, promote and
consolidate his image. Pictorial images on the Dave Courtney website
include a catalogue of Courtney photographed with well-known indi-
viduals such as glamour model and television personality Jodie Marsh,
ex-boxer Nigel Benn, actor Steve McFadden and comedian and writer
Frank Skinner. Other photographs capture Courtney with well-known
ex-criminals or ‘naughty men’ such as the Kray brothers and Joey Pyle
Senior. These images are reminiscent of photographs capturing the
Kray twins with the rich and famous such as Judy Garland, Lord Boothby,
Barbara Windsor and Shirley Bassey, to name but a few. Being photo-
graphed with the ‘right people’ is important to underworld exhibitionists
for, just like would-be celebrities, mixing with the already well-known
can provide publicity and associated status. Thus the underworld exhib-
itionist can appear to be well known through their association with the
well-known granting them celebrated status. However, Courtney has not
achieved widespread celebrity. This is in contrast to the celebrated status
gained by social bandits and criminal heroes. He has not entered folklore
as social bandits fighting oppression tend to do and he has failed to reach
heroic standards due to his consistent pursuit of celebrity.
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Courtney, like many other underworld exhibitionists, has remained 
a minor, specialized, subversive celebrity who is a nonentity in wider 
celebrity circles. Some criminal-celebrities such as the Krays, who remain
celebrated even after death, overcome the limitations of celebrity status
rooted in criminality and deviance and achieve wider, more mainstream
well-knownness. However, it would appear that underworld exhibition-
ists, despite being well known for certain actions, lack the widespread
recognition, longevity or appeal of the other criminal-celebrity categories.
Admittedly, members of the public whose interest specifically lies in crim-
inality may well know of individuals such as Courtney, but he, like
others, remains far from achieving the household-name status achieved
by the Krays. Consequently, many underworld exhibitionists remain
unknown in comparison to other subversive and non-subversive celebrity
types. 

However, some underworld exhibitionists are highly successful in gain-
ing celebrated status due to their association with mediated culture-industry
forms such as music genres, particularly hip-hop and its subgenre of
gangsta rap. Gangsta rap emerged in the 1990s when rapper Ice Cube and
his former group N.W.A. (Niggaz With Attitudes) began attacking each
other with music lyrics. As a music form it is characterized by lyrics about
Black street gangs in the USA, often with violent, nihilistic and miso-
gynistic themes.18 Hip-hop originated on the East Coast of the USA, par-
ticularly in the Bronx and New York area, while gangsta rap’s origins lie
in the West Coast region, particularly California. The rapping ‘war of
words’ battles or ‘Beef’ largely centre on disputes between the East and
West Coasts. The significance of gangsta rap is that it effectively embodies
underworld exhibitionism that is not based upon public nostalgia.
Instead, many gangsta rappers continue their gang membership and illegal
activities. Balancing a celebrity career with deviant and criminal behav-
iour adds to gangsta rappers’ criminal-celebrity image, but also often leads
to imprisonment or criminal charges, which limits their celebrity career. 

Examples of gangsta rapper underworld exhibitionists include Marion
‘Suge’ Knight, who in the early 1990s founded Death Row records, now
known as Tha Row.19 Having founded his record label, Knight was
charged with assault and weapons violations and put on probation in
1992. He was sent to jail for five years in 1996 after being videotaped
beating a gang member in a hotel, has broken parole twice since he was
given probation for assault20 in 1997 and faced a federal investigation
into the murder of rapper Christopher Wallace, known as ‘Notorious
B.I.G.’ or ‘Biggie Smalls’, in the same year. Wallace’s murder followed the
shooting of rapper Tupac Shakar, who was shot dead in Las Vegas while
riding in a car driven by Knight in September 1996.21 Knight, who filed
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for bankruptcy in 2006,22 is not alone in his criminal acts and associa-
tions with other gangsta rap stars who have similar background. One
example is New York rapper Curtis ‘50 Cent’ Jackson, who rose to
prominence in 2003. Jackson has been convicted of drug possession
and spent time in prison, along with having been shot nine times in
2000.23 He courted controversy with his first film, Get Rich Or Die
Tryin’, in 2006, which was criticized for its violence and its advertise-
ments that glamorized guns.24 Consequently, gangsta rappers highlight
that underworld exhibitionists ‘cash in’ on their past and current crim-
inality and deviance to gain their celebrity. It is the bad and rebellious
image that propagates their criminal-celebrity status.

The fourth and final category within criminal-celebrity is the iniqui-
tous criminal, which is used to describe criminals who cross a cultural
line that alienates them from the public; they are anti-celebrities just as
heroes can be anti-heroes. The iniquitous criminal refers to a criminal
individual who achieves celebrity due to their well-knownness for
committing unforgivable horror crimes, which are actions inspiring a
universal public fear, loathing and disgust on a national or inter-
national basis. Unforgivable crimes by the iniquitous criminal are horror
crimes that target the vulnerable such as the old or very young, and
involve sexual assault, abuse or large-scale murder, often using torture,
sadism and cannibalism. The association with such crimes leads the
iniquitous criminal to possess the strongest longevity and celebrity
status of all the criminal-celebrity categories. 

Fascination with the iniquitous criminal is evident throughout pre-
figurative history across the world, making it the most extensive category
within the criminal-celebrity trend. For instance, an early prefigurative
iniquitous criminal who remains a celebrity figure today is the medieval
Romanian Vlad the Impaler, on whom the tales of Dracula were later
based.25 Significantly, in the mediated age the iniquitous criminal has
gained extensive coverage by the media, which seek to provide the public
with entertaining sensation. Hence the iniquitous criminals of whom
serial killers are predominant have become a popular and key source of
horrific sensationalist entertainment for the media. For instance, American
serial killer Ted Bundy was executed in 1986 for the murder of 36 young
women, which had involved rape, necrophilia, sodomy and violent
assaults on the victims. The media coverage of the suspicion that Bundy
had committed a further 100 murders, along with his successful escape
attempts, a long denial of guilt and a posthumous movie, Ted Bundy (2002),
has only added to his iniquitous criminal-celebrity status.26 Yet another
serial killer whose mediated iniquitous status has granted celebrity is
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that of Jeffrey Dahmer. Dahmer was convicted of the murder, cannibal-
ism and sexual assault of his victims in 1992, earning him 15 life sen-
tences. Dahmer’s iniquitous celebrated status was consolidated through
the movie The Secret Life: Jeffrey Dahmer (1993), the biopic Dahmer (2002)
and heavy metal band Macabre, who released a concept album about
Dahmer in 2000.27

The public reaction to iniquitous criminals displays a passionate,
even obsessional, quality that also encapsulates Durkheim’s collective
conscience as a demonstration of public temper. Collective public
horror is effectively highlighted by the consistent public and mass-
media abhorrence of British serial murderess Myra Hindley. Hindley
was, and still is, a particularly potent image of what is conceived of 
as the embodiment of evil. Her iniquitous state is particularly related 
to her gender, for she was a woman who committed an unforgivable
crime, failing to fulfil the societal role of the maternal female. In addi-
tion, Hindley’s highly publicized trips to the moors and drawing of
maps to help find the bodies of her victims,28 along with her repeated
appeals against her sentence,29 resulted in her infamy outweighing that
of her male partner-in-crime, Ian Brady. 

The iniquitous criminal-celebrity status of Hindley has been further
increased and immortalized in her police mugshot. She is forever locked
in the time period and context of her crime as a 1960s blonde with black
eye make-up and a sullen expression on her face; she is a young, living,
non-fictional and female Dorian Gray. Hindley’s image reflects and per-
petuates her iniquitous status, inspiring public disgust. She was, and con-
tinues to be, the epitome of the iniquitous criminal, for even in death 
she remains present within society. Iniquitous criminals such as Hindley
achieve celebrity status on the basis that the definition of celebrity declares
anyone can be celebrated by simply becoming well known. Consequently,
iniquitous acts supply a route to celebrity status by achieving well-
knownness despite not being likeable, admirable or legal and instead
inspire disgust, revulsion, horror and fear. In other words, iniquitous
criminals achieve celebrity through a reverse heroization. They are the
ultimate anti-hero. As a result, iniquitous criminals are the embodiment
of the dark side of not only celebrity, but also criminal-celebrity. Iniquit-
ous criminals combined with the other subgroups of criminal-celebrity con-
struct celebrated criminality. They embody extreme violence and danger,
encapsulating the dark heart of the worst crimes that can be committed. 

The conceptualization of criminal-celebrities highlights the various
forms of criminality that achieve celebrity status in both the past 
and the celebrity culture of contemporary society. The social bandit,
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the criminal hero, the underworld exhibitionist and the iniquitous
criminal are all rooted in deviant or criminal acts but with diverse
motivations, varying degrees of success and ultimately different access
to mediation due to context, namely time and place. The criminal-
celebrity categories will be used throughout this book both separately
and as a generic group of people who commit criminal and deviant
acts. This is in order to thoroughly explore why and how successfully
criminality and deviance are celebrated in celebrity culture. The con-
cept of resonance builds on the structural support of the culture indus-
try. It helps explain why fascination with celebrity and crime occurs
and how the relationship between crime and celebrity has developed.
In the next chapter, celebrated criminality will be analysed as a type 
of decentralized control, drawing in the argument that it is a form of
Foucauldian governance.
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4
Celebrated Criminality and
Governance

The celebration of crime and deviance has a long history and yet in the
era of celebrity culture it appears to have gained in both prominence and
popularity. A range of criminal and deviant activities and the individuals
who carry out such actions are gaining status that can be classed as that
of a celebrity. This enthusiasm and popularity of crime can be explored
through celebrated criminality which tackles widespread public fascina-
tion with the illegal, rebellious and dangerous encouraged by the visibil-
ity provided by the culture industry. Celebrated criminality is intertwined
with both the culture industry as government and celebrity as gover-
nance, and as a result has emerged as a governance form revealing itself
as decentralized control. This chapter addresses celebrated criminality as
Foucauldian governance and explores how it exerts control through its
paradoxical strengths and weaknesses – the type of crime, the context
and the image. Additionally, an in-depth case-study analysis of the Krays
in 1960s Britain is conducted to illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of
celebrated criminality as governance and also to explore the crossing of
criminal-celebrity-type boundaries.

Celebrated criminality as governance

The celebration of crime, criminality and deviance to the extent 
that such actions and people can become well known for their well-
knownness effectively reiterates that in celebrity culture anyone can
become celebrated. It appears that celebrity status in celebrity culture is
open to any actions, whether they are dangerous and frightening, cun-
ning and audacious or simply due to appearing on a television
programme and becoming visible on a large scale. The ‘notorious’ cat-
egory of celebrity refers to celebrated criminality whereby people become



celebrities on account of their crimes or deviance, which earn them high
public visibility through media attention. In celebrity culture, interest
and enjoyment of crime, criminality and deviance have led to the cele-
bration of crime. The criminal or deviant is able to become a celebrity due
to their rebellion against the law and societal norms; they are the ulti-
mate anti-hero at the beginning of the twenty-first century, representing
gritty truth of life rather than the classic heroic ideal of a ‘knight in shin-
ing armour’. Those individuals who can be classified as celebrated crim-
inality represent a thriving collection of anti-heroes, those people 
who appeal to the public despite many unattractive traits and unheroic
characteristics.

If in celebrity culture the anti-hero has become an important com-
ponent, the question is raised as to why. Why is the anti-hero, in the
form of criminal-celebrities, so popular? What is the appeal of the
unheroic? Anti-heroes have a long and distinguished history, including
characters such as Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Scarlett O’Hara from Gone with
the Wind and Pinkie Brown from Brighton Rock, and have gained in popu-
larity and visibility in contemporary society. The growth of the celebrated
anti-hero can be connected to Bauman’s (1993) consideration of ethics in
the late modern world. He asserts that in our current post-modern world
we are in a society that is morally ambiguous; it is a modernity without
illusions (meaning that modernity is post-modernity refusing to accept its
own truth) (ibid.: 23). In such a world of insecurity and uncertain bound-
aries of right and wrong it becomes comprehensible that the anti-hero
can gather resonance to a degree previously not witnessed or experienced
in society. It appears that by the early twenty-first century celebrity culture
is such that the anti-hero can flourish.

In attempting to understand the appeal of the anti-hero, Presdee’s
(2005) reflection on whether we ought to celebrate crime and deviance
is insightful. He asks, regarding the celebrated status of certain illegal,
deviant, violent or dangerous activities and individuals:

Should we, ought we, to celebrate defiance in all its forms, even
though it might be violent, racist, sexist? Should we, ought we, cele-
brate the immoral and the unethical just because it ‘resists’ over-
whelming oppression? Is it the sheer joie de vivre, against all odds
that we want to applaud, those irrational and irresponsible acts that
fly in the face of official rational life? (ibid.: 45)

The questions by Presdee (2005) are pertinent for they highlight 
the somewhat questionable interest in crime and deviance. They also
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suggest that the celebration of criminality and deviance is often more
to do with people being in tune with notions of rebellion, success
against the odds, sheer audacity and entertainment rather than true
applause and appreciation of illegal actions. So therefore, perhaps, we
should not be asking ‘should we?’ or ‘ought we?’ but rather ‘to what
extent?’ Exploring celebrated criminality in order to understand why it
occurs can shed light on public fascination with celebrity and criminal-
ity and provide insight into the consequences of this apparent addic-
tion, particularly regarding control.

Celebrated criminality as governance is a specialized controlling force
specifically relating to crime and deviance with regard to celebrity status.
As a result, it covers two trends – criminals who become celebrities due 
to crime or deviance (criminal-celebrity) and celebrities who commit or
become associated with a crime or deviant activities (rogue celebrities). It
combines both the appeal and the control wielded by celebrity and also
the powerful lure of crime and deviance as embodying the dangerous
‘Other’, waywardness and evil. Therefore, celebrated criminality has even
greater celebrity appeal in that it combines fascination with ‘the Other’ as
well as the spectacle and glamour of celebrity.

A key component of celebrated criminality as governance is its sub-
stantial reliance upon the concept of resonance. This reliance is founded
upon the necessity for the public to resonate with criminality or deviance
in order for it to become celebrated. Without resonance, a crime, criminal
or deviant will fail to become celebrated and as a result remain simply
another illegal or rebellious individual within society. As a result, reso-
nance in relation to crime and deviance helps explain why one particular
rule breaker is labelled as ‘the excreta of society’ and another as ‘its finest
flower’ (Balchin, Forester, Linklater and Sykes, 1964: 10). 

The importance of resonance to celebrated criminality is clear in
that, without it, criminality and deviance would be unable to become
celebrated. However, what else is important about the role of reso-
nance for celebrated criminality? This question is best answered
through scrutiny of celebrated criminality’s trend of criminal-celebrity.
Criminal-celebrity has been the dominant trend over rogue celebrity
up to the beginning of the twenty-first century, and through an exam-
ination of how and why resonance occurs with criminal-celebrity it is
possible to identify the significance of resonance for celebrated crim-
inality. Therefore, in order to critically explore celebrated criminality as
a form of governance, an analysis will be conducted using criminal-
celebrity to shed light upon why and how resonance contributes to the
celebration of criminality as a governance form. 
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Resonance, celebrated criminality and governance

The strengths and weaknesses of celebrated criminality as a governance
form are related to the contribution of resonance in the process of crim-
inality becoming celebrated. If resonance is removed or not achieved by
an individual seeking celebrity, celebrated status is undermined. This
dependence on resonance to achieve celebrity status is linked to three
factors that can both strengthen and weaken the potential of gaining
well-knownness. The factors comprise crime type, context and image,
and these will be used to suggest why some criminals attain resonance
and become celebrated while others do not.

Crime type

The first strengthening and weakening factor is ‘crime type’, whereby the
general public will resonate to a greater or lesser degree depending on 
the type of crime committed. Significantly, resonance does not have to 
be favourable – such as through a daring or exciting crime – but can be 
negative, through fear or horror. Consequently, stimulating resonance
through a type of crime can be divided into three categories – acceptable,
interest and horror – which will now be analysed. 

Acceptable crime can range from robbery to murder, depending on
the publicly perceived motivation of the crime and criminal and also
the time period in which the act is committed. For example, the crimes
of the legendary Robin Hood have been deemed acceptable, due to his
motivation for fighting injustice, while robberies for personal profit
may not achieve the same level of acceptability among the public, if at
all. Therefore, the important factor in criminality being acceptable is
simply whether the public at the time of a particular crime resonate
with the illicit action. The interpretation and acceptance of crimes are
heavily influenced by the portrayal of the illegal activities in the
media. For example, Robin Hood is consistently portrayed as a hero
resisting the villainous Sheriff of Nottingham and Prince John.

Rule and Wells (1997: 156) present an excellent illustration of the
crossover between criminality that is acceptable and that which is not,
along with explaining why this is the case. They highlight dividing lines
between a person who has broken the law but is still supported by the
public (category one), such as Robin Hood; an individual who has broken
the law but does not receive public support (category two), including
criminals committing heinous crimes such as Dr Harold Shipman’s serial
murders of an estimated 236 elderly victims;1 and, thirdly, a person who
has committed a deviant act (not illegal but outside the accepted norm)
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but is still ‘acceptable’ in the eyes of the community (category three),
for instance celebrity association with criminals, such as Barbara Windsor
with the Krays.2

The Rule and Wells (1997: 156) categories highlight the interconnec-
tion and fluidity of some criminality and deviance that are considered
acceptable by the public while others are not. They also emphasize the
dependence of some criminal-celebrities on gaining and sustaining
public resonance in order to keep their celebrated status. Without reso-
nance, a criminal does not progress beyond being just another law-
breaker of no noticeable note and unworthy of widespread recognition.
He will simply be considered as a drain on society. Rule and Wells
(1997) accommodate the criminal whose actions are legitimized and
considered acceptable by the public and also imply the significance 
of resonance as a result. However, they fail to go on and examine how
this resonance with criminality, which defines what is ‘acceptable’
illicit behaviour, is connected to celebrity.

The second crime type that enables criminal-celebrity to occur is that of
interest crime. Interest crime refers to criminals whose actions engage
with a controversial or contentious issue within society which excites
public resonance and results in celebrity status, whether or not the crim-
inal is seeking such prominence. The interest crime is usually interlinked
with topicality or the up-to-dateness of the illegal actions to the period
that can aid or alienate a crime from public resonance. For instance, the
creation of criminal-celebrity Tony Martin was aided by his ‘topicality’
when in 1999 he shot dead a young burglar in what he declared was
defence of himself and his property which was being repeatedly vic-
timized. The Martin case increased public debate regarding the extent to
which defence of property can be taken, and what sentence should be
given, namely, manslaughter or murder. Accordingly, Martin was a con-
veniently topical-interest emblem for groups both supporting and oppos-
ing extreme actions taken in defence of property. The actions taken by
Martin struck a chord among the public as a result of his actions, making
him into a celebrated figure. Celebrated status due to his crime was con-
solidated by his farm becoming a tourist attraction following his release
from prison.3

Yet another instance of a topical crime gaining public interest and
support is that of the case of ‘Baby P’, which emerged in 2008. Two 
men were found guilty of causing or allowing the death of Baby P, a 
17-month-old boy, along with the child’s mother, who admitted the
same charge. The trial highlighted a catalogue of missed opportunities to
save Baby P’s life which has echoed the death of Victoria Climbie in 2000,
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particularly as both Baby P and Climbie died under the care of Haringey
social services in North London.4 This case of child abuse – leading to the
death of an infant with horrific injuries including a broken back – seized
public attention. Thus, through this interest crime, despite the perpetra-
tors’ names being protected for legal reasons, public resonance led to
well-known status and a national discussion of child-protection systems.

The concept of interest crimes complements the often ignored public
fascination, which is interpreted here as resonance, with criminality. The
criminal-celebrity fits neatly into ‘the trickster’, whom Radin (1956)
describes to be:

at one and the same time creator and destroyer, giver and negator,
he who dupes others and who is always duped himself. He wills
nothing consciously. At all times he is constrained to behave as he
does from impulses over which he has no control. He knows neither
good nor evil yet he is responsible for both. He possesses no values,
moral or social, is at the mercy of his passions and appetites, yet
through his actions all values come into being.

Radin’s list of characteristics highlights the popularity of criminality
which Ohlgren (1998: xxix) proposes fulfils the defining attributes of
what makes a ‘good tale’ and thus stimulates resonance. 

Good tales contain sturdy honest heroes, vile villains, adventurous
chases, daring deeds, bold disguises, tricks and cunning that are com-
bined with lots of narrative suspense. Therefore, as Ohlgren (1998)
asks, who could not be fascinated with lawbreakers who embody such
exciting and paradoxical characteristics? However, both scholars fail to
contemplate the reasoning for why resonance occurs with the ‘good
tale’ characteristics. This research suggests that the public resonate
because they are able to live vicariously through certain criminality.
There is a type of voyeurism whereby the individual can watch and track
criminals and crimes through newspapers, television, books and movies,
for example Great Train Robber Ronnie Biggs, whose escape from prison,
life in Brazil and eventual return to Britain and prison sentence provided
a ‘good tale’ through which the public could experience the daring and
thrill of criminality (albeit at second hand).

Horror crime is the third crime type that stimulates the public reso-
nance that is necessary in order for a criminal to gain celebrity status.
Horror crime is defined by the actions of ‘iniquitous’ criminals which
incite public disgust and distaste on the basis of the crime being con-
sidered unforgivable and heinous. For example, in 2008 Josef Fritzl’s
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horror crime was discovered whereby he had kept his daughter for 
24 years in a secret cellar where he sexually abused her and fathered her
seven children.5 The sheer atrociousness of such crimes by individuals
causes resonance via disgust and fear that is identifiable across the
world and throughout recorded history, and not simply in Britain 
and the USA. A classic example of an iniquitous horror crime outside
Britain and the USA that has maintained its celebrated status across
time is that of Hungarian countess Elizabeth Bathory in the seven-
teenth century. Bathory was rich and beautiful but tortured and mur-
dered around 650 young girls and women and reportedly bathed in
their blood.6 Cases such as that of Bathory reach across periods and
cultures largely because humans identify with horror crime due to the
realization that their worst nightmares have been actualized. Therefore,
it is through horror crimes that the ‘extreme seductiveness [of crime]
… at the boundary of horror’ collides and as a consequence the public
resonate (Bataille, 1985: 17). Subsequently, horror crimes are the most
extensive crime type to stimulate public resonance with criminality.

Horror crimes committed by iniquitous individuals in the mediated
age of the culture industry gain much coverage by the media with their
growing focus on shocking, sensational and fear-inducing crime. How-
ever, there is also another factor that became apparent in the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries regarding horror crimes, in that crimes are
being committed with the deliberate intent of gaining celebrity status.
John Lennon’s killer Mark Chapman shot the ex-Beatle because he
wanted to steal his fame. Although Chapman did achieve this goal in
some ways it was, unlike Lennon, a celebrity status based on some-
thing negative.7

Chapman has gained a parasitical celebrity status through his associ-
ation with Lennon. He is only famous because he preyed upon Lennon
and it is this story of the murder that provides Chapman with well-
known status.8 Chapman’s experience of gaining celebrated status
through a horror crime is echoed by other criminal-celebrities with
some differences. It appears that committing a horror crime can also
achieve celebrated status within anonymity, in that the criminal’s
crimes gain celebrity prior to the criminal being identified, leaving the
crime itself to be celebrated more than the criminal. For instance, John
Allen Muhammad and Lee Boyd Malvo are less well known than their
actions as the Washington Snipers of 2002.9 In their anonymity they
became celebrated for their horror crimes. 

Assassination-based horror crimes fall within the horror-crime cat-
egory, but perhaps the most noticeable horror crime is that of serial
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killing. Significantly, a number of prominent serial-killer cases have
exhibited the desire to ‘to be somebody’, achieving celebrity status as a
‘natural-born killer’ (Seltzer, 1998: 135). Seltzer’s (1998) analysis of
such desire is that even serial killers aspire, like many others, to achieve
celebrity status under the conditions of an anonymous mass society. It
is worth noting that such individuals actually appear to be a type of
non-person, a profile constructed to compose a criminal type (ibid.:
130), and often it is this, rather than the individuals themselves, that
attains celebrated status. 

An illustration of a serial killer indulging murderous tendencies with
the intent of being noticed and celebrated in order to consolidate and
enjoy their celebrity status is Aileen Wuornos. Wuornos was a violent
and sexual serial killer in the USA, who admitted to friends that she
wanted to do something ‘no woman has ever done before’ and to have
a book about her life.10 Wuornos not only achieved these aspirations,
but has even had her life story made into an Oscar-winning film, Monster
(2003), due to her iniquitous criminal-celebrity status. Although she did
not necessarily state that she desired celebrity status through criminality,
there is evidence implying that she wished for it and subsequently found
it through her crimes and as a notable female serial killer. 

Context: time period and place

The second strengthening and weakening factor of celebrated criminality
is that of context, which emphasizes the need for the correct period
and place. In other words, context supplies social, political and cultural
circumstances in which the degree of public resonance with a criminal-
celebrity will aid it to either flourish or founder. It is notable that
context is the most uncontrollable factor that develops and under-
mines the celebration of criminality, because an individual cannot
choose when or where they will be born in order to seize the best
opportunity to become a criminal-celebrity. Kooistra (1989: 158) links
congenial or disagreeable contextual situations to his argument that
lawbreakers only become celebrated ‘because they were in the right
place at the right time’. Subsequently, it can be argued that the context
must be favourable in order to successfully attain and maintain criminal-
celebrity status. 

In order to resonate with criminality to the extent that celebrity status
is achieved, the public must be in a contextual position that makes them
susceptible to resonating with actions that are usually condemned as
wrong and illegal. On the basis that popularity and the celebration of
criminality are dependent on context, which is largely determined by
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social, cultural and political conditions, the question is raised as to
what specific factors make a context conducive to the development of
criminal-celebrity figures? A significant element that makes a context
susceptible to producing criminal-celebrity is the extent of media com-
munication. This interlinks with Rojek’s (2001) assertions about cele-
brity, whereby celebrities prior to the culture industry’s mass media
(that is, pre-twentieth century) are referred to as prefigurative, whereas
those in the culture-industry era of the twentieth century onwards are
mediated. 

Prefigurative individuals are those who became items of public dis-
course with honorific or notorious status, but who were unable to carry
the illusion of intimacy that is part of celebrity status in the age of the
mass media. Celebrities who are prefigurative developed with both
uneven distribution and the rate of occurrence, because their conduits
were kinship and friendship circles along with the possession of liter-
acy (ibid.: 19). Meanwhile, mediated celebrities, unlike their prefigura-
tive counterparts, benefit from the mass media, which have permitted
celebrities and criminal-celebrities to develop in larger numbers and
with a more even distribution rate. Consequently, the culture industry
as government and the subversive celebrity culture have provided fer-
tile ground for criminal-celebrity, with its foundation laid in sensation-
alism. The media provide a prime context for criminal-celebrity to
flourish as they reiterate the importance of the culture industry, along
with its governance forms, as a controlling structure.

Kooistra (1989) goes further than highlighting the importance of the
media in providing a context that encourages the celebration of crim-
inality. He argues that a conducive context for criminal-celebrities is
often a period of social and political strains where there is change,
instability, oppression or repression, feeding a market which is created
for symbols of extra-legal justice (ibid.: 158). Nowhere is this more
evident than when the public feel that law and political office are in
the hands of a special interest group who wields them against the
interests of ‘the people’ (ibid.: 38). For example, Robin Hood is said to
have became a criminal-celebrity due to the context of an oppressive
government under the usurper King John, brother to Richard the Lion-
heart, at the end of the twelfth century. However, the factual context
of Robin Hood remains unproven other than that he is interlinked
with a time of instability marked by political and social unrest. Con-
sequently, social meanings and values of a context can become attached
to criminality, encouraging public resonance with them among certain
social audiences (Escarpit, 1968: 424). 
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As public meanings and values change, so does the form of criminal-
celebrity. For instance, contemporary British and US society demonstrate
themselves capable of celebrating criminals who seek personal gain 
and commit sensational violence. In the past, these two nations, like
others, have primarily celebrated criminals who fought publicly perceived
oppression, such as England’s Robin Hood or India’s Bandit Queen,
Phoolan Devi, or ‘social injustices’, such as ex-drug dealer Howard Marks,
‘Mr Nice’, who has campaigned against the continuing illegality of
cannabis, which he argues is beneficial with no harmful effects. Many
criminal-celebrity stories contribute to criminal self-definition of their
own celebrity, particularly those of a legendary nature that establish their
own form of folklore. For example, Ronnie Biggs became a legend through
association with the Great Train Robbery in 1963 and his successful
evasion of the British law in Brazil for many decades. He marketed him-
self as a criminal-celebrity by allowing the consuming public to have
access to him, whereby any individual in Brazil, whether native or tourist,
could buy a ticket to join Biggs for an afternoon barbeque or pay to have
their photographs taken with him.11

Criminal-celebrities who arise directly in response to the oppression
and repression of the public are fewer than those who emerge and take
advantage of the context in which they find themselves. The American
gangsters of the 1930s are an example of this, whereby context was
successfully used to attain celebrated status. The 1930s were dominated
by a severe, worldwide economic depression which led to social discon-
tent and loss of faith in the social system, particularly in the USA.
Millions of people faced brutal economic hardship and even starvation,
due to and combined with high unemployment, banks collapsing and
a floating population of the homeless. The USA also faced moral pres-
sures through Prohibition legislation. The social, moral and economic
pressures of this situation led to an apparently very real possibility of
violent revolution according to Bernstein (1960), Piven and Cloward
(1979) and Schlesinger (1957). This situation provided a prime envi-
ronment for criminals to become celebrated, as the public looked for
symbols of extra-legal justice, hope and excitement outside the pres-
sure of normal everyday life. 

It is against the context of the 1930s that one of the most enduring
images of criminal-celebrity developed in the form of urban gangsters,
of whom John Dillinger is among the most well known. Dillinger
reflected the national preoccupation with the breakdown of law and
order and became a figure of menace and glamour. He represented a
new and ‘barbaric nobility’ that was violent, laconic and tough, based
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in the urban jungle environment of automobiles and machine guns
(Baxter, 1970: 7; Lee and Van Hecke, 1971: 11; Kooistra, 1989: 119).
This particular type of criminal was celebrated within the media as if
they were heroes fighting the system on behalf of the public, thus
endearing them to the populace. Popular resonance was aroused
despite such gangsters being self-seeking and sharing none of the
wealth that was gathered with the public. However, gangsters did suc-
cessfully provide tales of daring and drama in spite of the odds, which
encouraged, inspired and sparked interest among a struggling public.
The celebration of gangsters in the 1930s met a public need for colour
and excitement in a context that appeared to portray a society falling
apart. Subsequently, it can be argued that the gangsters flourished due
to the context in which they arose because the period and setting in
the USA provided fertile ground for this form of criminal-celebrity to
grow.

Image: blurring boundaries

The third factor is the notion of image, which is crucial in the creation
of criminal-celebrities, particularly via control, management and mar-
keting, which can be manipulated for the purpose of attaining cele-
brated status. The failure to construct and convey an image that 
wins over the public and gains resonance results in the failure to gain
criminal-celebrity status. Therefore, in order to gain and maintain
celebrity status through an image of criminality, the image must be
effectively handled. The success rate is inextricably intertwined with
the context, particularly in relation to whether an individual is living
within a prefigurative or mediated era. Although accessibility to cele-
brated status has grown during the ‘mediated’ age, it would seem that
new celebrities have to take their image to the greatest extremes to
satisfy their audiences. As a result, the opportunity to gain public reso-
nance has grown with the visibility that the mass media supply. The
consequence of increased visibility is that the criminal-celebrity has to
compete with not only other criminal-celebrities but also other cele-
brity categories in order to maintain resonance. In order to attract 
the necessary public resonance, criminal-celebrities are dependent on
the projection of an image to survive in an uncertain celebrity-culture
world (Baxter cited by Hebdige, 1975: 9).

The conveyance of an image with which the public will resonate relies
heavily upon public romanticization and heroization and can be achieved
both intentionally and non-intentionally. Criminal-celebrities can gain
resonance by acceptable crimes such as those committed by Robin Hood,
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or through their look or physique, which renders them susceptible to
becoming interpreted as romanticized heroic figures. Attaining hero-
ized romanticism based on physique is intriguing in that appearance
appears to win public resonance over past actions. For example, despite
highwayman Dick Turpin being a brutal murderer, cattle rustler and
rapist, he appeared to have been forgiven at his execution where the
public reportedly admired his handsome appearance and courageous
last words (Hibbert, 1963: 294). 

The romanticized heroic image, if gained by a criminal, can be a route
to celebrity because it captures the 

people’s imagination [which] has always been more readily caught
by the outsider than by the upholder of authority, by the gay and
daring sinner than by the humdrum saint, although the saint may
be the real upholder of liberty which the criminal does not want for
others but only for themselves. (ibid.: 301, italics not in original
text)

Hibbert’s (1963) statement highlights the contribution of the heroic
image to criminal-celebrity by emphasizing the very ‘gayness’ and ‘dar-
ingness’ of certain criminals. It suggests that criminals who gain cele-
brity are appealing and likeable; they possess a level of irresistible
attraction. The characteristic of being ‘daring’ is particularly important
to the romanticization of any individual or act, because it projects an
image of boldness, adventurousness and courage in taking sensation-
ally reckless risks. To be associated with a romanticized heroic dare-
devil image leads to wide admiration, because few people possess or act
upon such qualities, thus recommending such persons, even those
who are acting illegally, to the public heart. 

The implication of Hibbert’s (1963) statement is that any individual
who embodies the ‘outsider’ characteristics is associated with a roman-
ticized heroic ideal. As a result, committing crimes can become roman-
ticized by their portrayal to and interpretation by the public. Crimes
can therefore be understood as being achieved by individuals living
out exciting, intoxicating and dramatic existences that are worthy of
recognition and celebration despite these actions impacting on often
innocent victims. Thus, in a sense, the criminal is bound to be a hero,
for he is a rebel, in revolt against law and morality and a talisman of
liberty and pleasure (ibid.: 301). Criminal-celebrities portray a lifestyle
and activities that make all else seem pallid and boring, illustrating a
vision of great magnitude to the public. The image of the romanticized
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heroic criminal holds the ability to take the public out of the ordinary
everyday world of convention into fantasy that is sometimes fearful 
in its fascination, but successfully provides an escape from the rigid
boundaries of reality.

Criminal-celebrities are not all romanticized heroes, as certain forms of
criminality wield a dangerous glamour that is often violent. For exam-
ple, gangsters and the Mafia are perhaps the most easily identifiable as
criminal-celebrities whose celebrated status is due to an ironically roman-
tic image of violence, aggression and loyalty to their gang or family. The
success of such criminal-celebrities, who are violent aggressors, is largely
due to a crossover between fact and fiction which reinforces their infamy
in a romantic light. Hebdige (1975: 9) argues that the boundaries between
reality and non-reality (fact and fiction) are particularly well revealed by
the fictional representation of gangsters. This is effectively portrayed
through Graham Greene’s (1938) novel Brighton Rock. In his book Greene
illustrates Hebdige’s point regarding the gangster being a crossover point,
in that he modelled the text’s fictional gangsters, Pinkie Brown and Col-
leoni, on the real gangster Darby Sabini, who was the head of one of the
major English racehorse gangs in the 1920s (Fido, 1999: 30). 

Other writers have followed in Greene’s footsteps, sometimes with
even more success; for example, Mario Puzo’s book The Godfather, pub-
lished in 1969, ‘cashed in’ on the 1950s and 1960s growing interest in
the Mafia. This interest had been aroused by the Kefauver Senate
Hearings of 1950–1, which claimed the existence of a nationwide crim-
inal organization called the Mafia, and also Joe Valachi’s testimony 
in 1963 about Mafia dealings, killings and ranks, as well as giving the
names of many top-level Mafia bosses (Larke, 2003: 116–17). Puzo’s
The Godfather, although primarily a work of fiction, takes its content
from Valachi’s testimony and many of the events he described. The
popularity of the books and subsequent films has made it possibly 
one of the most influential descriptions of the American Mafia in the
twentieth century, because although the work is fictional, Puzo’s story
recapitulates factual statements and thus appears to confirm them
(ibid.: 118). 

The unveiling of the secret workings of the Mafia through clues in
fiction, journalism and biographies has made their rules and traditions
seem part of mainstream American culture. Commenting on fictional
mob boss Tony Soprano in HBO’s successful television series The Sopranos,
Holden describes Soprano as ‘a harried forty-something middle-class Joe
who, except for his occupation, is not all that different from the rest of
us’ (Holden, 2001: xiv). However, Soprano is different from a middle-class
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Joe, for his occupation sets him apart in the romanticized Mafia 
with its family loyalties and traditions. Consequently, a romanticized
image offers criminality, despite not being heroic, the chance to become
celebrated.

The blurring of image, of unreality and reality, illustrates how criminal-
celebrity balances the paradoxical image of being a villain and a hero,
combining romanticized fiction and fact. The blurring in relation to
crime allows criminality to become motivated by something other than
selfish greed, desire for power or violence for the sake of violence or plea-
sure. It means that the public perception of criminal-celebrities can be
manipulated by the combination of fact and fiction, reality and unreality,
allowing resonance and subsequently celebrity status as a result for the
criminal. The blurring of image is aided by shifting mass-media bound-
aries enabling the criminal-celebrity the advantage of crossing fiction into
fact by using sensational factual news coverage and also media products
that are designed to entertain, thrill and titillate. Effectively a criminal’s
actions despite often being for personal gain alone can become an excit-
ing adventure of an individual working against the system and winning,
which appeals to the public’s resonance with elements of a good story.

The effectiveness of blurring fact and fiction surrounding a criminal is
exemplified by the fraudster and conman Frank Abagnale, who was the
youngest person to reach America’s Ten Most Wanted Criminals. Between
the ages of 16 and 21 Abagnale successfully posed as a lawyer, paedia-
trician, airline pilot and college professor while cashing $2.5 million in
forged cheques in every US state and 26 foreign countries. Having been
caught in France, he served five years in French, Swedish and US prisons,
and was released on the condition that he would aid the US government,
without remuneration, by teaching and advising on fraud. In 2002 his life
story was adapted into the popular Steven Spielberg movie Catch Me If
You Can, which portrayed a factual individual as a daring, cunning and
dashing individual who was the victim of his parents’ broken marriage
and his father’s lies, and who ultimately repaid his debt to society.12

Abagnale’s dramatic, youthful and ‘hard to believe it’s not made up’
story has become blurred with the fictional portrayal of his life by director
Spielberg and actor Leonardo DiCaprio, who played Abagnale in the 
film. Combined with performances by other Hollywood names such as
Tom Hanks and Christopher Walken, Abagnale and his criminal actions
become interwoven with unreality. Consequently, the real story of a
criminal gains a level of glamour only achievable through association
with celebrities and celebrity culture. The case of Abagnale is just 
one instance whereby the public are able to resonate with a particular
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criminal and their illegal activities. This resonance is encouraged by the
mass-media image of Abagnale that helps stimulate empathy with a
likeable individual portrayed through factual or fictional portrayals of
his criminality or ultimately a combination. The significance is that the
success or failure of the criminal to gain celebrity status is related to the
publicly perceived image, which is vastly aided by mediated times.

A case study of criminal-celebrity: the Krays

So far this chapter has suggested three factors that strengthen or weaken
resonance with the criminal-celebrity trend and celebrated criminality,
namely crime type, context and time, and image. In order to further
highlight the interweaving of these components as the foundation upon
which celebrated criminality is a form of governance, a case-study analy-
sis of the Krays is particularly illuminating. The twins Ronnie and Reggie
Kray, of the East End of London, were gangsters who can justify the title
of being the two most successful criminal-celebrities in Britain. They are
the criminal-celebrities par excellence, becoming a Zeitgeist of the 1960s
and legends within their own lifetime that only gained momentum with
their deaths. 

The Krays are a useful anomaly as they illustrate not only the resonance
factors but also encapsulate the three different forms of criminal-celebrity
via a mixture of the social bandit, the criminal hero and the underworld
exhibitionist as analysed in the previous chapter. Consequently, the
twins can be used to draw together and highlight the various com-
ponents of criminal-celebrity. They effectively illustrate how criminal-
celebrity status can be successfully attained when acceptable and interest
crime types are committed, the context and time are congenial to capture
public resonance, and image is efficiently handled. The power and influ-
ence of image upon the creation and maintenance of criminal-celebrity
status are particularly evident through the Krays as they embody the blur-
ring of fact and fiction, or, rather, reality and non-reality, combined with
notions of romanticization, heroism and violence. 

Although the Krays could not choose the physical context or period
into which to be born, conveniently for them both facets were highly
congenial to their subsequent status as criminal-celebrities. The con-
text of London’s East End was a significant component in the success
of the Krays, as it was an area well known for its solidarity over exclud-
ing representatives of society’s master institutions and supporting
informal, but pervasive social control (Hobbs, 1988: 53). Thus the cul-
tural heritage of the East End is rooted in independence and internal
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solidarity with a lack of conformity to proletarian and bourgeois cul-
tural stereotypes. Consequently, individuals with an entrepreneurial
style were favoured and respected, largely due to the pre-industrial
forms of bargaining and exchange remaining a strong facet of the
locality. This meant that roguery was celebrated and included a variety
of acceptable crime types in an environment that ‘lionized its most
ostentatious thieves and scoundrels’ (Jenks and Lorentzen, 1997: 98).
As such the Krays were from the beginning in a context that was sus-
ceptible to producing popular criminal icons that fulfilled a public
desire for rebelliousness and unaccountability. 

Significantly, it was not only the physical context that aided the Krays’
emergence as successful criminal-celebrities, but also the time period. The
Krays’ career as criminal-celebrities coincided with the social and political
climate of the 1960s which was a decade infused with the belief of an
emerging culturally meritocratic society. It was also, according to Stratton
(1996), a time when the shared societal vocabulary of moral values was
being supplanted by the aesthetic and consumable. These changing 
societal circumstances contributed to the twins’ criminal-celebrity status
in two ways: firstly, through the consuming public who resonated with
the media coverage of the Krays’ activities, which were dramatic and
violent interest crimes. Secondly, the time period offered the Krays the
opportunity to rise above their working-class status, albeit through crim-
inality, because class boundaries were shifting. The 1960s marked a 
time when those of working-class birth could sit as equals with the well-
known, who were previously untouchable. In this society the twins
shared a bond with other emerging celebrities who were self-made people
through non-criminal means and who were also breaking out of their
class position in an unequal world and undermining the bondage of the
mundane. Such celebrities included fellow East End-born actress Barbara
Windsor, who rose above her surroundings to become a successful per-
former but remained proud of her roots, associated with the Krays and
even married local criminal Ronnie Knight. 

The Kray celebrity status was not solely due to a convenient context,
time period or committing acceptable and interest-crime types. Their
status was also established on a careful balancing act between an image of
violence and a romanticized air of heroic gentlemanliness, generosity 
and the apparent reinforcement of traditional social-order parameters of
conservatism and restraint (Hobbs, 1988: 54). The Krays epitomized the
golden age of crime – a revival of the old ways and old days when there
was honour among thieves. Thus the Krays’ principal image in their local-
ity was one of maintaining traditional social order, such as respect for
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women. For example, the twins displayed care and respect for their
mother, Violet, and Reggie expressed disgust for a fellow inmate who
boasted about violence towards his girlfriend, saying it ‘was cowardly,
bully talk’ (Kray, 2000: 27). 

This gentlemanliness played a key role in the twins’ local popularity
along with their perceived entrepreneurial success as self-made business-
men. The Krays became widely accepted as the unofficial representatives
of the local community, enhancing their appeal as not only their own
men, but men of the people (Jenks and Lorentzen, 1997: 99). This effec-
tively tapped into public resonance using characteristics of the social
bandit and criminal-hero categories within criminal-celebrity. However, it
is important to note that this portrayal of goodness was an image, accord-
ing to Tony Lambrianou, an ex-member of the Kray firm, who states:
‘there’s a myth they [the Krays] took care of their own, but I never saw
that. The Krays were their own.’13

The amazing appeal of the Krays leading to public resonance is par-
tially explained by their image and urban narrative of social banditry
and criminal heroism. However, it can also be explained by their effec-
tive use of the culture industry’s mass media to create their image
similar to underworld exhibitionists. The successful management of
image creation and manipulation, publicity and ultimately the promo-
tion of their product, namely their image and urban narrative, high-
light the Krays as some of the most successful English underworld
exhibitionists of the twentieth century. The twins’ approach made
them exceptional, particularly considering their villain status, class and
ability, relative to the age in which they lived. 

The Kray twins were careful in creating and projecting a gangster 
chic image (ibid.: 93) that ranged from their dress and business format to
their manipulation of mass-media coverage. They dressed with deliberate
intent to intensify their twinness by wearing what movies associated with
gangsters, such as discreet, dark, double-breasted suits with tight-knotted
ties and shoulder-padded overcoats. Combined with garish jewellery,
such as large gold rings, gold bracelet watches and diamond cuff links,
the Krays conveyed a redoubtable image. They also adopted the lifestyle
which they associated with gangsters, such as hiring a private barber and
a tailor, as well as focusing their business pursuits on clubs and snooker
halls (Pearson, 1984: 77–8, 86). The Krays’ extraordinary presence was
vastly aided by their behaviour as identical twins via apparent telepathy
and uncanny similarity, producing quite literally double the effect of 
a normal individual (Jenks and Lorentzen, 1997: 12, 93–4). The Krays
demonstrated themselves to be formidable image creators, recognizing
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that the image they portrayed could elevate their status if carefully
managed. 

The consolidation of their image as premier gangsters was accomplished
by the manipulation of mass-media forms, similar to that achieved by
spin-doctors of the present day. They achieved this by encouraging and
using newspaper coverage. For example, the police officer investigating
the twins, ‘Nipper’ Read, was photographed drinking champagne with
Ronnie at a party and the picture was subsequently leaked by the Krays to
the newspapers. Read claimed he was tricked into entering the party and
having his photograph taken, but as a result, Read was removed from the
Kray investigation and sent to deal with the Great Train Robbery which
had taken place in August 1963. Further media manipulation to the
Krays’ advantage was accomplished through association with photo-
grapher David Bailey. Bailey’s portrayals of the rich, famous and beautiful
were well received and well known among the 1960s public. His Vogue-
style pictures, whereby non-professional models were captured in posed,
stylised photographs, were characterized by close-cropping with strong
lighting and stark backgrounds. Bailey’s vivid picture of the Krays became,
and remains today, an iconic representation of English gangsters. They
have become a ‘phrenological archetype of villainy and roguery’, ulti-
mately fitting popular expectations of how the criminal class should look
(ibid: 88).

The Krays acquired a mystique of legitimacy aided by Bailey that pre-
vented the twins from alienating themselves from the social elites of 
the 1960s, namely celebrities of a non-criminal origin. In fact, the Bailey
picture projecting villainy seemed to recommend them, guaranteeing
them acceptance in popular, fashionable circles, as well as providing
them with a mythical deification (Hebdige, 1975: 45). The Krays rapidly
became

darlings of the media of the sixties … they exercised their privileges
as celebrities … They brought a style and polish to the projection of
good image. (ibid.: 26)

Association with well-known celebrity figures such as Jackie Collins,
Sybil Burton, Danny La Rue and Judy Garland, all of whom used to
patronize the Krays’ ‘Double R Club’, aided in the acceptance of the
twins as apparently legitimate celebrities. Interestingly, the relation-
ship between the two criminals and show-business celebrities, both of
whom are dependent on image, reiterates the intimate relationship
shared by celebrity and criminality. 
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There appeared to be a mutual fascination between celebrities and
the criminal-celebrity Kray twins. Both the non-criminal celebrities and
the Krays seemed to enjoy the reflection of the mystique and glamour
surrounding the other. Celebrities basked in the radiance of the slightly
dangerous darkness of the Krays, while they in turn revelled in the legit-
imate glamour and media exposure which the celebrities brought through
their show-business status. The use of each other’s glamour is also high-
lighted by instances of celebrities establishing links with the Krays even
after they were serving prison sentences. For instance, the American band
Fun Lovin’ Criminals expressed an interest in putting some of Reggie’s
song lyrics to music and met with him, adding a dangerous, rebellious
glamour to their celebrity band image (Kray, 2002: 250).

Ronnie and Reggie Kray successfully achieved celebrity status through
their criminality due to public resonance being gained through both
coincidence and careful manipulation. The twins benefited from the con-
genial physical context and time period in which they committed accept-
able and interest crimes while effectively wielding their image as criminal
heroes and social bandits. However, ultimately they revealed themselves
to be underworld exhibitionists. They were

extreme examples; [belonging to] spectacular textbook cases in the
psychopathology of city life, living out a full arc of possibility, which
few of us begin to scale. (Raban, 1988: 77)

All of the necessary components that create criminal-celebrity were
united in the Krays, leading them to formulate their own criminal-
celebrity myth. As a consequence, the Krays achieved what so many
other criminal-celebrities and criminals have sought and continue to
seek ever since: an efficient and effective formula for the creation and
maintenance of criminal-celebrity status during life and even after
death. For ‘the Krays [have] become almost an industry in their own
right annually spawning new myths and legends with all the reality of
a bad soap opera’ (Kray, 2002: 7). 

The analysis of the factors which strengthen or weaken celebrated
criminality demonstrates not only a long historical existence of this
form of celebrated criminality but also the impact and influence of the
culture industry’s mass media upon criminals who become celebrities.
It also highlights that public resonance with a criminal is essential 
to the creation of criminal-celebrities within celebrated criminality 
as governance. In other words, the strength of celebrated criminality as
governance through its dependence on resonance is also paradoxically
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its weakness. Without resonance the public will not connect with the
criminal and thus the criminal will remain simply a criminal, failing to
gain any of the well-knownness necessary to cause an elevation of status
to that of celebrity. This is supported and demonstrated through the
Krays, which as a case study reveals a successful instance of criminality
gaining celebrity by advantageously harnessing the crime type, context
and image, and also hybridizing the criminal-celebrity categories, thus
maximizing resonance possibilities.
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5
The Undermining of Celebrated
Criminality

Celebrated criminality impacts on the public understanding of the world,
on consumption, on what is read and even on what is watched on tele-
vision. As governance, celebrated criminality has been influential through
the development of criminals attaining celebrity status. However, the 
celebration of criminality altered during the late twentieth century follow-
ing societal, cultural and technological developments. Consequently, there
are growing numbers of individuals classifiable as criminal-celebrities
within celebrity culture. This growth, combined with shifting societal 
attitudes to crime and deviance, has had a significant impact on the size
and consistency of criminal-celebrity within celebrated criminality as 
governance. This chapter seeks to provide an analysis of how celebrated
criminality is being undermined as governance. 

The examination of the deterioration of celebrated criminality as gover-
nance will be explored through the dilution of celebrated criminality’s
dominant trend of criminal-celebrity in two ways: firstly, through the
growing category of underworld exhibitionists who are coming to under-
mine and replace celebrated criminality’s previously dominant category 
of criminal-celebrity; secondly, via the impact of David Garland’s (2001)
culture of control. This will involve an analysis of the 12 indices of change
and will be explored through three themes: new emotivism, changing crim-
inological thought, and shifting criminal justice policy and structure. This
analysis of the culture of control is particularly important as it is identified
as a new form of Foucauldian government that through its governance
forms (the 12 indices of change) is undermining celebrated criminality as
governance.

Resonance, underworld exhibitionists and the dilution of
the criminal-celebrity

The most significant factor in the process of the undermining of cele-
brated criminality as governance is related to its fundamental reliance



upon consistent levels of resonance. Any rise or fall of resonance levels
directly impacts on the strength or weakness of celebrated criminality as 
a form of Foucauldian governance, suggesting it can be destabilized.
Consequently, any changes in resonance levels have a significant effect
on celebrated criminality chiefly when they impinge on its dominant
trend, criminal-celebrity. A dilution in resonance with criminal-celebrity
is a decline not only of this trend’s particular governing power but also
celebrated criminality as a governance form because its dominant trend is
weakened.

The dilution of criminal-celebrity has been notable through the
growth of one of its four categories, namely underworld exhibitionists,
which refers to criminals who seek celebrity status and financial gain
through their criminality. Since the 1970s the number of case studies
identifiable as underworld exhibitionists has increased with particular
growth during the 1990s. This growth demonstrates that resonance
with criminality continues to be prevalent but has shifted its emphasis
away from the other previously more dominant categories that com-
prise social bandits, criminal heroes and iniquitous criminals. This shift
in resonance does not suggest that the other categories are obsolete but
it highlights that this previously small and limited category within the
criminal-celebrity trend has found congenial conditions towards the
end of the twentieth century in which to flourish beyond its counter-
part categories.

Few underworld-exhibitionist cases are identified prior to the mid-
twentieth century, although some criminals who are classified in other
categories display some underworld-exhibitionist qualities such as an
apparent desire to benefit from being well known. For instance, Ronnie
Biggs, who is classifiable as a criminal hero, has also displayed under-
world-exhibitionist tendencies. Biggs made a living during his time in
Brazil, where he was protected from extradition to Britain, by selling
interviews to the British media and souvenirs relating to himself such 
as mugs and T-shirts to tourists. More recently, there is Australian ex-
criminal Mark Brandon ‘Chopper’ Read, who has convictions for armed
robbery, assault, kidnapping and firearm offences and admits to involve-
ment in 19 murders and 11 attempted murders. He gained infamy while
in prison for having his ears cut off and started a prison war with a rival
gang in the 1970s. Read has had a successful career as an author of crime
novels and a stage show in 2007,1 released a rap album in 2006 and 
even had a beer, ‘Chopper Heavy’, named after him. He has continued to
court publicity including appearing in an award-winning commercial for 
the Pedestrian Council of Australia warning about the dangers of 
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drink-driving2 and also for the Schwartz Foundation’s promotion of 
a helpline for women suffering domestic violence, which was sub-
sequently banned.3

Underworld exhibitionists, defined by their intentional and active
pursuit of celebrity status through crime and deviance, openly admit
and publicize their rule-breaking thus gaining public resonance. In 
an environment where anyone can be celebrated, this category of 
criminal-celebrity has multiplied in number and range in the early
twenty-first century. Underworld exhibitionists who mostly, if not all,
claim to be ‘going straight’, allow insight into a realm of danger, viol-
ence and lawbreaking through their public appearances, books and
interviews. This pursuit of celebrity is achievable only through the
culture industry with its provision of the mass media, and the post-
modern belief that celebrity can be achieved by anyone and that it is 
a right to be well known, due to assertions that anyone can be cele-
brated. Subsequently, criminals or ex-criminals pursuing celebrity in
such an environment can achieve the necessary resonance and become
underworld exhibitionists by providing insight into the horror and
danger of criminality in Britain and the USA.

The impact of the increasing number of criminals pursuing cele-
brity, leading to growth in underworld-exhibitionist numbers, is a 
self-destructive undermining force for the other categories of criminal-
celebrity. Underworld exhibitionists focus on manufacturing themselves
as rule-breakers worthy of celebration and marketing their image as a 
cultural sign, a commodity for consumption by the public. Underworld
exhibitionists such as British ex-gangster ‘Dodgy’ Dave Courtney (as
described in Chapter 3) draw upon the previously successful methods
used by criminal-celebrities like the Krays, such as crime types and image,
but in doing so undermine their own potential due to their manufactured
and manipulated nature. This process of increasing control over image by
underworld exhibitionists reflects a similar trend within the phenome-
non of celebrity. Manipulating the elements which stimulate public reso-
nance in terms of active management causes the paradoxical effect of
undermining their success rate. Excessive management and control over
image is self-destructive, in that it destroys the achievement of resonance
through mystique and originality, thus limiting the ability to achieve
celebrity status. 

Dave Courtney is an effective illustration of underworld exhibitionists’
ability to undermine resonance with criminality and thus impact upon
celebrated criminality through management and control of image. Court-
ney seeks visibility and exposure to the public using his ‘naughty’ image
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to convey that, despite having left his rule-breaking behind, he is still
associated with the realm of the rebellious and of crime. His image is
carefully manufactured as a marketable brand from which he can profit
and also establish celebrated status. The construction of himself and
his image has gone beyond simply writing books and attending book
signings; he also does public speaking. In addition, cultural artefacts
are used to create and maintain Courtney’s well-known status which
can be purchased through his website from pages devoted to ‘The
Official Dave Courtney Merchandise’. These artefacts largely comprise
books, his album and single, videos and DVDs, photographs and auto-
graphs, allowing anyone, for a price, to buy into and possess part of
Courtney and his image. 

Through individuals such as Courtney, the commercial market for
crime and criminality is flooded with manufactured goods, including
pictures and information over which underworld exhibitionists exert
intense control. It appears that underworld exhibitionists are only too
aware that they can financially profit if they manage their image as a
sign or a brand, resulting in steps being taken for protection and con-
trol. Courtney illustrates this protection through steps to protect and
manage his image-based public career such as signing with the public
relations agency Drum Consultancy in 2002 to promote his career as a
writer, actor and singer4 and his decision to disassociate himself from
ex-agent Lesley Batin, who was perceived to ‘be no good for me’, as
asserted on his website in 2008. It would appear that Courtney is only
too aware of the importance of successful self-promotion by employing
professionals in public relations who will work with and for him to his
specifications. The consequence of careful image management is reflected
by the narrow celebrated status achieved by most underworld exhib-
itionists, namely that they become well known in limited circles, ren-
dering them nonentities within the wider celebrity circuit. Underworld
exhibitionists through their tight control of a commercialized image
based on past activity limits resonance potential.

The restriction of resonance by underworld exhibitionists has a two-
fold impact. It undermines the criminal-celebrity categories of social
bandits and criminal heroes, which are dependent on public resonance
with the subversive, and consequently celebrated criminality as gover-
nance through the weakening of its dominant trend. Resonance is
affected by the over-management and careful protection of image by
underworld exhibitionists as it narrows the opportunities for the public
to connect with the individual. The cultivated and manipulated image
is sculpted with care and as such will reveal only select facets of the
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underworld-exhibitionist character and activities. This is not so that the
public will believe the image is more authentic or even to keep private
certain character elements but rather to maximize opportunities to profit
financially. The underworld exhibitionist is an astute businessperson,
often with an agent’s intent on squeezing the maximum benefits from
their ‘naughty’ image and associations. 

The possessive control, management and manipulation of image by
underworld exhibitionists are not the only routes to weakening criminal-
celebrity from within. Another contributing factor is the sheer plethora
of underworld exhibitionists, who, due to their increasing numbers,
are leading to their own (and also the entire criminal-celebrity trend)
devaluation, due to over-saturation of the market. These cultural econ-
omic notions of undermining the criminal-celebrity trend are effectively
illustrated by Goldman and Papson’s (1998) investigation into the growth
and problems of sign value in relation to the Nike swoosh brand. They
argue that the dominance and pervasiveness of the swoosh led Nike to
become vulnerable to the possibility of an impending devaluation posed
by massive overexposure. By attaching the swoosh to any surface, it
becomes trivialized and cheapened, undermining the brand value and
causing the impending threat of over-saturation and loss of resonance. 
In other words, overswooshification, whereby there is loss of value due 
to over-saturation and over-commercialization, is a distinct possibility in
consumer society.

The notion of overswooshification can be applied to the undermining
of criminal-celebrity through underworld exhibitionists causing devalua-
tion through over-saturation and over-commercialism of the market.
Underworld exhibitionists seek to supplement their incomes by attempt-
ing to enter the celebrity realm through selling their life stories and expe-
riences to the public. For example, the ever-expanding and popular
true-crime section in bookshops is filled with books written by or about
underworld exhibitionists. It appears that there is no limit to who can
pursue celebrity in association with criminality, for many texts are on the
same topic, but written by those of increasingly vague association and
often years or even decades after the events written about took place. 

Once again it is the Krays who effectively illustrate this issue with texts
about them and their activities having been written by both of the twins5

and by family members, such as their brother Charlie, cousins6 and also
the women who married the twins, namely, Kate Kray, the ex-wife of
Ronnie Kray,7 and Roberta Kray, widow of Reggie Kray.8 Further texts
have been published by various members of their firm9 and associates,10

including witnesses to the murder of Jack ‘the Hat’ McVitie11 and also
various novelists and journalists.12 These individuals in turn become
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‘associated celebrities’ whereby they gain celebrated status through
their association with criminal-celebrities. Associated celebrities sur-
round successful criminal-celebrities in all categories, attempting to
bask in their glamour and attain a degree of celebrity status for them-
selves. It appears that even vague associates or non-immediate family
are also seeking to benefit financially or increase status, as shown by
the multitude of books written about the Krays. 

The significance of this parasitical pursuit of celebrated status and profit
through association with established criminal-celebrities is its contri-
bution to the devaluation and the dilution of the criminal-celebrity trend.
By saturating the public with criminal-celebrity information as con-
sumable data, it becomes devalued due to over-commercialization. Con-
sequently, the wealth of material surrounding increasing numbers of
underworld exhibitionists and associated celebrities makes it harder for
criminals to attain resonance and thus celebrated status through other
criminal-celebrity categories and celebrated-criminality trends. The impact
of over-saturation and over-commercialization of criminal-celebrity, par-
ticularly through underworld exhibitionists, has been the significant
restriction of resonance with criminals. Subsequently, it is less likely for
an underworld exhibitionist to gain resonance through admiration or
respect but rather through curiosity regarding their association with a
specific crime, event or person.

Through increasing control over image, along with over-saturation
and over-commercialization (the overswooshification effect), the under-
world exhibitionist is successfully undermining the criminal-celebrity
trend. The significance of this is that they undermine the criminal-
celebrity trend through over-exposure, threatening it with triviality and a
loss of mystique. Subsequently, the criminal-celebrity becomes common,
familiar, somewhat ordinary and expected; celebrated criminals and
crimes are devalued, and this previously dominant trend within cele-
brated criminality is diluted. As a result, the criminal-celebrity trend can
be interpreted as having entered a self-destructive cycle with the growth
of the underworld-exhibitionist category. The wider implication of the
dilution of criminal-celebrity by a shift in resonance is the undermining
of celebrated criminality as a governance form, due to its reliance upon
the criminal-celebrity trend.

New Foucauldian government(s) and the culture of control

Gilles Deleuze (1992) described the emergence of ‘societies of control’
which were replacing Foucault’s (1977a) disciplinary society. No longer
are individuals processed from one disciplinary institution to another
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such as school, barracks and factory, and this makes Foucault’s notion
of power/knowledge less certain. Deleuze (1992) argued that control
society is a more advanced form of power and control than disciplinary
society because now there is constant and never-ending modulation
between the forces and capacities of the human subject and the prac-
tices in which they participate. As a consequence ‘one is always in con-
tinuous training, life-long learning, perpetual assessment, continual
incitement to buy, to improve oneself, constant monitoring of health
and never-ending risk management’ (Rose, 2000: 325). Thus control is
not centralized but dispersed with open circuits that are not hierarchical
(ibid.: 325). 

Deleuze’s control society conveniently interlinks with not only Fou-
cault’s (1991) government and governance due to its decentralized
control and possibility for an assemblage of possible public resonance
sources, it also interweaves with Garland’s (2001) notion of the culture of
control that he argues has been emerging since the 1970s and which
seeks to examine the ‘accelerating movement away from the assumptions
that shaped crime control and criminal justice for most of the twentieth
century’ (ibid.: 3). These changes bring with it ‘risks, insecurities and
control problems that have played a crucial role in shaping our changing
response to crime’ (ibid.: viii). As a consequence of the changing response
to crime there has been a shift in resonance with crime as perceptions of
criminality are altering.

Garland’s culture of control has significant consequences in further-
ing the undermining process of the criminal-celebrity trend, and also
celebrated criminality, by providing circumstances that damage its gov-
erning powers. Therefore, it can be considered the second major com-
ponent contributing to the undermining of celebrated criminality
other than underworld exhibitionists. The culture of control is sug-
gested to be of twofold importance: it furthers the potential threat of
undermining celebrated criminality by diluting and damaging the
criminal-celebrity trend upon which it depends, and it is also a new
form of Foucauldian government. As a new Foucauldian government,
Garland’s (2001) culture of control does not seek to replace the culture
industry as government. Instead, it highlights that there can be multi-
ple Foucauldian governments or governance forms at one time, but
most significantly that the different governments can impact upon one
another’s controlling abilities. Subsequently, it is possible that the cul-
ture of control undermines celebrated criminality as a governance form
within the culture industry as government. There are 12 characteristics,
described as indices of change, that define the culture of control and
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will be explored through three themes which tie these indices together:
new emotivism, changing criminological thought, and shifting criminal
justice policy and structure. 

New emotivism

Emotive outlets which are designed or intended to arouse emotion
were both unwanted and even embarrassing in the modern world of
the early twentieth century. According to Pratt, the use of emotion
such as shaming within punishment was considered a pre-modern con-
dition (Pratt, 2000a: 418; 2000b: 129). Therefore, in the modern twen-
tieth century, policy makers were confident in combating crime and
rationalizing policing through an invocation of ‘decency’ and ‘human-
ity’ as well as compassion for the less fortunate (Garland, 2001: 10).
However, by the end of the twentieth century and into the twenty-first
century policy makers are demonstrating a shift back towards the pre-
modern condition through use of the emotive. This new emotivism is
a key motif of current penal development, with penalties formulated to
deliberately vent human emotion. It is considered new for it reverses
the long-standing non-emotive traditions hallmarking modern penal
culture (Pratt, 2000b: 133). 

New emotivism within the culture of control in the late twentieth
century includes emotions of fear and anger, which in turn lead to 
an emotional desire for punitivity and retribution. Within new emo-
tivism, six of the culture of control’s 12 indices of change are evident:

1. above all, the public must be protected
2. a perpetual sense of crisis 
3. the decline of the rehabilitative ideal 
4. the re-emergence of punitive sanctions and expressive justice
5. changes in the emotional tone of crime policy 
6. the return of the victim 

These six indices of change fall within new emotivism, with the first
five as contributors to fear of crime and the resulting retribution and
punitivity, which weaken resonance with criminality. The last index of
change, the return of the victim, also causes a deterioration of reso-
nance with offenders but through pity and empathy for crime victims.

These six indices of change highlight new emotivism as undermining
the ability of the criminal-celebrity to occur as well as being threatened 
as the dominant trend within celebrated criminality. New emotivism is
characteristically anti-criminal-celebrity and also a potential undermining
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threat to celebrated criminality in its current form in two significant
ways: firstly, it encourages a decline of public resonance with criminals
through the growth of public fear of crime. Increasing concerns about
being victimized are undermining criminals becoming celebrated, for
their actions lead to concern for personal safety and subsequent desires
for retribution and punitivity, propagating an attitude and language 
of ‘war on crime’. Secondly, it is argued that new emotivism stimulates
resonance with victims rather than the victimizers (criminals), meaning
that there is a return to the personalized victim and the depersonalized
criminal. As a result of these two facets of new emotivism, a criminal’s
attainment of celebrity status is becoming alienated from gaining public
resonance.

Fear, crime and resonance

Fear, through frightening imagery and stories, can successfully stimulate
resonance with criminality, which leads to criminal-celebrities. However,
fear of crime works in reverse and undermines the criminal’s ability to
gain resonance and thus celebrity status, as has been achieved in the past.
The exceptions to this rule are iniquitous criminals who thrive in a fear-
filled society by representing the monstrous Other and are therefore
excluded from the dilution of criminal-celebrity. Fear of crime as an
enduring emotion is only an issue for a small proportion of the popula-
tion, while anxiety is commonplace and corrosive in its consequences
(Hough, 1994: 1). Despite this difference, fear can, and is, used as an all-
encompassing shorthand to refer to anxieties and worries about crime,
particularly in becoming a victim. It is in this context that fear of crime is
used. Most fear is subjective or perceptual and due to apparent social-
structural factors (Box, Hale and Andrews, 1988: 341). Considering the
perceptual nature of fear of crime to be subjective, the question is raised
as to what influences public perceptions to make them fearful leading to
the undermining of criminal-celebrity? 

Box, Hale and Andrews (1988) specified six fear-contributing factors
regarding crime and which subsequently damage criminal-celebrity – vul-
nerability, environmental clues and conditions, personal knowledge of
crime and victimization, confidence in the police, perceptions of personal
risk and the seriousness of the offence. These factors illuminate that fear
of crime is not a ‘far-flung fancy’ based on highly irrational emotion, but
instead displays logic and evidence through experience and knowledge as
well as emotion. Consequently, the threat posed by fear of crime to the
attainment of resonance by the criminal-celebrity trend and subsequently
celebrated criminality is not to be lightly or easily dismissed. Instead, feel-
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ings of fear and anxiety relating to crime need to be recognized as reso-
nance but not a resonance that leads to celebration. Thus, as fear rises,
resonance, leading to criminal-celebrity status, declines as offenders are
no longer perceived as heroes or daredevils but as victimizers and a
threat.

In a fearful society it is perhaps unsurprising that two of the culture
of control indices of change involve, firstly, the perception that the
public must be protected and, secondly, that there is a perpetual sense
of crisis. Ironically, fear of crime helps create a sense of crisis, which
highlights a need to protect the public. Fear can help lock neighbour-
hoods into a downward spiral of decline due to a perceived crisis of secu-
rity. Consequently, people seek protection by changing their habits, often
staying at home within surroundings they have made safer (income per-
mitting) with locks, chains, bars and alarms. In addition, activities which
are perceived as dangerous are avoided, including walking down certain
streets, getting too close to particular types of people, going to certain
forms of entertainment or travelling on public transport (ibid.: 341). This
latter activity is particularly relevant due to the fear of using London
public transport following the 7 July suicide bombs.13

Public fear also leads to more prosperous citizens protecting themselves
and their property by moving from the neighbourhood, leading to inci-
dences of crime being displaced onto those already suffering from other
social and economic disadvantages (Sampson and Wooldredge, 1986;
Hough, 1994; Lea and Young, 1984). Consequently, the sense of com-
munity and neighbourhood fractures, transforming some public places
into no-go areas that only confirm the apparent need to protect the
public from the surrounding crisis. This increasing public fear of crime is
a structural feature of late modern urban society whereby life is intrins-
ically more insecure than for earlier generations. In these conditions of
uncertainty it is likely to make people worry about the world becoming a
more difficult, less controllable and more hostile place (Hough, 1994: 5).
As a result of public insecurities, the criminal-celebrity trend is affected 
as public fear outweighs their ability to resonate with lawbreaker glam-
our, daring or subversive heroism, reducing the governing powers of 
celebrated criminality.

Crime coverage in the media has a considerable role in public fearful-
ness and perception of crime as it focuses on violent, dramatic and sens-
ational lawbreaking and deviance (Wilson and Ashton, 2001: 45, 50). The
media provide fuel for the fear of being victimized by focusing on 
the criminal acts themselves, along with the far-reaching and long-term
impact of the offence on the victims and their families. Importantly, this
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ties into the dilution of criminal-celebrity, for as people fear the conse-
quences of being a victim of crime they fail to resonate, thus depriving
the celebration of criminality of its key source of existence. The press
portray a particular image of crime and criminality that is largely melo-
dramatic, often with a focus on iniquitous crimes. This is easily able to
increase fear through the random choice of victims, lack of responsibility
or conscience accompanying criminal behaviour, and the dramatization
of events and victimization risks (Best, 1999: xii; Box, Hale and Andrews,
1988: 342). For example, during the five years of the Yorkshire Ripper
murders, thousands of women lived in fear fuelled by the media coverage
and a highly publicized police investigation.14 Consequently, melodrama
aids in selling a perception of crime to the public that is not necessarily
real, but capable of undermining the criminal-celebrity trend by stimulat-
ing fear of crime, while helping the media to profit through sales. 

The market of fear is related by Kappeler, Blumberg and Potter (1993)
to the distinctive tendency of people to mythologize what they fear,
thus forming mythic monsters that represent social concerns and fears
of the time. An exemplary crime myth in twenty-first-century society is
the fear of random and seemingly senseless violence of the iniquitous
crimes of terrorism and also serial killing, both of which have become
iconic (Brownstein, 1995: 76–7). For example, the bombings of the New
York Twin Towers on 11 September 2001, claiming thousands of lives,
marked the beginning of a Western war on terrorism targeting Osama Bin
Laden and Al-Qaeda.15 They have become a mythic monster, aided by the
former Bin Laden remaining elusive following the attack. Fear in a society
threatened by terrorism is high, not only due to the incomprehensibility
of the act, but also that the victim could be anyone, at anytime and any-
where. Thus the projection and publicity of crime via the mass media
have meant that ‘fear is produced more readily in the modern com-
munity than it was earlier in our history’ (Sutherland, 1950: 143). Con-
sequently, criminal-celebrity’s categories of social bandit and criminal
hero are unlikely to occur while iniquitous criminals appear to flour-
ish, marking a dilution of the trend towards something darker and less
glamorous. 

The role of perceptions of risk and fear is a phenomenon potentially
quite separate from the actual risk of crime itself (Young, 2003: 567).
Young suggests that fear can be regarded as a problem that is autonomous
from crime, as it becomes a metaphor for other types of urban unease,
including urban development, or the displacement of other fears, such 
as racism or psychological difficulties. Consequently, the existence and
strength of the criminal-celebrity trend and thus celebrated criminality
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are threatened by fearful perceptions of risk and crime that cannot nec-
essarily be reassured or satisfied by the production of opposing evid-
ence. Hence flawed public understanding is part of the spiralling fear of
the crime problem. This is despite the fact that such fears of a perpet-
ual sense of crisis and a need for public protection are not necessarily
in accord with the evidence. 

Fear of crime as part of new emotivism within the culture of control
can be interpreted as an important component in undermining both
criminal-celebrity and celebrated criminality. Increasing levels of fear of
crime lessen public resonance and the opportunity for the criminal-
celebrity trend to thrive. This situation is only exacerbated by a ground-
swell of support for more retributive and punitive crime measures, due to
fear. Interestingly, these changes continue despite a steady decline in
crime rates for suburban middle-class whites who are the segment of the
population from which the strongest support for new get-tough measures
comes (Simon and Feeley, 1995: 154). The culture of control further 
displays new emotivism via retribution and punitivity in the indices of
change: the decline of the rehabilitative ideal, the re-emergence of puni-
tive sanctions and expressive justice, and changes in the emotional tone
of crime policy. These three indices of change reflect that with the growth
of fear the public emotional response has shifted towards retribution 
and subsequent punitivity. Consequently, the appeal of liberal penal pol-
icies such as rehabilitation has been reduced and there is growth in
incarceration and punishment. Thus three more of Garland’s culture of
control indices of change mark new emotivism as contributing to the
undermining of the category composition of criminal-celebrity.

The ideal that rehabilitation works is declining according to the culture
of control, while growing punitivity and expressive justice reflect growing
fear of crime among the public, who seek protection in a time of per-
ceived chaos. These two indices of change – the decline of the rehabil-
itative ideal and re-emergence of punitive sanctions and expressive justice
– highlight a successful juxtaposition of a frightening present against a
romanticized past, creating a market for outrage, and with punitivity
being employed as cultural capital (Sanders and Lyon, 1995: 31). In such
circumstances fear is expressed through retribution and punitivity, parti-
cularly with the media portraying the harm inflicted on victims in ever
more harrowing terms (Jenkins, 1992: 7, 9). A crime story can become a
morality tale that is a form of manufactured social control. It draws upon
a combination of fear, retribution and punitivity, shaking public support
and belief in the usefulness or success of rehabilitation and promoting
the need for harsh punishment. 
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The campain for the naming and shaming of paedophiles, following
the abduction and murder of Sarah Payne in 2000, led by the News 
of the World, effectively illustrates the power of public fear leading to 
retribution and punitivity towards this particular crime. The news-
paper’s campaign led to street disturbances and protests in the Paulsgrove
area in Portsmouth (Mason, 2003: 7–8). Attacks even occurred on a pae-
diatrician and his family as a result of being mistaken for a paedophile
due to his job title. The events in Portsmouth exemplify the shift towards
retribution and punitivity, along with the dangers of such responses
when motivated by emotivism, while also highlighting the relationship
between public fear of crime and melodramatic media campaigns and
coverage. It would appear that the media’s melodramatic view can distort
the nature of crime, and frighten and confuse the public, while stimulat-
ing desires for retribution and punitivity and a decline in the belief of
rehabilitation (Best, 1999: xii). Therefore, the media contribute to the
restriction of public resonance with criminality, rendering little hope of
improving declining resonance for the criminal-celebrity trend while
public fear remains irrefutable. 

New emotivism demonstrates the governing power of the culture of
control via growing retribution and punitivity along with a declining
belief in the ideal of rehabilitation. It governs the public in a manner
that rejects the celebration of criminality, stopping resonance by asserting
crime and criminality as the enemy. Within such an emotive environ-
ment, where the public are fearful and angry regarding crime, there are
important consequences at a policy level. Garland (2001: 11) argues that,
‘the emotional temperature of policy-making has shifted from cool to
hot’, highlighting changes in the emotional tone of crime policy, which
is the fifth of the culture of control indices of change that contribute to
new emotivism. In the culture of control a range of emotive criminal
justice practices are occurring that reflect a new emotive tone within
crime policy. For instance, there are growing penal practices with the
intention of humiliation, degradation or brutalization of the offender,
including probation or community work sanctions where the individual
wears stigmatic clothing and/or menial labour is conducted in public
(Pratt, 2000: 418–19). Perhaps the most evident example of the latter is
the use of prisoner chain gangs in America who have to advertise their
offender status through clothing and work in public places. 

The most revealing evidence of the changing emotional tone of 
crime policy is the use of vocabulary to articulate and respond to public 
anxieties while also feeding fears and anger (Hough, 1994: 5). The tone of
much crime policy discussion and promotion is carefully constructed to
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demonstrate the seriousness with which policy makers treat public
concerns regarding crime as well as public fears, whether or not they
are based on evidence. Subsequently, policy moves implement and
reinforce the decline of the rehabilitative ideal and the re-emergence of
punitive sanctions and expressive justice. In other words, policy and
the public emotions of retribution and punitivity reflect each other. An
illuminating example of this changing emotional tone of crime policy
is the war on crime rhetoric which provides further support for new
emotivism and plays an important role within culture of control as
government, and dilutes criminal-celebrity as a controlling force.

War on crime rhetoric is used in increasingly mediated campaigns
and policy steps against certain forms of crime. The rhetoric of the war
on crime policy taps into emotivism by verbalizing its intent to protect
the public and demonstrating expressive and punitive justice. Further-
more, it tackles the culture of control’s indices of change, such as the per-
petual sense of crisis, in its ability to convey firmness and resolve in the
face of the problem that is being attacked. It suggests and portrays a
common threat or enemy, encouraging the public to resonate with those
declaring war. Consequently, new emotivism is displayed through the
language of war, which is not merely a strategy evoking emotion, but a
route to inspire resonance with the authorities rather than with criminals.
Thus criminal-celebrity is further undermined in its ability to control.
Wacquant (1999: 339) refers to ‘mots d’ordres’ to describe the language of
politics as possessing symbolic value and also as an agency to incite law
and order. This symbolic value is being used in both the USA and Britain
through the terminology of war in association with publicly perceived
threats such as drugs and anti-social behaviour, thus exploiting the capital
of symbolic action (Newburn, 2002: 175). 

New emotivism, as part of the culture of control as government, con-
structs a world and society that need war on crime campaigns. It suggests
that the only response is through a language that crime understands,
namely, force and war (Elias, 1993a: 22). For example, the language of
war on crime focuses on being ‘alert’, ‘battling’, ‘crackdown’, ‘mission’,
‘peril’ and ‘search and destroy’. Thus ‘war is how we address crime’ (ibid.:
23–4) and as such the culture of control governs through seeking war 
and not peace. This is despite successive wars on crime failing to fulfil
their aims and objectives of radically decreasing crime and protecting the
public from victimization (ibid.: 23–4). It is crucial to note that such wars
cannot be won completely, for drugs, crime and poverty are not fully
eradicable, leading such wars to represent both the best and worst of sym-
bolic politics (Newburn, 2002: 175). As Elias (1993b) argues, society is
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increasingly a culture of violent solutions, even if our violence solves
nothing at all. Thus when random official violence does not suffice,
the organized violence of war is used (Elias, 1993a: 21). 

The rhetoric of war on crime neatly ties together the first five indices
of change identified by Garland in the culture of control and which
contribute to new emotivism. New emotivism through war on crime
highlights that there is a perpetual sense of crisis regarding crime from
which the public must be protected, which in turn perpetuates the
decline of the rehabilitative ideal, the re-emergence of punitive sanc-
tions and expressive justice, and ultimately changes in the emotional
tone of crime policy. Thus war on crime as an embodiment of new
emotivism highlights the undermining process of the celebration of
crime by stimulating public resonance to reject crime through fear and
angry desires for retribution and punitivity, and the government has
responded to this with a new emotional tone within its crime policy.

The return of the victim

The last of the culture of control’s defining indices of change that fall
within the definition of new emotivism and contribute to the under-
mining of celebrated criminality is that of the ‘return of the victim’.
This refers to the victim being placed in the position of a key player
within criminal justice at the beginning of the twenty-first century.
The return of the victim makes a significant contribution to the culture
of control undermining criminal-celebrity and celebrated criminality
in its current form as governance, because it provides a rival focal point
to the stimulation of resonance. This is effectively illustrated by high-
profile child-abduction victim Madeleine McCann, whose disappear-
ance in 2007 led to international outrage and a reward of £2.5 million
being offered for information leading to her return.16 Several years after
the event it is still possible for well-wishers to donate via the official
website, fundraising events are still being held and wrist bands and 
T-shirts are for sale, all in order to continue collecting money to
support the investigation into the disappearance of McCann. It would
appear that a celebrated victim, if marketed correctly, is able to amass
large sums of money. This association of a celebrated victim with money
is reflected in the Shannon Matthews case, which involved nine-year-old
Matthews being kidnapped, drugged and hidden by her mother and her
partner in order to collect reward money which eventually reached
£50,000.17

In a fearful society, the victim, particularly if they are a child, becomes
a well-known celebrity figure while the criminal is demonized, making it
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harder, even impossible, for the lawbreaker to become celebrated. Prior to
the ‘return of the victim’, the individual victim hardly featured in the
penal-welfare framework other than as a member of the public whose
complaints triggered state action. They were reduced to being simply a
complainant and witness rather than a party to the proceedings. More-
over, the injuries of victims were mostly unacknowledged or uncompens-
ated, while care and attention were lavished on individual offenders in
order to assess their progress towards rehabilitation (Garland, 2001: 11).
The standard state response to the criticism that victims were being over-
looked was that the victim’s interests were subsumed within the public
response. Or, in other words, in the long run, correctionalist policies were
in the interest of the victim, the public and the offender (ibid.: 11, 121). 

This situation has changed within the culture of control with the past
tendency to overlook and ignore victims shifting so that victimization is
no longer at the margins of social life and now represents a ‘central motor
of change’ (Young, 1999: 35). The victim has become a symbolic figure
taking on a life of its own as a representative character whose experience
is common and collective rather than individual and atypical (Garland,
2001: 11). Their suffering comes to represent the immediate and is 
personalized with victims speaking directly to the fears and angers of 
the public, producing resonance through identification, which is sub-
sequently turned to political and commercial use (ibid.: 144). Con-
sequently, the media have come to view victims as a generic group who
are both newsworthy and deserving of public and criminal justice support
(Goodey, 2005: 12) resulting in a new cultural theme of collective vic-
timhood. A novel relationship between the individual symbolic victim
and the institutions of crime control and criminal justice has emerged
(Garland, 2001: 12). The victim now plays a role in political debate and
policy while also becoming detached from organized victim movements
or opinions of surveyed victims. Thus they have become a focal point as a
projected, politicized, image of the victim. This shift renders it important
to establish why the victim has returned within the culture of control and
how it undermines criminal-celebrity.

Garland’s (2001: 179–80) musings about a reversal of the axis of 
individuation is insightful into why victims have returned during the
culture of control as a new emotive force. He refers to the new indi-
vidualization whereby the underdog status of an offender is under-
mined by their individualization as fully consenting and rational
individuals who choose their criminality, rather than deprived and
desperate individuals who need help. Therefore, the interpretation of
an offender as the underdog declines along with the rehabilitative ideal
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(ibid.: 179–80) and thus damages the public resonance with criminal-
ity. Meanwhile Goodey (2005: 12) comments that the return of the
victim can be linked to an increase in official crime rates and hidden
crime which have contributed to heightened fear of crime, intolerance
towards crime and social disorder, failure of offender rehabilitation and
its replacement by retributive justice. This ties in neatly to Garland’s
indices of change within new emotivism, reinforcing their contribu-
tion as part of the culture of control which dilutes and undermines
criminal-celebrity.

Evidence of how the return of the victim is occurring and impacting
upon society is highlighted by criminal justice agencies developing a
very different relationship to individual victims. Interestingly, it is the
question of how the victim is returning that sheds light upon how this
is affecting criminal-celebrity as a dominant trend in celebrated crim-
inality. The foundation of change regarding the victim was laid in the
1950s when developments began to give crime victims a voice in polit-
ical and policy arenas (Mawby and Walklate, 1994: 69); however, it was
not until the 1980s and 1990s that an organized victim movement
gained momentum. This occurred through multiple routes including
the women’s movement, children’s rights, the perception of a growing
crime problem, and victim compensation and legal reforms (Doerner
and Lab, 1998: 16–18). The success of the fight for victims’ rights cannot
be solely credited to special interest groups championing victim causes,
but also the criminal justice system. The criminal justice systems of
Britain and the USA made moves to rectify criticism over their handling
of victims who have much to lose and little to gain in their involvement
in case prosecution. As a result, there has been a growing focus on victim
support and investing in increasing victim involvement (ibid.: 255–6). 

The new focus on victims has led to efforts being made to understand
and implement the best ways of aiding and supporting them by identify-
ing their needs. The 1998 British Crime Survey (BCS) illustrated the
return of the victim to the criminal justice system by tracing the variety
of reactions by victims of crime in order to improve help. These reactions
range from emotional problems to a need for practical help, and confirm
the claims that what a victim wants depends on factors such as gender,
ethnicity and the type of crime experienced (Wilson and Ashton, 2001:
56). Growing awareness of victim needs has, according to Goodey (2005),
led to a series of victim rights and compensations, and a voice in criminal
proceedings ranging from separate waiting rooms to victim-impact state-
ments. In addition, victim opinions are also becoming valued and accom-
modated by being offered to the judge regarding sentencing, as well as
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parole boards about release (Garland, 2001: 121–2). Restorative justice
(see Goodey, 2005: 183–8) has also emerged, revealing victim-centred
policy that seeks to restore not just property or compensate for per-
sonal injury, but also to restore a sense of security by re-empowering
the victim (Braithwaite, 1998: 328). It would appear that the return 
of the victim is marked by them becoming valued and central to the
criminal justice process. 

The return of the victim has involved them becoming what appears to
be the favoured constituency within criminal justice. This is reflected by
agencies keeping victims better informed, treated with greater sensitivity
and given access to support as well as provided with compensation for
injuries (Garland, 2001: 121). However, according to Elias (1993a), there
is another purpose behind the return of the victim than simply providing
them with better rights and support. He argues that much of the favour
shown towards victims demonstrates the political intent of producing a
flurry of new policy and victim initiatives that reflect an agenda of emo-
tional and punitive policy towards crime and society. For instance, the
interests and feelings of the victims – actual victims, victims’ families,
potential victims and the projected figure of the victim – are being rou-
tinely invoked to support punitive measures (Garland 2001: 11). They are
being used to portray that the best method to help themselves as victims
and the public, who embody other potential victims, is to curb offender
rights and increase police powers. Consequently, it can be suggested that
the real meaning behind the return of the victim to crime policy is that
victims are being politically manipulated rendering them still victims
(Elias, 1993a: vii, 3). In such an environment where the victim has
returned, opportunities for the offender to gain public resonance and
thus celebrated status are undermined, limiting the ranks of criminal-
celebrity other than through iniquity.

The congenial conditions provided by new emotivism within the
culture of control have aided in the return of the victim which has in
turn contributed to diluting and undermining the governing abilities
of the criminal-celebrity trend and celebrated criminality. The victim is
coming to replace the offender as a celebrated form. Offenders’ actions
are being rendered non-heroic, admirable or worthy of celebration by
the new political imperative that victims must be protected, their voices
heard, memory honoured, anger expressed and fears addressed (Garland,
2001: 11). Consequently, the returning victim does little to propagate
criminal-celebrity as it creates personalized and visible victims, for exam-
ple through the 1996 Victim’s Charter, which provided rights to the vic-
timized and contributed to making victims visible (Goodey, 2005: 128).
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This visibility is important as it undermines the capacity of criminals
to gain resonance and celebrated status because the victim becomes
personalized, becomes a person with whom the public will feel sympa-
thy. The possibility of resonance with criminality is further decreased
by the view that presenting any compassion for them is an insult to
the victim and their family (Garland, 2001: 143). Therefore, just as the
victim becomes visible, so the offender (who is potentially a criminal-
celebrity) is largely nullified. 

The increasing return of the victim to visibility in the criminal justice
system and their personalization via the celebrated victim trend has
meant that a criminal has less opportunity to be romanticized as a rebel
against an oppressive force. Instead, criminal-celebrities become vic-
timizers of the innocent or simply vicious thugs. In turn their behaviour
becomes virtually indefensible, for they are not fighting for a greater
public cause, but for their own personal gain. Unlike their predecessors,
who have been victims due to social injustice and tyranny or other forms
of social instability, the majority of criminal-celebrities from the mid-
twentieth century onwards have not been motivated by such causes.
They have, in the eyes of the public, joined ranks with other perceived
wicked, oppressive and threatening entities such as the wealthy and 
powerful, and also, at times, the government. As such the criminal
cannot be embraced as a rebel, a free man in a society in which those
who do not have liberty are seen as exploited and oppressed; they are not
a revolt against law and morality or a talisman of liberty and pleasure
(Hibbert, 1963: 301). Instead, the criminal-celebrity is beginning to be
perceived without romanticization due to the return of personalized
victims. Criminal-celebrities are being perceived as self-oriented, profit-
driven and violent lawbreakers, which prevents them from playing down
their role as a victimizer.

Criminological thought and criminal justice policy and structure 

The second part of the argument regarding the culture of control under-
mining criminal-celebrity by significantly damaging resonance and thus
posing a credible threat to celebrated criminality in its current form, does
not fall under new emotivism. Instead, it ties into changing criminal
justice policy and structure, which can be related to the final six culture
of control indices of change:

7. the transformation of criminological thought 
8. politicization and the new populism 
9. the reinvention of the prison 
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10. the expanding infrastructure of crime prevention and community
safety

11. civil society and the commercialization of crime control 
12. new management styles and working practices 

These six indices of changes are interpreted as more than merely charac-
teristic of the culture of control. They have a three-way role as causes, cat-
alysts and also consequences of and within the culture of control. As
causes, the indices of change within criminological thought and criminal
justice policy and structure provide the foundation for the culture of
control in that they cause it to occur; meanwhile, as catalysts, the indices
encourage and speed up the development of the culture of control; and as
consequences they are a direct response to other changes such as new
emotivism. This three-way role reflects the diverse ways in which the
culture of control can be interpreted. It cannot be pinned down neatly 
as simply a cause, catalyst or consequence, for these latter six indices of
changes are hybrid of all three facets.

Transformation of criminological thought

The transformation of criminological thought beyond nineteenth- and
twentieth-century modernity is important to the weakening of criminal-
celebrity. This is because it highlights that criminological explanations for
criminality have moved beyond simply suggesting that criminals possess
abnormal psychology and physiology but instead also considers socio-
logical contributions to the formation of lawbreakers (Hollin, 2002: 147–9;
Rock, 2002: 74–5; Garland, 2001: 15). This modernist period was a 

criminological episteme, [that] was both historically distinctive and
structured in a fashion that was well adapted to the individualizing
processes of criminal justice and the social rationality of the welfare
state. (Garland, 2001: 15)

It was in this environment that, according to Rock’s (1994) The History of
Criminology, criminology was largely defined by the central explanatory
theme of the modern world, namely, social deprivation. This suggested
that the solution for crime lay in individualized corrective treatment,
support and supervision of families and in welfare-enhancing meas-
ures (Garland, 2001: 15). The notion of social deprivation was useful to
the formation of criminal-celebrity as criminality could tap resonance
through public sympathies and pity for class deficiency. However, the
post-modern period is marked by a different set of criminological ideas
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emerging and influencing policy and contributing to the culture of
control.

The theories of post-modernity, which shape public and official think-
ing and action, are predominantly control theories whereby crime is a
problem not of deprivation, but of inadequate forms of control. Con-
sequently, social controls, situation controls and self-controls are the
dominant themes of criminology thought and the subsequent crime-
control policies to which they give rise (ibid.: 15). Control theories are a
dark vision of the human condition, which assumes that individuals are
self-serving, anti-social and attracted to criminal conduct unless mani-
pulated, guided and disciplined. For example, video and DVD piracy is
being emphasized in campaigns as funding terrorism as well as drug and
human trafficking.18 Despite this, the market for illegal movies continues
due to individuals who accommodate crimes that do not necessarily
directly affect them in order to obtain cheap and pre-release movies. Such
views and interpretations of society undermine the celebration of crim-
inality, as it can no longer tap a romanticized, heroic image. The shift
away from the modernist approach to crime towards the post-modern
stance is significant as it marks the growing importance and consider-
ation of control, supporting the culture of control as a governing force
within contemporary society. 

The growing importance of control to understanding and thinking
about crime and criminality ties in neatly to another current of crimino-
logical thought that Garland (2001) identifies as developing within the
era of the culture of control. Namely, control theories of everyday life
such as criminology of the self, which strip criminal-celebrity of its
celebrity by allaying disproportionate fears and promoting preventative
action (ibid.: 137). Criminology of the self turns crime and criminals into
mundane, routine events making offenders into normal, rational con-
sumers who are ‘just like us’ (Rock, 2002: 60–1; Felson, 1994: 20). Crime is
understood as an occurrence which necessitates no special motivation,
disposition, pathology or abnormality. Subsequently, criminology of 
the self normalizes criminality and further contributes to undermining
criminal-celebrity. It highlights a process whereby resonance with the
criminal-celebrity trend becomes undermined by reducing the glamour
and appeal of criminality because it appears to be mundane and routine.
The achievement of celebrity by criminality is reduced through normal-
izing and deglamorizing crime, making it more difficult to achieve public
resonance. 

Interestingly, behind the criminology of the self-control theory is a
diametrically opposed approach referred to as criminology of the other
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(Garland, 2001: 137). This approach is of ‘the threatening outcast, the
fearsome stranger, the excluded and the embittered’ which demonizes
the criminal, acting out popular fears and endorsing state punishment
(ibid.: 137). Although this stance does promote resonance with criminal-
ity through fears and melodrama, it does, however, inspire fear of crime
that reduces the public ability to resonate with criminality, aiding in the
dilution of the criminal-celebrity trend. Despite the theories of crimino-
logy of the other and criminology of the self being in stark contrast 
to one another, they co-exist within the culture of control and weaken
criminal-celebrity as governance (ibid.: 182). Therefore, the contribution
of the transformation of criminological thought towards the weaken-
ing of criminal-celebrity can be argued as a fundamental undermining
process. 

Shifting criminal justice policy and structure

New emotivism and the transformation of criminological thought as
part of the dilution process of criminal-celebrity, and thus also cele-
brated criminality in its current form, are also joined by the final five
indices of change which fall under the broad theme of a shift within
criminal justice policy and structure. These shifts are interlinked with
the decline of the rehabilitative ideal within new emotivism, which
helps create a vacuum within criminal justice for the treatment and
handling of criminals. Fitting into this space, and thus demonstrating
itself as a response to circumstances, is the index of change referred to
as politicization and the new populism. This change emphasizes the
shift within politics towards a new consensus, which is formed around
‘penal measures that are perceived as tough, smart and popular with
the public’ (ibid.: 14). In other words, public opinion is operating as a
privileged source rather than being an occasional brake on policy init-
iatives as it was in the past (ibid.: 13; Pratt, 2002: 163). As a result,
policy initiatives and attitudes are announced in political settings with
sound-bite statements such as ‘Three-strikes and you’re out’, ‘Adult
time for adult crime’, ‘Zero-tolerance’ and ‘Tough on crime, tough on
the causes of crime’ (Zimring, 1996: 243–56). Within this situation the
existence of the criminal-celebrity as well as celebrated criminality in
its current form is threatened. Resonance with criminality is under-
mined, which weakens criminal-celebrity and thus threatens the cele-
bration of crime through increasing public involvement in rejecting it.

Within the arena of politicization and the new populism another cul-
ture of control’s index of change, the reinvention of the prison, plays 
an important role. During the modern period prison was viewed as a 
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necessary last resort, despite being counter-productive and poorly 
oriented to correctionalist goals. However, post-modernity marked by
the culture of control highlights a shift in this view of prison, in that
since the 1970s the steepest and most sustained increase in the rate 
of imprisonment has been recorded in both the USA and Britain 
(Pratt, 2002: 177). The prison is no longer a last resort, but has been
reinvented to portray that ‘prison works’ – not as a form of rehabilit-
ation, which is in decline, but as a means of incapacitation and
punishment that keeps the public safe (ibid.: 179–80; Garland, 1990:
289–90; Garland, 2001: 14). It has transformed itself into a seemingly
‘indispensable pillar of contemporary social order’ (Garland, 2001: 14).
The reinvention of prison combined with politicization and new pop-
ulism contributes to the undermining of criminal-celebrity by actively
making criminality into the undesirable enemy of the public within crim-
inal justice. This shift, supported by coinciding theories of the crimino-
logy of the other and criminology of the self, alienates criminality from
public resonance and undermines the possibility of criminals gaining
celebrity. 

Besides the reinvention of the prison, other significant criminal justice
policy and structural shifts are occurring that reflect the emerging culture
of control as Foucauldian government. Such a shift includes methods of
tackling crime, which have become decollectivized since the 1970s and
are no longer the sole province of the state (Loader and Sparks, 2002:
88–9). These shifts involve two more of the culture of control’s indices of
change: the expanding infrastructure of crime prevention and commu-
nity safety; and civil society and the commercialization of crime control.
These two changes highlight the characteristic quality of the culture 
of control to shift away from state control towards multiple forms of 
governing. The expanding infrastructure of crime prevention and 
community safety creates a structure that is assembled at a local level 
to target crime made up of a network of partnership arrangements and
inter-agency agreements. 

Importantly, all these interconnections foster crime prevention and
enhance community safety through community involvement (Crawford,
1998: 124–5; Garland, 2001: 16). For example, community policing (Craw-
ford, 1998: 46–147), Safer City programmes (ibid.: 52–8), Neighbourhood
Watch (ibid.: 147–50) and crime-prevention panels are all oriented towards
prevention, security, harm-reduction, loss-reduction and fear-reduction,
which are different to traditional goals of punishment (Garland, 2001:
17). The shift towards crime prevention and community safety is accom-
panied by what Garland (2001: 17) defines as civil society and the com-
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mercialization of crime control, which reflects the cluster of preventative
practices that straddles the public and private and therefore beyond the
powers of the state. Consequently, there have been developments such as
the rapid expansion of the private security industry (Loader and Sparks,
2002: 90–1) at the beginning of the twenty-first century. 

The culture of control indices of change towards crime prevention
and community safety, as well as civil society and the commercial-
ization of crime control, further the dilution and undermining process
of criminal-celebrity and celebrated criminality, with both changes mark-
ing a normalization and routinization of crime. Crime prevention and
community safety are particularly useful in weakening the celebration of
criminality by making crime routine and a normal problem in society,
with every individual member of the public responsible for fighting it.
Criminals are made into a direct threat to the individual, who in response
takes a role in preventing victimization by ‘doing their bit’. For example,
the neighbourhood watch scheme involves local people taking respons-
ibility for their safety and preventing victimization through crime by sup-
porting and watching out for one another. This provides further support
and evidence that criminal justice policy and structure are changing to
the disadvantage of the celebration of criminality through normalization
and reconfiguration of how crime is tackled, as shown through increasing
decentralization.

The five indices of change within criminological theory and criminal
justice policy and structure lay a foundation which provides a congenial
environment for the final culture of control index of change, namely,
new management styles and working practices. This change demonstrates
that criminal justice, despite being understood in the past to be a crime-
fighting force, is increasingly a responsive public service aiming to reduce
fear, disorder and incivility (Garland, 2001: 18). Feeley and Simon (1996:
368–9) refer to the shift towards new management styles and working
practices as a new penology. They argue that criminal justice is no longer
about punishing or rehabilitating offenders, but identifying and mana-
ging unruly groups. This ties in well to the notion that the culture of con-
trol is undermining criminal-celebrity by normalizing it and making it 
a mundane everyday occurrence, unworthy of celebration. In addition,
new penology interweaves with the reinvention of the prison as a hold-
ing pen for the unruly and the need for expanding crime prevention and
community safety as well as commercializing crime control.

The new management styles and working practices are particularly
evident as criminal justice agencies become more business-like (New-
burn, 2003: 260), for example through New Public Management (NPM).
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According to Raine and Willson, ‘the perceived attributes of the well-run
private sector company (of high efficiency, of explicit accountabilities, of
clear objectives, and of measured performance)’ (1993: 23) are increas-
ingly applied to management in the police, prison and probation services
and other agencies. The key characteristics of NPM remain disputed but
include emphasis on achieving results rather than administering pro-
cesses, identification of core competencies, the redesignation of clients as
customers, explicit targets and performance indicators, cost-effectiveness
and management measures which narrow and regulate professional dis-
cretion (Newburn, 2003: 260). Within this environment little room is
provided for resonance and the celebration of crime in the form of the
criminal-celebrity trend as criminality becomes routine and bureaucratic,
rather than rebellious and exciting.

The achievement of criminal-celebrity status is becoming undermined
by a general decline in public resonance with criminality. This decline 
is twofold. Firstly, it is related to underworld exhibitionists and their
growing pursuit of celebrity status leading to devaluation due to over-
saturation and over-commercialization of criminal-celebrities. The second
component in the decline of resonance is the emergence of the culture of
control which undermines the celebration of criminality via new emo-
tivism, as well as changes within criminological theory and criminal
justice policy and structure. Of particular significance is the growth of
public fear of crime that has confined and reduced the public ability to
resonate with criminal-celebrity. As a result of reduced public resonance
with criminality, which is largely due to the emergence of culture of
control as Foucauldian government, the criminal-celebrity trend is declin-
ing, forcing celebrated criminality into a position whereby it must evolve
in order to survive as a form of governance. The next chapter will explore
how celebrated criminality has evolved in order to meet the threat of
becoming undermined by changing circumstances. This will be through
exploring the second trend of celebrated criminality, which is growing to
replace criminal-celebrity, namely, rogue celebrity, whereby celebrities
become associated with or commit criminal or deviant acts.
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6
The Evolution of Celebrated
Criminality

The rise of celebrated criminality through the culture industry and its
subsequent dilution through the undermining of its dominant trend,
criminal-celebrity, changed in response to shifting circumstances.
Celebrated criminality has evolved in the face of being threatened as a
governance form with the growth and dominance of its second and pre-
viously subsidiary trend of rogue celebrity (celebrities who become asso-
ciated with or commit criminal or deviant acts). This trend has emerged
to become the dominant trend, replacing criminal-celebrity, within cele-
brated criminality. This chapter investigates the rise and increasing dom-
inance of the rogue celebrity within celebrated criminality as briefly
outlined in Chapter 3. By using media coverage of rogue-celebrity stories
it will be argued that rogue celebrity is aiding celebrated criminality to
evolve and survive the undermining processes of the Foucauldian gov-
ernment of the culture of control. A rogue-celebrity conceptualization
and exploration of stories within the public domain of the impact of wild
behaviour upon celebrity careers, image and status will be used to illus-
trate why certain rogue celebrities fail to survive their association with
criminality and deviance, while others appear to benefit from their
actions. Additionally, the wider implications of rogue celebrity are
analysed in relation to their treatment within the criminal justice system.

Rogue celebrity, charisma and re-enchanting the 
disenchanted world

Rogue celebrities are those celebrities who either achieve their status
through being deviant from the outset or whose celebrated status
becomes associated with, and subsumed by, criminal or deviant acts.
Rogue celebrity encapsulates ordinariness in that they can err on the



wrong side of the law like any other member of the public can, while at
the same time being part of the glamorous celebrated world. Thus rogue
celebrity is a contradiction that stands within Max Weber’s (1946) disen-
chanted world. Weber (1946: 155) wrote, ‘The fate of our times is charac-
terized by rationalization and intellectualization and, above all, by the
“disenchantment of the world”’ whereby ‘the bearing of man [has been]
denuded of its mystical but inwardly genuine plasticity’ (ibid.: 148). 

Weber’s use of the term disenchantment rather than secularization is
suggestive because it points to his concern with subjective experience as
well as patterns of social organization and thought. Disenchantment
highlights the progressive disillusionment of the world whereby the
magical, mystical and religious are being slowly eliminated in favour of
the rational, scientific and bureaucratic. There are no longer ‘mysterious
incalculable forces that come into play, but rather that one can, in prin-
ciple, master all things by calculation’ (ibid.: 139). Weber’s concerns over
disenchantment depend on the assumption that humankind can in prin-
ciple master all forces and thus destroy all mysteries. He argues that
mystery is to be solved by science, technology or other worldly efforts,
and, consequently, that the public no longer wish to enter into mysteries,
but to conquer them by making them calculable and predictable. How-
ever, contemporary science suggests that not all of the factors that cause
an event in all of its particularity can be known, therefore mastery can
only ever be approximate. Therefore, contemporary society does have the
phenomenon of celebrity and perhaps more significantly rogue celebrity,
which fascinates and enchants, raising the question as to just how dis-
enchanted is our society? 

The disenchanted world is illustrated through charisma and the
movement towards institutionalizing the independent realm of charis-
matic leadership. Charisma is 

a quality regarded as extraordinary and attributed to a person … The
latter is believed to be endowed with power and properties, which
are supernatural and superhuman, or at least exceptional even
where accessible to others. (Weber, 1968: 241)

Those in possession of charisma are understood by Weber to be natural
leaders who emerge in times of psychological, physical, economic, ethical,
religious or political distress. They are not office holders and do not
possess expert knowledge but instead they are those individuals whose
specific gifts of body and spirit are not accessible to everyone and are often
believed to be supernatural (ibid.: 18–19). These charismatic individuals
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are an important source of enchantment in that they supply drama,
daring, excitement and heroism. Unfortunately, the processes of rational-
ism and institutions of the post-modern world contribute to the dis-
enchanted world by institutionalizing charisma. Charisma is absorbed
into post-modern society where it undermines the charismatic, who rep-
resented the rejection of private gain for the service of others, gaining and
maintaining authority solely by proving strength and basing it upon an
emotional form of communal relations (ibid.: 21–2, 50, 54). The charis-
matic leader is becoming routinized, changing the message of charisma
into dogma, doctrine, regulations, law and rigid tradition (ibid.: 88).
Charisma is being disenchanted. As a result, even the charismatic leader
‘endowed with power and properties, which are supernatural and super-
human, or at least exceptional even where accessible to others’ (ibid.:
241) is becoming disenchanted. 

Although Weber’s understanding of the ‘disenchantment of the world’,
particularly in relation to charisma, does shed light upon societal shifts, it
fails to adequately accommodate for celebrity or celebrated criminality,
raising the question as to just how disenchanted is our society? Cele-
brities, according to Dyer (1999: 42) orchestrate appealing contradictory
elements which allow resonance. They are both ordinary, making them
‘one of us’ in the eyes of the public, and extraordinary, according to the
mass media. Celebrities provide a route to re-enchanting the world via
their dual status. However, contradictory elements are even better repre-
sented in the celebrated criminality trend of rogue celebrity than in
celebrity as it asserts even more strongly the ordinary among the extra-
ordinary. The increasing dominance of rogue celebrity as part of the evo-
lution of celebrated criminality is coming to play an important part in
re-enchanting disenchanted society. For although the charismatic leader,
as defined by Weber, may be in decline due to the disenchantment 
of the world, the subversive trend of rogue celebrities is causing a re-
enchantment of the world. Rogue celebrity offers re-enchantment by
allowing the public to vicariously live out daring and rebellious dreams
and fantasies, while also suggesting that there is no need to possess a
Weberian supernatural charisma to enter the enchanted celebrity world.
They also re-enchant by encapsulating elements of charismatic leader-
ship, For instance, they stand outside the societal norms on a twofold
level: as celebrities and as criminals or deviants. 

The significance of this double status is that rogue celebrities bridge
the gap between the enchanted world where charisma thrives and the
disenchanted world where charisma perishes. They provide a form of
entertainment that fulfils the ‘set of specific and fickle audiences … by
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[being], deviant, daring, and even oppositional to the values of these
audiences’ (Gans, 1993: 151). The rogue celebrity provides a charis-
matic re-enchantment of society by providing an escape from the
mundane and routine world of work and society through distraction
and entertainment. They can be used as a warning, in that the well-
known can be deglamorized and their previous status destroyed, while
also providing a new cohesive unifier to bind the public together by
providing a focal point for shared mass meaning and identity. In so
doing, rogue celebrity re-enchants a disenchanted world. 

Conceptualizing the rogue-celebrity trend

Rogue celebrities, like celebrity and criminal-celebrities, necessitate con-
ceptualization in order to be able to classify different cases of celebrities
whose image is originally deviant or criminal or becomes such after asso-
ciation with or conviction for such behaviour. Classification of rogue
celebrities is different to that of criminal-celebrities in order to accom-
modate celebrities who are ‘rogue’ although not actually convicted 
of a crime, but whose image becomes dominated by their deviant or
unconvicted criminal behaviour. Therefore, rogue celebrities can be
classified as: celebrity suspect, celebrity deviant and celebrity criminal.
The celebrity suspect refers to those celebrities who are suspected or 
associated with a crime whether or not the ultimate outcome is proven
innocence. Therefore, in this category celebrity status is tainted by the
suspicion of criminality, which is contrary to their previous image 
and thus potentially deglamorizes them leading to a downfall in their
celebrated status. 

Meanwhile, the celebrity deviant is not necessarily a criminal, but a
celebrity who is a rebel. These individuals are a celebrity whose original
celebrity status is based upon the portrayal of a bad or naughty image and
are consequently expected by the public to be deviant or even criminal.
There are some exceptions whereby celebrities with a more pristine image
commit a deviant rather than criminal act and suffer consequences. The
final category comprises the celebrity criminal, which refers to those
celebrities who are caught and subsequently found guilty of a crime
resulting in a conviction. Within the celebrity-criminal category the
crimes that are committed range from minor offences, such as public
drunkenness or speeding, to major crimes including murder, rape or 
paedophilia.

Rogue celebrity can be achieved through the same factors that form
criminal-celebrity – crime types, context and image. It is these factors
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which strengthen or limit the achievement and maintenance of cele-
brated status. The factor of image is different from criminal-celebrity
whereby it is romanticized or idealized to achieve celebrity. Instead, for
rogue celebrities image is affected by the transgression of that image. A
transgression by a celebrity involves the contradiction of the original
image they portrayed to initially gain their celebrated status. Such a
transgression via compromising behaviour could, for example, involve
a television presenter such as Jonathan King, who initially fell into the
non-subversive celebrity category of Personality, but being jailed for
sexual offences instigated his deglamorization and he shifted into the
Notorious category of celebrity, or, in other words, celebrated criminal-
ity. Within celebrated criminality he would become classifiable within
the rogue-celebrity trend. In such a case the rogue celebrity in question
would be unlikely to survive their image transgression, and having
been deglamorized they would be unable to regain their former status.

The potential for shifting categories, even between trends within
celebrity and also within celebrated criminality, reinforces Bauman’s
(2000) theory of liquefaction or liquidity. Within a society liquidity
suggests that identities are fluid, merging into one another and causing
problems in maintaining any identity-defining boundaries. In such a
liquid society it is perhaps unsurprising that celebrities easily and
rapidly shift categories in response to their changing image, which is
their identity. Consequently, applying the notion of liquidity is illum-
inating to the culture industry, celebrity and celebrated criminality
because it sheds light upon the flexibility of Foucauldian government
and governance forms to shift according to changing circumstances.
This is crucial in providing an understanding of the ability of cele-
brated criminality to adapt and evolve in response to the undermining
processes of the culture of control.

The classification of celebrities who have entered the rogue-celebrity
trend within celebrated criminality depends on three components: who
the celebrity is; what kind of image they present prior to their criminality;
and what sort of audience their initial celebrity image appeals to. These
components all contribute to which crime type (acceptable crime, non-
acceptable crime or horror crime) will classify the rogue celebrity and that
in turn is affected by the context (time period and place) with repercus-
sions for image. As a consequence, a celebrity can be deglamorized,
remain unaffected, or will actually benefit from their criminal or deviant
exploits. 

Historically, rogue-celebrity categories reveal that even suspicion or
association with criminality or deviance had serious consequences. It
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appears that notoriety is a resource for those who crave well-knownness,
particularly for those desiring a route into a celebrity career; however, this
course of action to celebrity status was avoided up to the 1980s
(Cashmore, 2006: 144). From as early as the 1920s, when the first major
mass-mediated celebrities began to emerge, there were fatalities via scan-
dalous image transgression. For instance, screen comedian Fatty Arbuckle
fell foul of public opinion and became deglamorized at the height of his
fame when he faced a rape and manslaughter charge. Despite being
acquitted after three trials, his screen career was ruined, and films await-
ing release when the scandal broke were never released (Walter, 1970:
204). Ingrid Bergman also endured deglamorization for her deviant act of
infidelity with director Roberto Rossellini and the consequent birth of an
illegitimate child bringing about the downfall of her US career (Powder-
maker, 1951: 251). She became a pariah in America virtually overnight,
even being denounced in the US Senate.1 These two examples reveal that
despite innocence in the case of Arbuckle and a single deviant act in a
private relationship for Bergman that some deviant taint is impossible to
wash off of a celebrity image, leading to both celebrities becoming rogue
celebrities.

Two major factors are traceable in the deglamorization of Arbuckle and
Bergman and their entrance into rogue celebrity. The first factor is the
important contribution of the contextual time period to their downfall,
that is, the 1920s and 1950s. Both of these celebrities, in relation to the
accepted morals and standards of the era, became associated with or com-
mitted acts that were considered unacceptable. The second contributing
factor is that both celebrities’ images had been non-subversive. Arbuckle’s
image was based on comedy and being a family entertainer while Berg-
man’s celebrity image was pure and wholesome. Consequently, their
association with activities of deviance and criminality rudely shattered
the image that the public had resonated with, stimulating a dramatic and
communal response that brought about the deglamorization of both
celebrities. Interestingly, the deglamorization of Arbuckle and Bergman
suggests that from the outset of mass-mediated celebrity there are differ-
ent rules for those who gain well-knownness. It appears that for cele-
brities there is a paradoxical requirement for them to be an exemplary
citizen who cannot transgress their image without facing the con-
sequences of deglamorization. Being an exemplary citizen is difficult for
celebrities due to the combination of high visibility and public fascina-
tion through mass-media coverage that leads to ever-closer scrutiny and
exposure. As a result there are heightened chances of becoming a rogue
celebrity despite attempts at secrecy or privacy.
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The risk of public invasion into the private, leading to deglamor-
ization via a decline in resonance, has grown along with mass-media
forms and consumption. Subsequently, there is nowhere for the celebrity
to hide; they are vulnerable to media and public criticism, judgement and
condemnation for their actions (Thompson, 2000: 260–1; Bird, 1997:
100). The media and their ability to mould public opinion often lead to
what has become known as a trial by media, and this was experienced 
by both Bergman and Arbuckle. Suspected or associated celebrities can 
be deemed guilty even before they are charged or stand trial within the
criminal justice system; the scandal often leads to deglamorization and
entrance into the trend of rogue celebrity. Scandal, according to Thomp-
son (2000: ix), has the capacity to disrupt a flow of events, derail the most
well-constructed plan and destroy the reputations and careers of the indi-
viduals engulfed by it. Unfortunately, the nature and extent of visibility
are symptomatic of the transformation of public life by the Foucauldian
government of the culture industry, and by the governance form of
celebrity and its emerging culture of celebrity. Therefore, scandal, or the
undermining of a projected image, reveals the nature of power or rather
the ultimate lack of power, as well as the fragility, of celebrity image
when it has been transgressed or tainted through suspicion (ibid.: 6).

It is ironic to consider how criminal or deviant behaviour can become
acceptable and even normal in a different time period. For example,
Bergman’s adultery and illegitimate child would be considered unworthy
of the deglamorization process, with infidelity and children born out of
wedlock having become relatively commonplace. Elizabeth Hurley was
not deglamorized on account of her pregnancy outside marriage, and film
producer Stephen Bing only accepting his fatherhood following a court
case and paternity testing.2

Association with serious crimes such as rape or murder is also no longer
necessarily a death knell for celebrity careers, as is evidenced by Mike
Tyson, who was convicted for rape, but still went on to continue a success-
ful and popular boxing career.3 Admittedly, however, Tyson argued that
the burden of being labelled a rapist had affected him, even leading to him
allegedly saying that he would now rape Desiree Washington, most likely
as a reflection of his anger about what he considered was a wrongful con-
viction.4 Meanwhile, US gangsta rapper Marion ‘Suge’ Knight, despite
facing a federal investigation into the murder of rapper Christopher
‘Notorious B.I.G.’ Wallace, is still a successful artist. It is notable that both
of these examples of celebrities surviving association and conviction of the
major crimes of rape and murder are individuals who became well known
on the basis of subversive images. Therefore, it can be argued that celebri-
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ties whose initial image is rebellious or ‘bad’ make it easier to survive a
criminal or deviant act in any era, since the public expect it. For
instance, Mick Jagger, who was convicted for marijuana possession in
1967, had his image confirmed rather than enduring deglamorization.

Crime type and image are particularly interlinked in strengthening
and weakening rogue celebrity because some crimes are acceptable for
certain images while not for others. An example of such deglamoriza-
tion that impacts on a celebrity career is the case of Angus Deayton
who presented the BBC’s quiz show Have I Got News For You for 12 years.
Deayton was asked to stand down from his position as a presenter fol-
lowing newspaper allegations of cocaine use and encounters with pros-
titutes in 2002.5 This is in contrast to British radio DJ and television
presenter Jamie Theakston, whose publicized encounter with a prosti-
tute in December 2001, despite attempts to prevent its publication
(Howarth, 2002: 265), did little to damage his celebrity career as it did
in the case of Deayton. However, it is possible that Theakson’s deglam-
orization was mitigated by his claims of blackmail by the photographer
who photographed him in a brothel he had been tricked into entering.

Although much transgressive behaviour by celebrities leading to
deglamorization is connected to the context and their image, there are
some crime types that have consistently been considered unacceptable
no matter when, where or by whom they are conducted. These un-
acceptable crimes lead to irreversible deglamorization whereby the
individuals permanently enter rogue-celebrity status. A key example is
a paedophile, whereby the offender physically abuses a child either
sexually or through the possession, creation or distribution of child
pornography. The cases of Gary Glitter and Jonathan King are espe-
cially illuminating of this argument. Glam rock musician Glitter was
convicted in the UK for downloading child pornography from the
Internet in 19996 while King was convicted for sexual offences on
boys,7 leading to a seven-year custodial sentence. 

Both men’s pop-music careers and reputations have been destroyed,
with Glitter enduring self-imposed exile from Britain that is marked
with infamy because of his eventual deportation from Cambodia and 
a custodial sentence in Vietnam following a conviction for child sex
offences.8 Following his release, deportation and failed attempts at
entry into Thailand and Hong Kong in 2008, Glitter has talked about
plans to continue with his music career.9 King, meanwhile, following
his release in March 2005, having served only three and half years of
his sentence, continues to protest his innocence and seeks to resurrect
his media career through the release of a CD and the stated intention
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of writing a musical about Cole Porter.10 It remains to be seen if his career
can recover, with major doubts being raised in the media.11 There-
fore, certain crime types demonstrate themselves as remaining unaccept-
able, even in the post-modern age at the beginning of the twenty-first
century, where previous deviant and criminal acts or associations have
become acceptable. As a consequence, rogue celebrity demonstrates itself
to be a fluid trend which shifts and changes according to the type of
crime, context and image, making it ideal for providing celebrated crim-
inality with the flexibility to adapt to the undermining processes of the
culture of control.

Rogue-celebrity avoidance of deglamorization 

Not all celebrities who become rogue celebrities remain as such, but
can shift back to the categories of celebrity, leaving behind their rogue
status and become reglamorized. What is notable about crimes and
deviant acts by celebrities is that sometimes these rule-breaking actions
can glamorize and at other times deglamorize. The predictability of
glamorization or deglamorization is related to the success or failure of
techniques used to survive image transgression or at least to avoid per-
manent deglamorization. These techniques have varying degrees of
success and some require more effort from the individual than others.
Some rogue celebrities use their shift in status as a career boost while
others seek to minimize deglamorization before attempts are made to
regain their initial celebrity status. 

Public expectation and image transgression as a career boost

Rogue celebrities whose image is based upon things which are deemed
deviant or criminal in society possess more leeway in surviving deglamor-
ization by fulfilling public expectation than the average celebrity figure
entering rogue celebrity. Even those celebrities who commit or are asso-
ciated with crime or deviance in a non-congenial context can avoid
deglamorization and enjoy a career boost by fulfilling their image. For
example, part of Rita Hayworth’s charm in the 1940s was her femme fatale
image that was increased by her five marriages including to Orson Welles
and Prince Aly Khan, which confirmed her risqué image. Likewise, FBI
allegations of statutory rape and white slavery with regard to Errol Flynn
had little effect on his celebrity status and career other than cementing
the popular public perception of him as Hollywood’s most scandalous
leading man. Neither Hayworth nor Flynn transgressed the image with
which they rose to stardom. Instead, they fulfilled public expectation by
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being outrageous, rebellious and bad even in eras when such behaviour
was considered largely unacceptable. Subsequently, these cases demon-
strate that a celebrity does not have to live in a context that accepts
their deviant or criminal behaviour if their original image is already
subversive.

Towards the beginning of the twenty-first century, the celebrity
deviant has had greater scope than their predecessors to fulfil their bad
or rather subversive image, as is highlighted by association with fairly
serious deviance or criminal acts that fail to damage images. For
example, the image of ex-footballer turned actor Vinnie Jones failed to
be affected by accusations of indecent assault,12 which only reinforced
his original ‘bad boy’ of football image. Other instances of accepted
behaviour of celebrity deviants include the late British actor Oliver
Reed13 and footballing legend George Best, both of whose alcoholism
and laddish or loutish behaviour became part of fulfilling their image.
It was expected by the public that stories of misbehaviour would occur
at intervals regarding these two men. This situation for Best highlights
a deglamorized descent from Hero to celebrity deviant. Interestingly,
despite his deviance, Best maintained a degree of glamour from his pre-
vious Hero status thus causing resonance through sympathy and pity
for a living legend gone into decline. His development of severe liver
problems,14 due to decades of alcohol abuse, and his subsequent death,15

only confirm his pitiable celebrity-deviant image. 
Celebrity-deviant and celebrity-criminal images are particularly

common and anticipated by the public among rock bands who emerged
from the mid-twentieth century onwards, such as the Rolling Stones,
whose reputation is based not only on their music but on allegations of
drug use and wild behaviour. Many band musicians fulfil a rebellious
image and gain public resonance via deviant and criminal misbehaviour
that does not diminish the public’s opinion of them. For example, former
Stone Roses singer Ian Brown was jailed for four months following threat-
ening behaviour on an aircraft in 1998,16 while singer Courtney Love was
arrested at Heathrow after her self-named ‘potty mouth’ was so severe
that airline staff reported her to the police for air-rage.17 Ex-vocalist and
songwriter of Black Sabbath Ozzy Osbourne also illustrates how commit-
ting deviant acts can fail to deglamorize. Osbourne specifically courted a
celebrity-deviant image by biting the head off a bat while onstage in
1982, resulting in treatment for rabies, and mooned the crowd during his
induction into UK’s Music Hall of Fame.18 Acts such as these have helped
reinforce the image of Osbourne as a celebrity deviant, making him
appear more authentic to his fan base. 
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Hip-hop and rap musicians have gained a similar reputation to rock
musicians as rebellious and deviant, particularly through a number of
high-profile artists who have been convicted of crimes or who convey
deviance as part of their image. Such behaviour is wide ranging; for
example, rapper Foxy Brown served eight months of a one-year sen-
tence for breaking her probation for an attack on two nail-salon stylists
in 2004, by hitting a woman with a mobile phone in 2007. Brown’s
apparent tendency for attacking others even led to her spending 
76 days in isolation after a fight with a fellow inmate.19 However, it is
not only physical violence that is being built into some hip-hop artists’
image but also misplaced loyalty with regard to the law, with rapper
Lil’ Kim serving time in prison in 2003 on a charge of perjury, in which
she lied to protect two friends involved in a shooting.20 However, the
relationship of some branches of hip-hop with violence, particularly
involving guns, continues to promote the deviant image of this style of
music. US and UK artists, including Jay-Z, P-Diddy and So Solid, have
all been associated with knife and gun crimes which have strengthened
their images as deviant, and support rap lyrics relating to violence. It
appears that many hip-hop artists are fulfilling public expectations 
of them to be associated with violence, drugs and gangs, and fail to 
be deglamorized by their actions and associations. 

However, for those celebrities who do transgress their images by their
deviant or criminal actions there is a possibility of using the situation 
to strengthen their image by creating a new ‘naughty’ dimension. As a
result, some celebrities are able to avoid deglamorization despite their
context and time period and their original image. For example, in the
1920s Mary Pickford’s image was founded upon that of being girlish,
leading to nicknames of the Girl with the Curls or Little Mary. Pickford’s
status remained intact despite her deviant act of divorce (as it was consid-
ered in the early twentieth century) and her rapid remarriage to fellow
film star Douglas Fairbanks. In spite of their deviance they became 
the country’s ideal couple, embodying the notion of ‘American Sweet-
hearts’ (McDonald, 2000: 35, 37). Instances such as Pickford and Fair-
banks are extremely rare in that an original ‘good’ image was trans-
gressed in a non-congenial context and yet both celebrities survived
unblemished and actually benefited in status from their actions.
However, the case illustrates that exceptions exist whereby deviance 
can have no apparent impact at all despite context and original-image
transgression. 

At the beginning of the twenty-first century the role of context has
shifted so that many forms of deviance and criminal activity appear
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acceptable or forgivable. Thus deglamorization is restricted or pre-
vented, meaning that rogue-celebrity status can be for a limited period
only. For example, actress Halle Berry, who was charged with leaving
the scene of an accident, has suffered no deglamorization,21 and
despite her brief entrance into rogue celebrity she has shaken off the
status and regained her celebrity to the extent of going on to win an
Oscar in 2002. Rogue-celebrity behaviour has also had little impact on
the celebrated status of actor Russell Crowe, who, despite a range of
verbal and minor physical assaults, has merely gained a reputation as a
‘livewire’.22 Meanwhile, singer and songwriter Amy Winehouse demon-
strates behaviour which would have been deemed unacceptable and
resulted in deglamorization in the past. However, in the early twenty-
first century her alleged drug-taking has not affected her success in
music, as highlighted by her winning five Grammy awards in 2008,23

although admittedly her image has become dominated by her deviant
behaviour. 

These early twenty-first-century crimes committed by well-known
individuals have ultimately had little apparent affect upon their status.
It appears that some rogue celebrities’ deviant or criminal behaviour,
which would have been utterly unacceptable in the early twentieth
century, have become tools for image construction. By gaining head-
lines and publicity a new dimension to a celebrity’s public image can
be created via association with deviant naughtiness or criminal acts.
Through deviance celebrities can show they are humans who make
mistakes, who are not squeaky clean or perfect. In other words, image
transgression in relation to guilt or even suspicion of crime or deviance
has become a career boost. 

The carving of a new image through image transgression is not always
by choice but through being ‘caught short’, highlighting that celebrity
image is not necessarily a true reflection of the individual. For instance,
Hugh Grant’s encounter in 1995 with prostitute Divine Brown in a 
car near Sunset Boulevard revealed a previously unperceived element of
Grant’s character. Although the encounter injured his image as a coy and
endearing Englishman, the publicity he gained came to compensate 
for any damage and ultimately boosted his star image (Thompson, 
2000: 250). As a result, Grant displayed the fluidity or rather the temporal
dimension of his celebrity image in that it can develop and change over
time, shifting from the celebrity trend to rogue celebrity and back (Dyer,
1999: 64). 

Grant illustrates that transgressing the image can become a positive
career move, for as one image becomes tired and repetitive to the public a
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deviant act can rekindle interest and popularity. This is particularly the
case if it displays that the celebrity figure is only human, as in the case
of Grant, allowing the audience to resonate with their weaknesses.
Typically those celebrities who manage to escape deglamorization as a
result of image transgression have to reinvent themselves with a more
dark or worldly image. For example, Hugh Grant went on to play nasty
character roles such as in Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001) and About a Boy
(2002), and has even had his deviance reinforced through the alleged
assault of a photographer.24 Despite the transgression of image poten-
tially being a good career move, as has been highlighted, success in
regaining or maintaining celebrity and preventing becoming defined as
a rogue celebrity is heavily dependent on the original celebrity image,
the type of crime/deviant activity and the context, namely the time
period. 

Minimizing deglamorization after image transgression 

Improving a career via crime or deviance is not always successful or even
a possibility and therefore many celebrities seek to protect and minimize
any deglamorization damage following an image transgression. Various
methods are used by celebrities to minimize the damage of image trans-
gression when they enter rogue-celebrity status, but wish to regain their
non-subversive celebrity status. These protective measures are central to
why the criminal-celebrity is in decline while the rogue-celebrity trend
survives within the culture of control. This is because criminal-celebrities
cannot rely on any previous celebrity image as rogue celebrities can, and
are increasingly unable to claim the status of being victims themselves
due to the rise of the personalized victim. Protective measures can be dis-
tinguished as laying a foundation from which a rogue celebrity may seek
a return to their previous celebrity status. These measures comprise:
penance, public declaration (response to the suspicion or conviction of
criminality or deviance) and victimhood.

Penance

Penance is defined as voluntary self-punishment to atone for sin, crime or
wrongdoing, often associated with Christianity whereby sinners must
repent and be absolved (Collins English Dictionary, 1995: 840). As a result,
penance gives the individual an opportunity to reconsider their actions
and to feel shame and regret, leaving them to produce an external res-
ponse (actively change their ways). However, ‘penance seeks to reach
deeper than mere penal censure does’ by requiring a sanctioner, such as a
church authority, to inquire into the individual’s feelings or at least
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fashion a sanction designed to reach those feelings (Von Hirsh, 1993: 74).
Penance, according to Duff (1999), seeks to elicit an internal response with
the intention of inducing a penitent understanding within the offender.
The internal response of penance involves the individual’s attention
being focused upon their sin or crime in order to make them understand
its implications, as well as accept the censure which punishment com-
municates (ibid.: 51). Consequently, penance as a form of punishment
serves not only as an expressive external response function, but also as a
form of communication, namely internal response, which only requires
one person who expresses and another who will receive and respond. The
communicated message of punishment is that censure or condemnation
for the sin or crime is deserved (ibid.: 49–50). 

Duff (1999) adapts the notion of penance, asserting that punishment
through a penal method can be seen as a secular penance, because it is
retributivist, by justifying punishment as an appropriate response to 
a wrongdoing. Punishment as penance is best exemplified by being 
committed within the community to bring the offender to internally rec-
ognize the nature and implications of what they have done as well as
external recognition by making material or symbolic amends (ibid.: 52–3).
Therefore, penance as a form of secular punishment provides a vehicle
through which an individual can repent, receive forgiveness and be re-
integrated back into society. This notion of penance and reintegration is a
useful method for the rogue celebrity to minimize the damage of deglam-
orization. By conducting a penance the rogue celebrity who wishes to
return to their celebrity status can limit deglamorization by strengthening
and deepening the appearance of repentance and communicate it to the
public via self-correction and self-reform (ibid.: 51). In receiving punish-
ment a rogue celebrity is provided with the means to act out both an
internal and an external atonement, which is an action to appease any
wrath and disappointment the public may feel at their image transgres-
sion. In doing penance the celebrity asks for and can receive forgiveness
from society, although the type of crime that is committed affects this. 

The notion of rogue celebrities doing penance to prevent deglamoriza-
tion ties in neatly to Braithwaite’s (1989) reintegrative shaming, whereby
an offender is rehabilitated due to a sense of shame for their previous
actions and reintegration back into the community by making amends.
Generally, the message depends on the individual’s receptivity to the
reinforcement of inhibitions against offending. In the case of a rogue
celebrity seeking out penance to avoid becoming deglamorized for their
actions, reintegrative shaming is both useful and convenient. Not only
does reintegrative shaming allow public and private shaming, which
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embodies external and internal penance, but it also encourages ges-
tures of reacceptance by the public that occur to reintegrate the indi-
vidual. As a result a rogue celebrity can publicly display external shame
and remorse as evidence of their internal response and expect to be
reintegrated into previous celebrity status and society by the public
witnessing their penitent acts through the media. 

A rogue celebrity doing penance is important in order to survive image
transgression, as it is often the only way to survive their actions with
minimal deglamorization. For example, US actress Winona Ryder’s con-
viction in 2002 for grand theft and vandalism of goods worth $550025 has
largely been forgiven, resulting in her not being substantially deglamor-
ized. This can arguably be due to her crime type of theft and vandalism of
goods and subsequent penance, whereby despite evading a prison term of
up to three years, she was severely punished by being placed on proba-
tion for three years, heavily fined and ordered to do 480 hours of com-
munity service.26 Interestingly, Ryder has used her community service to
improve her image by her commitment to her penance, as praised by
Judge Fox,27 which contributed to her conviction being reduced to a mis-
demeanour charge and lessening her sentence to unsupervized probation
until December 2005.28 Ryder is part of a long list of other rogue celebrities
such as Christian Slater,29 Robert Downey Jr30 and Tom Sizemore,31 who
have emerged relatively unscathed from their convictions ranging from
battery to drugs through penal penance. Admittedly, however, Slater,
Downey Jr and Sizemore have all experienced a more severe penance than
Ryder by enduring incarceration rather than community service. 

Secular penance cannot be limited to convictions and incarceration,
for it can also include entering a rehabilitation clinic or maintaining a
low profile for a period of time before making a comeback. With
regards to the latter it appears that alienation, or rather exclusion from
the public, whose resonance creates and maintains a celebrity’s status,
can be considered a punishment. An example is Charlie Sheen,32 who
has bounced back from various drug and sex addictions as well as
charges for battery, aided by attendance at rehabilitation clinics. This
penance led to him recreating a non-subversive image initially through
his marriage to Denise Richards (which lasted only four years) and sub-
sequently via a career revival in television series Spin City and Two and
a Half Men,33 thus marking his readiness to re-enter celebrity having
done penance. 

British model Kate Moss followed a similar route of penance and for-
giveness following press allegations of cocaine use in September 2005,
which led to the loss of part of her modelling portfolio. However, by
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December she had been in rehab and returned to her career with con-
tracts lined up and little long-term damage done. Her time in rehab and
the break-up of her relationship with Pete Doherty, whose reputation for
drugs had come to taint Moss’s own image, also contributed to her ability
to minimize damage to her celebrity status. Therefore, although many
rogue celebrities transgress their previously clean, respectable image, they
can protect themselves by actively displaying acceptance of responsibility
for their actions, as well as punishment through volunteering for coun-
selling or entering a rehabilitation clinic. The rogue celebrity can limit
deglamorization through penitent acts and a reinvention of self, suggest-
ing that a criminal record and deviance are largely forgivable, although,
interestingly, box-office failures34 are not.

The success of penance can help lessen deglamorization through the
crime type, context and image. For instance, a particularly serious type of
crime such as domestic violence by a rogue celebrity can still be forgiven
in the eyes of the public, leading to reintegration, if the individual adopts
a suitable penance. Sheen35 and Slater36 are examples of such a scenario,
with both having endured charges for drugs and battery, but have recov-
ered their celebrity status following hybrid penances of prison, rehabil-
itation and counselling. Interestingly, in other cases a lesser crime or even
innocence in the face of an accusation may still bring about significant
deglamorization of a rogue celebrity, such as George Michael, whose 
lewd act in public toilets in 1998 transgressed his image by being forced
to reveal his homosexuality.37 Subsequently, Michael has struggled to
regain his previous status, particularly as he publicly withdrew from 
performing and recording music.38 He has returned to the music indus-
try but his new deviant image has been extended through a drug 
conviction.39

The impact of the type of crime is affected by the original celebrity
image because, in many cases of image transgression, who the celebrity
figure actually is affects whether a crime or association with crime and
deviance will bring about deglamorization. For instance, if two rogue-
celebrity figures with previously similar images, during the same time
period, commit a similar crime, one may well survive the scandal while
the other may become deglamorized, as in the cases of Deayton and
Theakston. As a result, the importance of context, specifically time
period, in which a rogue celebrity occurs and tries to lessen deglamor-
ization through penance, can be rendered largely obsolete. However, time
period cannot be dismissed, as illustrated by Fatty Arbuckle, who, despite
innocence and penance through alienation, never recovered his celebrity
status to its previous extent in the early twentieth century. 
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Interestingly, it also appears that deglamorization is affected by the
extent of the rogue celebrity’s well-knownness. For example, John
Gielgud was found guilty and fined for homosexual soliciting in public
conveniences in 1953 but there was no huge impact on his popularity
or career, arguably because despite his actions being publicized he was
not part of the Hollywood system.40 Meanwhile Alec Guinness was also
caught in a public toilet soliciting sex in 1946, upon which he gave the
name Herbert Pocket, the Dickens character he had played in Great
Expectations on stage (Cashmore, 2006: 147). Despite giving a false name
to the police and court, and being fined for committing a deviant act, his
acting career was not damaged, largely as this story only became public
knowledge after his death in 2000. In both of these instances we have
men who have committed similar acts in a similar time period and con-
text who did not suffer deglamorization to the extent of career damage.
However, both men did attempt to hide their actions, with Guinness
being more successful than Gielgud.

Secular penance and reintegrative shaming that lead to being forgiven
by the media and the public do have limitations in minimizing deglam-
orization. It appears that public forgiveness following rogue-celebrity
penance can become less effective if used multiple times, as experienced
by Michael Barrymore, because it reveals the previous penance demon-
strations were not internal but simply an external response. Barrymore’s
revelations in 1995 about being gay and his subsequent break up with his
manager-wife of 20 years, followed by admissions of alcohol and drug
abuse, led to his deglamorization and shift from personality to celebrity
deviant. Subsequently, he exhibited penance by entering a rehabilitation
clinic and apparently settled down with a steady boyfriend, bringing
about public forgiveness and acceptance, and leading to a resurrection in
his show-business career and return to celebrity status. Barrymore was, to
all intents and purposes, taken back into the hearts of a sympathetic and
forgiving public who demonstrated reintegrative shaming. However, this
forgiveness displayed itself as having been offered only on certain terms. 

In 2000 Barrymore was deglamorized again when he was found to
have once more transgressed his family entertainer comedian image
with drugs being found in his hotel room and appearing drunk on
stage at a children’s charity fundraising event in 2001.41 The final com-
ponent in his deglamorization for a second time, which has proved to
be long term if not permanent, was the death of Stuart Lubbock in his
swimming pool with unexplained sexual-assault injuries. Barrymore
became a celebrity suspect and in spite of not being convicted remains
with his career in balance, for despite penance through rehabilitation,
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alienation from the public and a self-imposed exile to New Zealand, his
association with a mysterious death42 has left the public wary. As a
result, Barrymore has been deglamorized by being a celebrity suspect
who has not been able to effectively use penance to minimize damage
to his latest image transgression. Much like Fatty Arbuckle in the
1920s, the fact that Barrymore has been cleared in the eyes of the law
has proved insufficient in the eyes of the public. 

Nevertheless, Barrymore has made attempts to regain his celebrity
status and overcome his rogue-celebrity image. He first talked about
this during a surprise appearance on the Channel Four reality TV show
The Salon43 and joined one-time Blue Peter presenter Richard Bacon at
an Edinburgh TV festival event called Presenters Behaving Badly? in
2003,44 which debated the trials and tribulations of television stars’
private lives affecting their screen careers. The event not only marked
Barrymore’s attempt at a public penance and self-defence, but was the
first time that Bacon had spoken publicly about his fall from grace 
after allegations of drug use that led to his deglamorization and the
loss of his children’s presenter job on Blue Peter. Significantly, he
managed to revive his celebrity career as a radio presenter and a host of
BBC One’s Top of the Pops by shifting his image away from that of
being apparently squeaky clean. Barrymore has taken additional steps
to recover his status, such as participating in Celebrity Big Brother in
2006, in which he came second, and also at the Edinburgh Festival
2007 in the lead role of the musical Scrooge.45 However, the death of
Lubbock continues to damage his comeback, with the dead man’s
father continuing to campaign for answers regarding his son’s death at
Barrymore’s home.

Public declaration: response to suspicion or guilt of criminality

Penance is not the only response open to the rogue celebrity who wishes
to minimize deglamorization effects. Reflecting on various rogue-celebrity
cases, it becomes clear that particular responses to the public often
through the mass media, which publicize celebrity-image transgression,
play a key role in the extent of deglamorization. Therefore, a second
method of limiting the damage of deglamorization is the rogue celebrity’s
public declaration as a response to an accusation or conviction for a
crime. The response is vital for providing a denial, defence of actions or 
a confession of guilt ending public and media speculation. Therefore,
responding immediately to accusations is an efficient and effective res-
ponse to a potential trial by media. Additionally, telling the truth is an
important factor in public declaration. Lying does not aid in minimizing
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damage to celebrity status via deglamorization if found out, as reflected
by celebrity figures who have deviated from their projected image and
been caught out. An example is Britney Spears, whose original pure
teen-girl image was sullied when her claims of virginity were later
revealed as lies.46

Teenage actress/singer Miley Cyrus, daughter of Billy Ray Cyrus, is a
prime example of image transgression leading to a swift public
response in order to limit deglamorization. Cyrus, whose squeaky clean
Disney Channel image is the foundation of her celebrity status, caused
controversy through photographs taken of her by Annie Leibovitz for
Vanity Fair47 (see Beer and Penfold-Mounce, 2009). One picture shot in
sepia, showing her wrapped in a satin sheet with a bare back and
tousled hair, led to a public outcry at this apparently sexual image of a
teenager. The Disney Channel responded via a statement saying that ‘a
situation was created to deliberately manipulate a 15-year-old in order
to sell magazines’.48 The response to this accusation was that Cyrus’s
father and minders were on the shoot the whole day and approved the
shots which were taken, along with Cyrus herself, who was shown the
digitally taken photograph. Meanwhile Leibovitz defended her photo-
graph of Miley, asserting it to be ‘a simple, classic portrait, shot with
very little makeup and I think it is very beautiful’.49 Despite this
response, Cyrus followed the lead of the Disney Channel and released
a public statement of apology saying:

I took part in a photo shoot that was supposed to be ‘artistic’ and
now, seeing the photographs and reading the story, I feel so embar-
rassed. I never intended for any of this to happen and I apologize to
my fans who I care so deeply about.50

It would appear that Cyrus recognized the need for a public response,
in order to protect her celebrity status, that highlights her as vulnera-
ble and as having made a mistake, and thus she spent only a brief time
in the rogue-status trend as a celebrity deviant.

The power of limiting or preventing deglamorization by responding
via public declaration ties in neatly to Mathiesen’s (1997) synoptic
society, where the many watch the few. In a synoptic society the few
are unable to keep private those misdemeanours that they are accused
of, whether true or not, making a public response essential to prevent
deglamorization. Minimizing damage to a celebrity image by respond-
ing swiftly and publicly to suspicion of criminality can protect the
celebrity image, as shown by The Who guitarist Pete Townshend.
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Townshend was arrested on suspicion of possessing and making inde-
cent images of children and of incitement to distribute such images in
January 2003. He rapidly took steps to protect himself from deglamor-
ization by going straight to the media proclaiming his innocence and
that he was merely researching the field. In responding quickly and
publicly, Townshend successfully limited the damage to his celebrity
image by association with an iniquitous crime.51

Without a rapid public declaration by a celebrity, a significant and
damaging effect can occur, particularly in regards to accusations of
criminality rather than merely deviance. An example is UK television
presenter John Leslie, who initially evaded a public response to allega-
tions in 2002 of a string of indecent assaults. This silence led to public
assumptions of guilt, and Granada Television terminated his contract
as co-presenter of This Morning television programme52 following pho-
tographs of him purportedly snorting cocaine were published. Leslie’s
eventual denial of the allegations to the police and ultimately the media
and the public came too late to save his reputation and high-profile
television career. Leslie’s case demonstrates that without a public decla-
ration he was tried and convicted by the media and portrayed as guilty
to the public. Despite professed plans for a comeback he remained in a
state of deglamorized limbo despite regaining some degree of celebrity
status as a stage actor in a production of Pride and Prejudice in 2004.53

Any potential of regaining his celebrity career has taken a further
blow by allegations of rape dating back to November 1995 made in
June 2008. Leslie, unlike in the previous situation, responded quickly
and publicly to the accusation, stating that he was the victim of ‘the
mother of all stitch-ups’54 before being cleared in July 2008.55 Leslie’s
public statement in response to the initial accusations was insightful to
the impact of associated crime to a celebrity figure. He declared: ‘I am
forced yet again to talk about lies about my private life – lies that des-
troyed my public career in 2003 and which now threaten the private
life I have been happy to lead since then.’56 Leslie’s statement openly
admits the destruction of his public career, which includes his celebrity
status, and this is highlighted by his current non-celebrity career as a
property developer. It appears that despite the penance of a complete
removal from the celebrity world and never being convicted of assault
or rape, Leslie has failed to recover his public celebrity career.

Trial by media as experienced by Leslie is an increasing issue within
contemporary society, particularly in regards to celebrity figures who
become associated or found guilty of iniquitous crimes and from which
they do not generally recover their previous status, as discussed earlier
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with the case of Fatty Arbuckle. Interestingly, the tolerance for association
with iniquitous crimes such as child abuse does appear to have increased
in both Britain and the USA since the latter half of the twentieth century,
as demonstrated by various celebrity figures surviving the accusations 
and investigations for such crimes. For instance, football team manager
David Jones, who in 2000 was acquitted of child-abuse charges in court,
was granted a year’s paid leave from Southampton to fight his case, and
although he did not resume the post after being acquitted he has returned
to his football-related career.57

R&B star R. Kelly is another celebrity who has survived associ-
ation with the iniquitous crime of child abuse and also largely avoided
deglamorization. In June 2002 he was accused of both making and
owning child pornography, stemming from an alleged filming of Kelly
having sex with an underage girl. In spite of the charges, investigation
and trial regarding the allegations that took four years before he was
cleared in June 2008, Kelly has continued a successful music career. His
album Chocolate Factory sold more than 1.7 million copies in the USA
alone, while his single, ‘Ignition’, became number one in the UK and
was awarded best R&B/soul album by a male in 2004.58 Significantly,
Kelly has consistently and publicly declared his innocence. However, it
may be that his public declarations of innocence have been greatly
aided by the public who consider sex with an underage girl, who was
only just below the age limit, as less heinous than molestation of very
young children.

A high-profile example in Britain echoing a similar lack of deglamoriza-
tion despite association with an iniquitous crime is the investigation into
Matthew Kelly. He became a celebrity suspect in 2003 for alleged involve-
ment in child abuse in the 1970s and was subsequently vindicated. In
spite of this association it appears to ultimately have had little long-term
effect upon his career or image. Kelly carefully protected his image
throughout his time as a celebrity suspect, making repeated public declar-
ations of innocence, professing his thanks to the public and other celebri-
ties for their support once the charges were dropped and by going straight
back to his stage work.59 All of these factors contributed to confirming his
innocence to the public and prevented significant deglamorization of
Kelly. As a consequence of the media frenzy and trial surrounding crim-
inal investigations into celebrity suspects such as Kelly, Lord Goldsmith
called for tightened control over press coverage in Britain in order to pre-
vent prejudicial publicity leading to the denial of justice to victims and
the accused.60 Thus trial by media has indeed become a significant issue,
not only for the rogue celebrities who are caught up in the coverage, but
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also for the legitimacy and authority of the criminal justice system
itself. 

The increasing instances, by the early twenty-first century, of a celebrity
being associated with a crime and their subsequent trial by the media
graphically reveals the public desire and interest in the potential of a
celebrity being a criminal. As a result it can be suggested that the public
are continuing to resonate and live vicariously through the criminal/
celebrity relationship. However, due to the decline of the criminal-
celebrity trend within celebrated criminality, public resonance is shifting
to not only celebrated victims, but towards the criminal and deviant
exploits of celebrities. In post-modern times criminality among celebrities
has shifted towards allowing the public to participate in whether a cele-
brity transgressing their image may or may not survive. The public, or
rather audience, participation has become a key element of celebrity,
rogue celebrity and also deglamorization. 

Moreover, there appears to be a level of anticipation for celebrities to
fulfil or transgress their image via deviant and criminal acts. Anticipation
borders on apparent glee as the public wait for celebrities to soil their
images by being caught doing criminal or deviant acts. For instance, there
was much interest in and speculation about the teenage rebellion of
Welsh child-singing prodigy Charlotte Church, whose angelic voice and
appearance were shattered in 2002. Church destroyed her previous image
via reported temper tantrums, the firing of her manager-mother and the
smoking of cigarettes, binge drinking and dating several men against her
parents’ wishes, both of whom sold kiss-and-tell stories to the tabloids.61

However, it is worth noting that releasing a pop album reflecting a 
more adult image and her apparently stable relationship with rugby 
star Gavin Henson, with whom she has had a family,62 has helped
improve and re-establish her as a celebrity with a new image, leading to
the suggestion of the couple becoming ‘the “Posh and Becks” of Welsh
rugby’. 

Thus, the public who make up the many of Mathiesen’s (1997) syn-
optic society, wait, watch and expect to be entertained by the few
whose potential to become self-destructive and subsequently rogue
celebrities makes particularly fascinating and consumable viewing. As a
result, contemporary society demonstrates that it still possesses the
primitive violent, killer instinct of spectacle. For although society may
no longer approve of blood sports and gladiatorial games, as the
ancient Romans did, it continues to revel in the downfall of its fellow
human beings, especially those such as celebrities who have previously
existed in an exalted position.
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Victimhood

Some rogue celebrities seek to protect themselves from deglamor-
ization by using the third form of avoidance referred to as victim-
hood. Through victimhood the rogue celebrity attempts to deny 
or defend their deviance or criminality which has transgressed their
image by portraying themselves as a victim. In other words, the 
rogue celebrity attempts to ‘out victim’ the alleged victim of the 
crime of which they have been accused of committing. Such an
approach is different from penance or public declaration because 
the rogue celebrity does not admit responsibility for their actions 
or seek forgiveness. Instead, they seek to consolidate their claim 
of innocence or attempt to undermine the severity of their guilt 
of criminality, by offering the excuse of them being a victim, which 
led to their actions. These claims can vary from being a victim of 
their celebrity status to victimization by the media, the judicial 
system and public interest, which invade their personal lives (Penfold,
2004). 

Other victimhood claims made by rogue celebrities as a way of
excuse for their criminal or deviant actions include their role as 
parents whose families will be affected, individuals who are suf-
fering with addictions making them unaccountable for their 
actions and even highlighting abuse in their childhood. Rogue-
celebrity claims of victimhood increase the potential for gaining 
resonance via sympathy. By portraying themselves as being vic-
timized by sources such as the media, the criminal justice sys-
tem, racism or lies by accusers, the rogue celebrity, whether con-
sciously or subconsciously, seeks to place himself in a position of being
the victim. As a consequence, these rogue celebrities, self-portraying 
themselves as victims, seek to maintain their professed inno-
cence or to reduce any assumptions of guilt by either the media 
or the public. This provides the rogue celebrity with an oppor-
tunity of minimizing the damage of deglamorization to their 
image and potentially laying a route to return to celebrity 
status.

A rogue celebrity can use victimhood in a variety of ways, as 
has been suggested, but there are varying degrees of success. 
For example, actor Robert Blake, the star of the 1970s TV show 
Baretta, was arrested and charged in 2002 for the murder of his 
wife Bonnie Lee Bakley. Blake pleaded not guilty to murder, con-
spiracy to murder and a special circumstance charge of lying 
wait. During an interview for ABC’s 20/20 programme in 
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the USA, Blake declared that he was ‘already a dead man’, and 
asked,

What are they [the judicial system] going to do to me that they
haven’t done already? They took away my entire past. They took
away my entire future. What’s left to take?63

Blake’s portrayal of himself as a victim was reinforced by his assertions
to interviewer Barbara Walters of facing a shortened lifespan, as he did
not believe he would live long in jail, and by the image of a shamed
and humiliated father who wanted to clear himself for the sake of his
daughter.64

Blake’s victimhood was emphasized further by his lawyer, Thomas
Mesereau Jr, who highlighted the distorting input of the media upon
the case by accentuating Blake as a victim of his celebrity that had led
to media intrusion and a subsequent distortion of justice.65 Los Angeles
Superior Court Judge Darlene Schempp also echoed such concerns
about the impact of the media on the case due to Blake’s celebrity and
the interest in the case.66 The success of Blake’s bid to portray him-
self as a victim was aided by being acquitted in March 2005, which
reinforced the notion of him being a victim of criminal justice and of
the prosecution. The result of the court outcome and victim stance has
been the prevention of his total deglamorization that leads to rejection
by the public and permanent rogue-celebrity status. Instead, Blake
maintains a degree of societal integration and the possibility that he
may return to his celebrity status shaking off to a large extent his
rogue-celebrity association. 

The use of victimhood to minimize deglamorization and prevent
long-term or permanent rogue-celebrity status is that of Michael
Jackson. It is important to note that victimhood was only one part of
Jackson’s plural image, for he was also a Star known as ‘the King of
Pop’, as well as, in the derogatory term developed by the British media,
‘Wacko Jacko’. Jackson claimed victimization in a variety of forms and
used this status to maintain, improve and protect his celebrity image
even prior to becoming a celebrity suspect for child abuse. For
instance, Jackson portrayed himself as the victim of loneliness as a
child pop star, a victim of his own adolescent body via acne and also
the victim of a violent and bullying father in a live interview with
Oprah Winfrey in 1993.67 He also admitted that his father would beat
him and that he was still afraid of him even as an adult.68 It was not
only his past which Jackson used to claim the status of a victim but
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also the mass-media invasion into his life. The media were portrayed 
by Jackson as a large source of his victimhood as a celebrity, for he claimed
he endured highly publicized inaccurate stories and little privacy. He
described the stories of him sleeping in an oxygen chamber, buying the
Elephant Man’s bones, bleaching his skin to become white and significant
amounts of plastic surgery as lies69 and blown out of proportion.

The role of victimhood, regarding Jackson, is most strongly evident
in being used specifically to avoid deglamorization and attempts at
avoidance of rogue-celebrity status with regard to the 1993 and 2003
accusations of child abuse. In 1993, 13-year-old Jordan Chandler’s
father accused Jackson of sexual abuse, which led to an out-of-court
settlement of an estimated $20 million. This settlement encouraged
public and media speculation regarding Jackson’s guilt or innocence,
which continued for the next decade, leaving him on a knife-edge of
deglamorization. Interestingly, Jackson exaggerated his victimhood in
1993 by entering a rehabilitation clinic for an addiction to painkillers.
This suggests that he was reinforcing his victim status through the
problem of an addiction of which he had become a victim, rather 
than the interpretation of rehabilitation as penance. If his time in a
rehabilitation clinic was penance it remains debatable whether it aided
Jackson’s celebrity status. However, what is significant is that he avoided
total deglamorization despite his association with an iniquitous crime,
but there were consequences. Jackson’s career and reputation did not
return to their original state of celebrity and his image was left in the
rogue-celebrity trend as a celebrity suspect. Many questions continued
to be asked about whether he would have been found guilty if the case
had gone to trial and also suggestions that he had something to hide
due to the out-of-court settlement with his accuser. When further accu-
sations followed in 2003 it only exacerbated public and media interest
in the potential paedophile actions of Jackson.

The 2003 child-molestation accusations were from the outset
described by Jackson as lies,70 instantly highlighting his role as a victim
of misrepresentation and slander. His parents supported such a stance,
arguing that the allegations were motivated by money, and that their
son was misunderstood.71 The stance of Jackson being the victim of 
the child-abuse allegations and of the court case were furthered by his
claims that he was locked in a faeces-smeared toilet for 45 minutes during
his arrest in November 2003. He claimed to have been bruised on his
right arm and that his shoulder had been dislocated. Interestingly, how-
ever, when he was led out of jail, he was filmed waving with both arms to
fans waiting outside,72 rendering some doubt on this particular claim
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to victimhood. Thus Jackson was, from the outset, despite being the
potential victimizer, portrayed by both himself and his supporters as
the victim. 

Jackson’s legal defence team deliberately portrayed him as a victim
during the trial. They argued that the singer had been a threefold target:
of an untrustworthy inner circle, particularly members of Jackson’s
Neverland estate staff;73 of overzealous prosecutors, among whom Tom
Sneddon had a personal vendetta against Jackson;74 and of a family
making false allegations against him with the intention of trying to finan-
cially profit like others had done in the past. Further evidence in support
of his victimization was the reawakening of questions over his ability to
be a fit parent to his three children, Paris, Prince Michael I and Prince
Michael II.75 The concerns over Jackson’s children were highlighted by
his insistence that the two eldest wear masks in public and by the now
infamous ‘baby dangling’ incident when he held his youngest child over
the edge of a third-floor Berlin balcony in November 2002 with a blanket
over its head.76 In addition, his financial circumstances were examined in
detail and publicized suggesting that he was a ‘spendaholic’ with debts of 
$300 million and he was accused of being on the ‘precipice of bank-
ruptcy’.77 The questioning of Jackson’s ability as a father and also of his
finances reiterated his role as a victim within the child-abuse case which
investigated his entire life and lifestyle. This is particularly important as
part of the victimhood stance as he was found not guilty78 and therefore
endured the ordeal despite innocence. 

A further contribution to Jackson’s image as a victim was the 
two-year wait leading up to a four-month trial in 2005 regarding 
ten counts of child molestation which resulted in him being found not
guilty. The sheer strain of the trial has been widely noted, as Jackson
had to be admitted to hospital at times during the trial with influenza
and back pain, as well as losing significant amounts of weight79 and
ultimately leading to self-imposed exile from the USA.80 However, 
it is perhaps the mental and emotional strain on Jackson that appeared
to portray him most effectively as a victim. Los Angeles-based trauma
psychologist Robert Butterworth suggests that Jackson the adult embod-
ied the tragedy of a lost childhood81 and had his image and career82

seriously damaged following the trial. Jackson went into self-imposed
exile from the USA following the trial, but controversy continued to
follow him in the form of cases claiming breach of contract and
fraud,83 rumours of bankruptcy and yet another accusation of child
abuse by Joseph Bartucci, who alleged he was lured into the pop star’s
limousine in 1984 and sexually assaulted.84
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Jackson successfully portrayed himself as a victim in his childhood,
of the media, the public, lies and the trial itself, resulting in a retreat
away from his homeland and the public eye. As a result, despite having
entered the rogue-celebrity trend he also crossed into the celebrated-
criminality trend of celebrated victims. Jackson used his victimhood to
protect himself from deglamorization and became the celebrity-victim
personified due to his numerous victimhood claims. However, due to
his early and unexpected death in June 2009 at the age of 50, the ‘King
of Pop’ did not regain his 1980s celebrity-career status in life. The ten
London-based final farewell concerts planned for July 2009,85 which
were to help clear debts and re-establish him as a popstar, were never
performed due to his demise. Despite Jackson not regaining his wealth
or reinforcing his celebrated status by a dramatic comeback on the
stage, he did regain the attention of the world. It would appear that
even in death, public interest and the media are not finished with
Michael Jackson, leaving him posthumously as the victim of gossip,
rumours and allegations that he claimed to be in life. 

Deferential treatment of celebrities and judicial blindness 

The rogue celebrity demonstrates an ability through certain methods
to survive or limit the threat of deglamorization and even return to a
celebrity image from rogue-celebrity status. It reveals itself capable of
avoiding being undermined by the culture of control, unlike the crim-
inal-celebrity trend. As a result, the rogue celebrity, with the contribu-
tion of the celebrated victim trend, is helping celebrated criminality
evolve by becoming the dominant trend within this subversive gover-
nance form. However, there are wider implications for the evolution of
celebrated criminality and its shift towards rogue celebrities, not only
in that they offer re-enchantment to a disenchanted world but in their
impact on the judicial system and the law. Rogue celebrities pose a
problem within criminal justice due to allegations of deferential treat-
ment and judicial blindness caused by celebrity status. 

The beginning of the twenty-first century has marked a pronounced
shift towards rogue celebrities and there is wide media and public dis-
cussion about the morality of their activities. The debates are reminis-
cent of old folk tales (the root of which are now told as fairy stories),
which through narratives indicate to the populace what is and what is
not appropriate behaviour and what can happen if appropriate behav-
iour is transgressed. However, what is significant is that there appears
to be a consistent failure to condemn and punish inappropriate behav-
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iour conducted by celebrities in the same way that the average citizen
committing similar acts may be. For example, as Felman (1997: 738)
asserts, although a trial is presumed to be a search for truth, it is tech-
nically a search for a decision, thus it seeks not simply truth but finality. 

Celebrated status appears to provide a level of protection or deferential
treatment from both the law and public condemnation in that there
appears to be a different set of rules for those of celebrity status. Felman
(1997) reflects upon this situation via a study of the O.J. Simpson murder
trial in 1995, which highlights forms of judicial blindness occurring
through legal obscurities and ambiguities in the case. The Simpson case
offers a new model of perception of legal events and a new analytic tool
to interpret cases (ibid.: 740). The trial was a vehicle for understanding
the need and urgency to deal with a highly publicized celebrity-related
crime and its traumatic impact on law and society. It was a case that was
both momentous and symptomatic of the time period (that is, the late
twentieth century), for it involved a celebrity, a crime, contentious issues
such as gender, race and domestic violence and the ethical questions
raised around televising trials. 

The case displayed the definition of a legal event as: what really hap-
pened through facts and what people believed happened, leading to a
tapestry of folklore and myth surrounding it. It was an event that was
similar to a movie plot by being ‘an unbeatably lurid end-of-the-
millennium American’ mixture of ‘race … sex, celebrity, media hype,
justice and injustice’ (ibid.: 742). The Simpson trial acted out society’s
unconscious and culture’s collective secrets leading to the investigation
and court proceedings regarding the murders of Nicole Brown and
Ronald Goldman to be the ‘defining trial of the 1990s’ (ibid.: 742). It
played out a ‘culture’s collective dream’ as well as ‘society’s deepest
passions: its fears, prejudices and desires’86 (ibid.: 742). As a collective
dream it became translated into a public spectacle of the courtroom
ritual, a theatrical event that in turn became a public obsession. 

The trial of Simpson effectively highlights the notion of judicial
blindness, whereby both legal parties disputed and denied each other’s
claim to visibility and competed to blind one another. The blindness
was essentially in relation to sensitive societal issues of domestic viol-
ence, race and gender, none of which can be fully or even adequately
represented in legal or political terms (ibid.: 744, 748). The prosecution
focused upon O.J. as an abusive husband who murdered his wife and
her lover, while the defence blamed the Justice system for racial bias
and an abusive law-enforcement agency which rushed to arrest the
husband (ibid.: 744). The defence also used race as reconfirmation of
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police brutality and corruption, suggesting O.J. was a scapegoat, causing
him to become more than a celebrity suspect: a celebrated victim. This
was reinforced by a comparison with other trials and traumas of racial
prejudice, such as that of Rodney King87 (ibid.: 745–6). 

The trial was an exemplary theatrical event, a show, a spectacular-
ized case evolving into a courtroom drama that was reproduced across
the world due to being televised. The significance of the defence and
prosecution being able to blind each other and the jury to certain facts
was that every trial is contingent on the act of seeing, namely, justice
must be seen to be done. However, the jurors, as in many cases, could
only look and not see, because they were only able to look at the pic-
tures of the victims’ bodies, but not see the actual blows that killed
them (ibid.: 763). Osborne (1995: 32) writes that O.J. was acquitted
because of his ‘media immortality’, that it was his existence as a media
superstar which outweighed the facts assembled against him. He argues
that the legitimate use of O.J.’s image as evidence meant that he could
not be guaranteed a fair trial. Consequently, the trial of O.J. as a
celebrity raised the issue of how a fair trial could be conducted for
those who are well known due to their image, which causes judicial
blindness and deferential treatment. Interestingly, such issues were
raised again during the Jackson trials of 1993 and 2003.

The problem of celebrity status blinding, or at least interfering with, the
legal process appears to be demonstrated in Britain as well as in America
by the Leeds United footballer case of 2001. In this case a student, Sarfraz
Najeib, was attacked and left unconscious following a confrontation with
footballers Lee Bowyer and Jonathan Woodgate and their two friends,
Paul Clifford and Neale Caveney, outside the Leeds Majestyk nightclub.
Bowyer was cleared of all charges, while Woodgate was sentenced to 
100 hours of community service for guilt of affray, having been cleared of
grievous bodily harm with intent, and Caveney endured a similar fate.
The significance of this case is that Clifford, the fourth member of 
the accused, was jailed for six years for grievous bodily harm and affray.88

The sentences raised much debate over whether the two footballers had
benefited from their status, in that their sentences were minimal or non-
existent compared to a non-celebrity involved in the fray. This was parti-
cularly highlighted by the judge, Mr Justice Henriques, who reminded the
jury to treat all the defendants without favouritism and that there should
be an impartial approach to the football stars because the law should treat
everyone equally.89

Deferential treatment of rogue celebrities is further demonstrated by
motoring offences. A prime example of this is in regards to speeding
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fines where celebrated figures have often been ‘let off’ due to the privilege
of living by ‘a different set of rules’ compared to the general public. 
For instance, the Duke of York was let off for doing 60mph in a 40mph
zone while trying to catch a flight to the Open Golf Championships in
Scotland.90 Celebrity lawyer Nick Freeman, who has successfully defended
many sportsmen including Beckham, states that the British motoring
laws are riddled with loopholes.91 Subsequently, celebrities who can
afford to hire Freeman are able to avoid conviction, often for apparently
ludicrous reasons. For instance, Sir Alex Ferguson was cleared of illegal
driving and speeding on the hard shoulder in 1999 on account of it being
argued that he was rushing to the toilet with a case of severe diarrhoea.92

Meanwhile David Beckham’s eight-month driving ban was quashed due
to the special circumstances involved, namely that he was being pursued
by a paparazzi photographer.93

The deferential treatment of rogue celebrities appears to be an interna-
tional phenomenon as illustrated by the chief minister of the Malaysian
state of Melaka, who was awarded more than twenty summonses issued
on his own two official vehicles. Although he paid the fines, he called for
the speed limit on Malaysian roads to be raised for the drivers of luxury
cars, demonstrating his belief that different rules should apply to those 
of a well-known and elevated social status combined with wealth.94

McLuhan (1994: 5) argues that the commitment to, and participation 
in, the fate of others within celebrity culture and a culture industry-
dominated society means: ‘They [celebrities] are now involved in our lives
and we in theirs, thanks to the electric media.’ As a result, rogue cele-
brities in the judicial system cause problems due to their high visibility
and consequently they encounter different treatment within the judicial
system, which varies in whether it works in their favour or not.

However, despite cases where celebrities appear to receive deferential
treatment and enjoy a degree of judicial blindness there appears to be an
increasing trend for high-profile individuals ‘not getting away with it’. A
growing number of celebrity cases are demonstrating that well-known
status cannot always gain special treatment. For example, Cheryl Tweedy,
a member of the pop group Girls Aloud, and prior to her marriage to foot-
baller Ashley Cole, was found guilty of assaulting a toilet attendant at a
nightclub in Guildford in January 2003. Tweedy’s conviction for actual
bodily harm (ABH) resulted in a sentence of 120 hours of unpaid com-
munity service, and paying her victim £500 compensation as well as
£3000 of prosecution costs.95 The significance of this case was the fact that
the prosecution pointed out that her success had not made her above the
law and that due to being drunk she had treated another woman badly.96
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Further examples of celebrity status not protecting rogue celebrities
from the execution of the law include US celebrity lifestyle guru Martha
Stewart, who in 2004 was fined $30,000 and sentenced to five months 
in prison with two years’ supervised release on charges of conspiracy 
and obstruction relating to her lying about share sales.97 However,
Stewart’s prison sentence has not impacted upon her celebrity career,
with her company’s share price rising, taking her personal stake’s value to 
$1 billion, while two television-show roles waited for her after her cus-
todial sentence (Cashmore, 2006: 160). Her prison memoirs are likely to
earn around $5 million and she continued to receive her $900,000 yearly
salary. Stewart returned to society a richer and more interesting character
(Cashmore, 2006: 160). It remains to be seen if actor Wesley Snipes also
recovers from his charges of failing to submit tax returns between 1999
and 2001.98

Both of these cases involve white-collar crimes and, as a result, pose the
least threat to image and celebrity status as they are apparently victimless
crimes. Likewise, crimes associated with drugs appear to be having a
similar lack of threat to celebrated status despite convictions for drug use,
such as Babyshambles’ lead singer and songwriter Pete Doherty, who did
not avoid a custodial sentence for drug and driving offences in 2008.99

Similarly, actor Tom Sizemore has also not benefited from his celebrated
status for breaking parole, which he was serving for drug use. Despite
pleading with the judge, he was sentenced to a 16-month custodial 
sentence in 2007.100

A high-profile instance of a celebrity failing to ‘get away with it’ is Paris
Hilton. The American hotel-chain heiress has earned a reputation as a
spoilt partygoer who consistently hits tabloid and magazine headlines
with relationship rumours, drunken nights out and a feud with close
friend and co-star of The Simple Life television series Nicole Richie. Although
the leaking of a video of Hilton and former boyfriend Rick Salomon per-
forming a sex act, ‘leaked’ onto the Internet in 2003, raised her profile
and also helped ratings for The Simple Life which made its debut days later,
it is her criminal charge of drink-driving that made headlines. Hilton was
arrested in September 2006 for driving under the influence. She was fined
and put on probation which she violated several times, leading to a
prison sentence of 45 days.101 An online petition to Californian Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger was started by fans saying that she enlivened
mundane lives, which Hilton initially supported on the basis of wishing
to appeal against her sentence;102 however, the appeal was dropped.103

In spite of Hilton’s sentence being reduced for good behaviour to 
23 days in a special prison block reserved for high-profile individuals,104
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she remained only for three days before being released to house arrest
following an undisclosed medical condition.105 This release led to an
outcry by civil rights leader Reverend Al Sharpton, who accused the 
US legal system of double standards.106 Significantly, despite apparent
deferential treatment, Hilton’s return to court 24 hours later led to her
being returned to prison to fulfil her sentence. It appeared that Hilton
was not above the law and was not going to receive special deferential
treatment due to her celebrity status. 

Interestingly, Hilton’s best friend Nicole Richie, adopted daughter of
singer Lionel Richie, has faced a similar charge to that of Hilton. Richie
was sentenced with driving under the influence of drugs and alcohol
just a month after Hilton was released from prison. Richie was arrested
in December 2006 for driving the wrong way down a Los Angeles
motorway.107 She served 82 minutes of her four-day sentence for
driving under the influence of alcohol, combined with a fine, enrol-
ment on a drug and alcohol programme, and three years’ probation.
Richie never reached her cell: due to prison-overcrowding guidelines
she was released quickly, although she was fingerprinted and pho-
tographed.108 This treatment of Richie highlights a contradiction in
arguments of special treatment for celebrities within the criminal
justice system. Although Richie endured a somewhat farcical length of
time in prison, her sentence adhered to the legal standards of drink
and drug offences. This lack of special-sentencing treatment is also sup-
ported by Hilton’s punishment for driving under the influence and
violating probation, for, despite claims that she was being punished for
her celebrity,109 she received the punishment that an average non-
celebrity would receive for similar crimes. Her case demonstrates that
celebrities do not necessarily ‘get away with it’ in terms of sentence, as
illustrated by her prison sentence and the failure of achieving house
arrest with an electronic tag. However, it does demonstrate that special
treatment can occur within the system; for instance, an investigation is
being conducted into Hilton being granted a mobile phone instead of
having to queue for a pay phone, having a new jail uniform instead of
a recycled one and having her mail delivered by a captain instead of by
inmates.110

Therefore, although some cases involving celebrities suggest deferen-
tial treatment, there is a growing wealth of instances where these high-
profile individuals are treated according to their crime rather than 
their status. Although this sentencing policy may receive support from
the general public, inevitably special treatment remains for celebrities
regarding community sentencing and custody particularly in the USA.
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For instance, Boy George’s community sentence of sweeping the streets
of New York for five days in 2006 led to him being moved to clean a
fenced-off area after the first 30 minutes of his sentence due to being
mobbed by reporters and photographers.111 George’s celebrated status
meant he could not do the exact community service to which he had
been sentenced. Paris Hilton is a further instance of inevitable special
treatment by being held in a prison facility especially reserved for high-
profile inmates.112

However, this special treatment within the prison system appears to
differ in the UK, where celebrity does not appear to receive similar def-
erential treatment, as illustrated by ex-MP Lord Jeffrey Archer. Archer
served the opening weeks of his four-year sentence in Belmarsh Prison
in South London before eventually being moved to North Sea Camp
Open Prison. It was here that he was able to breach his daily release
conditions by attending a party, leading to his move to a high-security
facility in Lincoln.113 Archer, it seems, gained no special treatment
from his high-profile status while serving his prison sentence and was
in fact punished further for flouting the rules. Consequently, any asser-
tions that Archer received deferential treatment can be dismissed. Evid-
ence of deferential treatment towards rogue celebrities within the
criminal justice system is inconclusive despite intriguing cases demon-
strating special and normal treatment for deviance and crimes. It would
appear that although some cases display deferential treatment, other
instances display the opposite. However, until there is no discernible
evidence of special treatment of celebrities within a supposedly impar-
tial criminal justice system it is important to highlight this inequality
and recognize the influential power wielded by a celebrated individual. 

Rogue celebrity, as the second of the two celebrated criminality trends,
is coming to dominate and to a large extent replace its counterpart, crimi-
nal celebrity. Rogue celebrities demonstrate an evolution within celebrated
criminality as governance whereby celebrity individuals who range from
being found guilty of criminality, to being a deviant or merely suspected
or associated with a crime, are coming to be a central point of resonance.
The success of rogue celebrities in avoiding deglamorization, namely, via
penance, public declaration and victimhood, reveals the rogue celebrity’s
ability to survive and provide re-enchantment to a disenchanted world.
However, they also pose a problem by creating an elite who can benefit
from deferential treatment and judicial blindness. Despite this impact on
criminal justice, rogue celebrity provides celebrated criminality, which is
weakened by the culture of control with regard to criminal-celebrity, with
the power to remain a governance force within society. 
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Conclusion: Celebrating Crime in
a Celebrity Culture

In the age of celebrity culture it has become vital to address its rela-
tionship with the transgression of societal rules and laws in the form of
crime and deviance. This book has sought to open a space for debate
surrounding the relationship between celebrity and criminality which
has been widely noted in scholarship. Tying together the research
stance, key assertions and findings of this text will be conducted
through a brief chapter-by-chapter summary which highlights the
underlying theme of control. Control within this text has been embod-
ied by Foucault’s governmentality which has underpinned the nar-
rative of celebrated criminality as a multifaceted controlling force over
the public while paradoxically empowering them. Finally, the role of
cultural criminology in engaging the criminological imagination is
used to highlight the contribution of this approach to criminological
research in the twenty-first century. 

Exploring celebrated criminality and control 

Engaging with the relationship between celebrity and criminality as 
a multifaceted form of control has been founded on the construction
of a Foucauldian governmentality stance. This stance has enabled an
exploration of celebrated criminality based upon two central assertions.
Firstly, that the culture industry is a form of Foucauldian government
with celebrity as Foucauldian governance (Chapter 2). This assertion
argues that Adorno and Horkheimer’s notion of the culture industry 
is intimately interwoven with both the mass media and celebrity. Of
particular significance is that the culture industry, along with the 
mass media, has contributed to the development of celebrity, through
the sensationalist and dramatic mass media and the provision of 



commodities by the culture industry. The three-way relationship
between the culture industry, mass media and celebrity demonstrates
their ability to guide, manipulate and control the public, tying them
neatly to Foucault’s theories of government and governance. However,
there has been no intention to suggest that celebrity seeks to suppress
the public in a dictatorial manner or to suggest undertones of a con-
spiracy by an elite against the public. Instead, this Foucauldian notion
of control is more evasive, pervasive and subtle, and open to interpre-
tation by scholars. Defining the culture industry as Foucauldian gov-
ernment and celebrity as governance highlights them as governing
forces that supply the public with meaning and identity in the post-
modern world through appropriate trappings. The importance of the
premise is that it provides an understanding of why and how celebrity
occurs (via the culture industry and the mass media) and that it is itself
a significant controlling force. Furthermore, Foucauldian government
and governance reveal the pervasive research theme of control through
differing governing forces. 

The second key premise is linked to the governing capabilities of the
culture industry and celebrity in that as a result of celebrity being a
form of governance its relationship to criminality makes celebrated
criminality into a subversive form of governance (Chapter 2). Celebrity
as Foucauldian governance propagates not only its own controlling
abilities but also that criminality, due to its relationship with celebrity,
can be a governing force. Thus celebrated criminality is proposed to be
a form of subversive governance which can control through its cele-
brated representation and demonstration of dissonance and rebellious-
ness. As subversive governance, celebrated criminality provides an
alternative route to governing than through legal and admirable means
to being ‘well known for being well known’.

The stance of celebrated criminality as a controlling or rather a gov-
erning force raises questions which lead to the research concepts and
assertions within this book. The existence of celebrated criminality as
governance raised the question of why something that is subversive,
and thus generally condemned by society, can become celebrated. This
led to the research concept of resonance to help explain this occurrence
and made resonance an essential component for the existence of
Foucauldian government and governance forms (Chapter 4). The concept
of resonance is argued as a form of assemblage whereby there are multiple
layers or dimensions through which the public can connect and iden-
tify, allowing them to resonate. Consequently, as assemblage, resonance
supports assertions that anyone can become celebrated, even those of a
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subversive nature. It supports such an assertion due to the multiple
ways through which the public relate to the celebrity or celebrated
criminality, such as via pleasure or fear, excitement or danger, or a
combination of such responses. Consequently, governance-form trends
are dependent on resonance to exist.

Following the premise of resonance as fundamental to celebrated
criminality and Foucauldian governmentality, a threat to celebrated
criminality as governance is evident via the emergence of a new form
of Foucauldian government in the late twentieth century in the form
of the culture of control. This new Foucauldian government under-
mines criminal-celebrity, which is the dominant trend of celebrated
criminality, and therefore threatens the governance powers of cele-
brated criminality (Chapters 5 and 6). The dominance of the criminal-
celebrity trend is recognized through the large number of historical
cases (both pre-, during and post-twentieth century) of criminals
becoming celebrated due to their criminality. It is also recognized that
towards the end of the twentieth century other celebrated criminality
trends have grown in strength regarding the quantity of noteworthy
cases rivalling the dominance of criminal-celebrity. This reveals 
that the criminal-celebrity trend is becoming more dilute allowing
other trends to develop. As a result, the criminal-celebrity trend is
being undermined by the culture of control, which Garland (2001)
asserts emerged towards the end of the twentieth century. As a form 
of Foucauldian government, its characteristics of new emotivism,
changing criminological thought and shifting criminal justice struc-
ture all work to the contrary of the success of criminal-celebrity. This
highlights that celebrated criminality is threatened with becom-
ing diluted and destabilized as a result of its dominant trend being
undermined. 

The threat to celebrated criminality in being undermined by the
decline of its dominant trend produces the final key assertion, namely
that celebrated criminality has adapted to survive via the increas-
ing dominance of other trends, namely the rogue celebrity and cele-
brated victim (Chapter 7). Celebrated criminality demonstrates the
ability to adapt and evolve in response to changing circumstances 
on the basis of new trends gaining in strength and replacing the 
weakening criminal celebrity, ensuring its survival as governance. 
As a result, it is predicted that celebrated criminality will continue 
to survive in the years to come due to its ability to adapt as well as
because its trends of governance will change and have a differing
impact on society. 
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Engaging the criminological imagination

In his classic work, The Sociological Imagination (1959), C. Wright Mills set
out what the sociological imagination involves, describing a ‘quality of
mind’ that ‘enables us to grasp history and biography and the relations
between the two’ and which allows ‘its possessor to understand the larger
historical scene in terms of its meanings for the inner life and the exter-
nal career of a variety of individuals’ ‘in the welter of their daily experi-
ence’ ‘and to continually work out and revise views of the problems of
history, the problems of biography, and the problems of social structure
in which biography and history intersect’ (1959: 15, 6, 5, 225). The socio-
logical imagination encapsulated a way of thinking about or rather inter-
preting the world. Some seven decades later Mills’s idea of igniting the
sociological imagination remains a clarion call for social scientists, and
criminologists are no exception. 

Barton, Corteen, Scott and Whyte (2007) call for the expansion of
the criminological imagination, gathering together a collection of
scholarly works that range from a discussion of the authoritarian state
to the role of gender in double murder trials, and from women political
prisoners in Northern Ireland to human rights and disaster victims.
However, they do not accommodate for the growing importance of
cultural themes and issues in making deeper sense of criminological
matters. This present book, in engaging with celebrity culture and
crime, has sought to use the cultural issue of celebrity to explore crime
and deviance. Using an interdisciplinary approach that has combined
literature and ideas from media studies, sociology, criminology, cul-
tural studies, history and even some aspects of psychology, the intent
has been to rise to the challenge of not just expanding the crimino-
logical imagination but engaging with it. The purpose has been to
spark scholarly interest in the unavoidable cultural phenomenon of
celebrity from a criminological perspective.

As a consequence, this book’s approach to the relationship between
crime and celebrity can be seen as a contribution to the ‘loose federation
of outlaw intellectual critiques’ (Ferrell, 2007: 99) that make up the self-
named and heralded ‘cultural criminology’. By seeking to push ‘the 
perspectives of conventional criminology beyond its horizon’ (Presdee,
2000: 16) by drawing upon the importance of cultural matters and crime,
this approach offers a new methodological approach into the crimino-
logical imagination. Consequently, the boundaries of criminology are
shifting, not to undermine the discipline of criminology but instead to
enlarge, enliven and reinvigorate the criminologically inclined scholarly
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mind to appreciate the contribution and importance of cultural
matters. 

This book adds to the growing collection of research that falls, some-
times unwittingly, within the boundaries of cultural criminology by
examining crime and celebrity. This new methodological approach 
to crime accepts the importance of cultural events, issues and concepts 
to understanding and engaging with crime and deviance, opening a
new and intriguing vista. By studying celebrity and crime, the tension
between accepted norms and the breaking of these boundaries has
been revealed along with how this rule-breaking causes a combination
of fascination, excitement and repugnance, as well as being an embod-
iment of widely held immoral behaviour. Engaging the criminological
imagination by using a cultural criminological approach to celebrity
culture and crime has enabled celebrity and criminality to become 
a source of data through which to engage with the cultural evidence of
life. 

Studying the cultural aspects of crime and deviance engages the
criminological imagination by encouraging and appreciating the inter-
pretation of activities and performance of everyday life as a rich source of
both abstract and concrete meanings and data sources. This cultural crim-
inological approach looks at meaning and representation by gathering
and appreciating the value of the cultural ‘evidence’ of day-by-day exist-
ence wherever and in whatever forms they are found. Subsequently, by
utilizing cultural artefacts to examine the trail they leave behind, the
‘debris of everyday life’ becomes data (ibid.: 15). Subsequently, life his-
tories and images are crucial sources of information, and, as Presdee
(2000: 15) writes, even music and dance could be used as a data source for
they all have stories to tell in unravelling crime. Therefore, in exploring
the relationship between celebrity and criminality this text has used, to
full advantage, the re-engagement of the criminological imagination
through cultural criminology’s attention to cultural detail, dynamics and
the everyday politics of mediated images and even sub-cultural styles. 
As a result, the cultural criminology approach has been vital in examin-
ing the emergent meanings of the relationship between celebrity and
criminality in the early twenty-first century.

In addressing the relationship between celebrity and crime it has
become apparent that this field of research is far from exhausted with
many new lines of investigation emerging in the course of writing this
book. Issues of celebrity gossip and the rise of new media (Beer and
Penfold-Mounce, 2009), consumer society and fascination with the
spectacle of dead criminal bodies (Penfold-Mounce, 2009) and the role
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of cultural artefacts in depicting authenticity as encapsulated by HBO’s
The Wire (Penfold-Mounce, forthcoming). This latter idea of exploring
criminological matters through specific popular cultural artefacts only
expands the criminological imagination further and opens a new arena
of possibility. In turning to a new source of inspiration in the form of
cultural artefacts, scholars can turn to non-scholastic narratives that
challenge our understanding of authenticity through their gritty realism.
Therefore, it would appear that criminological work has much to gain
from appreciating research that is shifting towards a cultural focus
ranging from ‘the colour magazine to the Oprah Winfrey show’ (Savage
and Burrows, 2007: 893). Therefore, in engaging the criminological
imagination through culture and cultural artefacts an intriguing new
sense of criminological matters is flourishing.
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